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National Missile Defense
Responding to the Threat
Missile warfare is not new. Countries that currently have a
missile capability seek to improve and extend it. Countries
without a missile capability are seeking to purchase or
develop the relevant technology. What makes a difference
today i the potential devastation caused by weapons of mass
destruction-nuclear, biological, and chemical---delivered
by ballistic mi siles with increased range, carrying capacity,
and accuracy.
The intelligence community believes it unlikely that any
country, other than the major declared nuclear powers, will
develop or otherwise acquire a ballistic missile capability that
could threaten the continental United States in the foreseeable
future. At present, analysts report only a North Korean missile
in development, the Taepo Dong 2, could conceivably have
sufficient range to strike portions of Alaska or the far-western
Hawaiian Islands. However, the likelihood of it being operational within the next five years is very low.
The threat of an accidental or unauthorized launch from the
nuclear nations exists, but it is considered a remote possibility.
Intelligence community assessments .indicate these systems
are controlled by their national leaders. In addition, the number of former Soviet strategic ballistic missiles, the number of
bases and submarines where the missiles are located, and the
number of countries where missiles are based are being
reduced by the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty and the
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program. Such reductions in
the strategic missile threat to the United States also reduce the
opportunities for accidental or unauthorized launch.
Furthermore, the 1994 Clinton-Yeltsin agreement required the
detargeting of Russian nuclear ballistic missiles. Such detargeted missiles could not be launched accidentally or, if
launched, would land in the ocean. Retargeting would require
the approval of the Russian national command authority.
Nevertheless, we cannot be complacent by these assessments.
The fact remains that our nation has always been vulnerable to
a long-range ballistic missile attack. We should prepare now to
defend ourselves against such a potential in the complex and
unpredictable 21 st century. National Missile Defense (NMD)

is oUI insurance policy. This program is highly evolutionary
and flexible to allow us to respond to a strategic missile threat
as it emerges.
The NMD program goal is to demonstrate by 1999 th.e elements of an initial system that could be deployed within the
following three years if required by an analysis of the threat. If
a deployment is not deemed necessary, the program wiJI continue to improve the system while keeping it ready for deployment within any subsequent three years. The program is structured to create a technology and programmatic foundation
which could be built upon if intelligence indicated that a strategic threat was emerging. The national goal will be to field a
defense before any threat becomes operational.
The United States wiJI not make a decision to deploy a
National Missile Defense until a threat has been identified.
Deploying before the threat emerges would deprive us of
deploying the most advanced technology possible if and when
a threat does later emerge. It would also mean allocating
scarce procurement resources on NMD that could otherwise
have met more urgent modernization needs.
Developing NMD capabilities to provide protection against a
ballistic missile attack is a high national priority. If deploy)
ment is required, the NMD system could help protect the
United Stales and, therefore, deter such an attack. System
development itself may actually reduce the strategic value of
long-range ballistic missiles and, thereby, reduce a potential
enemy's will to acquire or use them.
America's Army has an important role in NMD development. The Army program focuses on NMD ground-site activities with the ultimate goal of providing a comprehensive
ground-based defense. The NMD Joint Program Office is·
headed by Army BG Joe Cosumano, the Program Manager,
who has the authority and responsibility to create the management structure to achieve multi-Service interoperability.
America's Army is proud to have such an important role in the
nation' most fundamental security requirement-to defend
oUI homeland.
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COVER
National Missile Defense (NMD) is a DOD joint program to protect against ballistic missile attacks. The cover shows a 1970s vintage Spartan Missile (left) and
the current Payload Launch Vehicle. which will be used through the year 2000 for
NM D live-fire tests.

NATIONAL
MISSILE
DEFENSE
What Is It And
What Is The Army's Role?
By COL Jeffrey Schrepple
and Barry Pike
Introduction
The end of the Cold War gready reduced
the threat of a large-scale nuclear attack on
the nited States. However, the world's
nuclear powers still hold thousands of
nuclear weapons along with many hundreds
of strategic ballistic missiles to deliver them,
and many other countries are acquiring ballistic missiles and the technology fOr the
weapons of mass destruction.
Although it may take as long as 15 years for
a third world country to indigenously develop an intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM) capable of striking the Unired Stares,
there is great uncertainty as to how quickly
this could be achieved through proliferation
of rechnologies, components, or systems or
with other technical assistance.
Whether from an intentional launch from a
rogue nation such as Iraq, Ubya, or North
KOrea, or an acddental or unauthorized
launch from Russia or China, our nation has
no means ofdefending itself from even a single incoming warhead delivered by an ICBM.
This is the current environment, despite the
met that an anti-ballistic missile system was
operational for a brief time in 1975-1976 and
improved technologies for an even better
system exist today. It is ironic that, because
of the visibility of that SAFEGUARD system
and the televised use of the PATRIOT system
in Desert hielcVDesert Stonn, the rnJljority
of Americans are convinced that such a
defensive system already exists.

System Description
National Missile Defense (NMD) is the
Department of Defense (DOD) joint program to develop a fixed, land-based, nonnuclear missile defense system that, when
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fielded, will protect the United States
against limited strategic ballistic missile
attacks. The MD System will be capable of
multiple, imulraneous, over-the-horizon
engagements at long ranges and high altitudes outside the earth's atmosphere for
highly effective protection of all 50 states.
The NMD System now being developed
includes ground-based interceptors (G BI);
a ground-based radar (GBR); and ballie
managemenrlcommand control, and communications (BM/C3). It will operate in
conjunction with the Integrated Thctical
W\iming and Attack Assessmen' Sys,em in
Cheyenne Mountain and other space-and
ground-based early warning systems.
These early warning systems include the
existing Defense Support Program (D P)
satellites, the DSP follow-on known as the
Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS), new
X-band radars (XBR), and existing early
warning radars which would require hardware and software upgrades to improve
their capabilities. These Upgraded Early
Warning Radars (UEWR) may be unnecessary if the NMD System fielding takes place
after 2006, when the SBrRS High and Low
satellites are expected [Q be operational.
While the SBlRS Program is closely linked
[Q me NMD Program, it is funded and managed by the Air Force and will not be discussed furthe' in this article.
TI,e GBI, the "muscle" of me system, is
being developed as a dormant, long-range,
high-velocity missile con isting of an
Exoarmospheric Kill Vehicle (EKV) on a
multiple-stage solid rocket booste<. The
GBls will ensure reliable hit-to-kill destruction of 'eentry vehicles dUring their midcourse phase of flight.
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The EKV has a sensitive, multiple-waveband, long-wave infrared sensor that provides an on-board discrimination capability
which allows the GBI to designate and
intercept the lemal objeet in a target complex or cluster. To enhance the probability
of target kill and overall system performance, the EKV will receive in-flight target
updates and a target object map generated
by me BMlC3 from eosor data. The GBI
elemem also includes the necessary command, launch, and gmund support equipmenL
The GBR, the "eyes" of the ground-based
element, is being developed as a wide
bandwidth, solid-state, X-band, phased
array radar sized for the NMD mission and
capable of predsion, long-range detectionl<
acqu isition, tracking, and classification of'
strategic ballistic missile target suites. It
will also be capable of providing ltill assessment data to the BMlC3.
This radar uses the arne solid-state transmil/receive modules as me Theater High
Altitude Area Defense (fHAAD) radar and
some common software and hardware, as
well. This commonality has saved the program at least $60 million to date. Unlike
THAAD, the GBR will be fixed-based and
have a significantly large< aperture to provide the substantially longer range necessary [Q operate against trategic targetS.
The XBRs could also leverage me GBR
effort, resulting in further cost savings.
The BM/C3 (see Figure I), the "brains" of
the system, is being developed to pmvide a
highly automated engagement planning
capability with appropriate dedsion aids to
support the human system operators in
effectively monitoring and employing th~
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Figure 1.
Battle
management!
command
control, and
communications
operations
during
integrated
flight
test.

system. The BM/C3 will be distributed in
the command centers supporting the U.S.
Space Command in Colorado Springs and
at the NMD site with redundant capabilities
as necessary.
It provides the equipment. communica·
tions, operation, procedures, and person·
nel essential for planning, directing, and
controlling operations of assets assigned
to the NMD mission. It also provides the
capability for the National Command
Authorities, via Human in Control, to
exercise centralized command and con·
trol of MD forces with decentralized
mission execution through the Service
component commands of the U.S. Space
Command.

Program Status
The 1995 DOD Ballistic Missile Defense
Program Review upgraded NMD from a
lechnology Readiness Program to the cur·
rent Acquisition Category 1D Deployment
Readiness (or "3+3") Program. On Feb. 16,
1996, then Secretary of Defense \Villiam
Perry stated that this change would "enable
the U.S. to deveLop within three years, ele·
ments of an initial NMD System, that could
be deployed within three years of a deploy·
ment decision."
The "3+3" approach does not definitively
commit DOD to deploy a system after the
] 999 Integrated System Test-in fact, procurement and fielding of MD are not
funded in the Future Years Defen e
Program. Rather, once the capabiUty has
been demonstrated, periodic reviews (the
first in 2000) of the current threat would be
conducted to detennine whether system
deployment in the ucceeding three years
would be warranted.
If the decision at any given review is not
to deploy, then the program is to maintain
a capability to deploy during any three· year
period, while continuing to improve the
robustness and perfonnance of the system
by tecbnology insertion. Regardiess of
hen the system is deployed, it is DOD pol·
icy that development of the NMD System
will be compliant with the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty; however, the acrual deploy·
ment may not be, depending upon the
naNre of the threat.
In April 1996, then Under Secretary of
Defense Dr. Paul Kaminski directed that the
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
(BMDO) establish a Joint Program Office
(fPO) to lead the deveLopment of NMD
"with participation from the Services. In
September 1996, the Service Acquisition
Executives and the BMDO Acquisition
Executive signed a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) describing the management roles and responsibilities regarding
this Joint MD Program. In April 1997, the
MD }I'O was officially formed in BMDO
under the direction of Anny BG Joseph
Cosumano (Army).
Sub tanlial progress is being made
lOw.rrd achieving the "3+3" Program goaJs.
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The fltSt fiight test of an EKV sensor was
successfully accomplished on June 23,
]997. The EKY sensor developed by
Boei ng Nonh American successfully
acquired, tracked, and coUected data on
multiple objects representative of the
threat.
Lockheed Martin successfully
launched the Boeing EKY sensor on the
Payload Launch Vehicle (pLY) from the U.S.
Anny KwajaJein Atoll (U AKA) (see Figure
2) to observe the target suite launched
from Vandenberg Air Force Base in
California.
Hughes Missile Systems
Corporation is also building an EKV sensor,

which will be ftight tested in January ]998.
Intercept !light te ts of dle two competing EKY contractors will occur in 19981999 prior to the downselect decision
and the integrated system £light test in
1999. A dedicated, operational GBI
booster is e."pected to replace the PLV by
the year 2000.
The first capability increment of the BM/C3
developed by TRW operated successfuUy in
shadow mode dUring the EKY sensor ftight
test. The early warning system and other
surrogate and test range sensors also oper·
ated succes fuUy during this test.

Figure 2.
Payload Launch Vehicle.
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Construction of the GBR prototype (GBRP), being developed by the Raytheon
Corporation began in September 1996 at
SAKA. Facilities for the GBR-P are now
more than 85 percent complete and the
radar itself is aboUl 25 percent complete
(see Figure 3). The GBR-P will be ready to
MD flight testing in
participate in
December 1998 in preparation for the fully
integrated system tests beginning at the
end of 1999.
1

System Operation

Figure 3.
Ground-based radar construction at Kwajalein Atoll July 2, 1997.

While many different system architectures
are possible-each r.1.iIored to a specific
rhreat-a likely operational scenario (see
Figure 4) startS with early warning detection of an ICBM launch by DSP or SBIR5
with confirmation by at least one early
warning radar. These early warning radars,
which include the UEWRs and XBRs, provide accurate cmck infonnation for cueing
the NMD System and determining whether
the ICBM will impact U.S. territory. This
track information is passed to the BMlC3,
which cues the GBR, calculates the intercept points and launch times for the GBIs,
and fuses the available data to generate a
target object map for the EKY.
After the "weapons free" command is
issued and GBllaunches are executed, the
GBR provide the BMlC3 with addHional
high-quality track and discrimination
information, which it uses to prepare in-

Figure 4.
National Missile Defense operational scenario.
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flight target updates and a target object
map. These updates will be transmitted to
!.he in-flight GBIs over-!.he-horizon from
the launch site via two of approximately
four to eight In-Flight Interceptor
Communications System (lFICS) ground
stations.

In the end game, the EKV acquires the
target suite, uses its onboard discrimination capability to correlate the target object
map with the threat cluster, adjusts its trajectory accordingly, and destroys the lethal
reentry vebicle by force of impact. On the
ground, the GBR provides kill assessment
data to the BM/C3 to allow additional GBI
launches until the threat is destroyed or the
"weapons hold" command is issued.

The Army's Role
The Chief of Staff of the Army, GEN
Dennis J. Reimer, reaffirmed !.he Army's
commitment to NMD in a December 1996
speech, stating that "the ground-based
active defense portion of National Missile
Defense is an Army mission." Through the
development and testing of the long-range,
ground-based detection and negation technologies currently being used in NMD and
by the deployment and operation of the
only anti-ballistic missile (ABM) system ever
fielded by the United rates, the Army has
succes fully discharged this mission for
over 40 years.
The Army's template for the future, Anny
Vision 2010, also recognizes NMD's contribution to joint Full Dimensional Protection
by declaring: "... the Army wiJl provide the
teeth of the missile engagement capability,
to protect the U.S. land mass against its
most serious external threat-missile
attack-"
The Army NMD Program Office (ANMD
PO), which i requesting a name change to
Ground Based Elements Program Office to
avoid confusion with the MD JPO, is a part
of the NMD ]PO team. The NMD JPO is
headquartered in Washington, DC, and
perates under a geographically distributed, federated approach in which the people are located where they can best man.age
the aspect of the program for which they are
responsible. While the MD acquisition
Strategy calls for the evolution to a Lead
Systems Integration (LSI) prime contractor
responsible for aU development efforts, the
NMD MOA guarantees that the Army element managers will continue to manage
and maintain the cost, schedule, and per• formance accountability and responsibility
for their MD element development as an
integral part of the overall MD
tem.
Consistent with funding and guidance
from the NMD JPO, the ANMD PO in the
Program Executive Office for Air and Missile
Defense, Huntsville, AI., manages the development of the ground based elements (i.e.,
GBl, GBR, and associated BMlC3) of the
NMD System. The ANMD PO is led by a
senior executive service member, Dr. Shelba
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Proffitt. who currently manages more than
70 percent of ti,e NMD hardware and software development efforts.
Ar the tin,e this article was written, the
ANMD PO consisted ofa GBI Office responsible for the development of the EKV and
the surrogate I'LY booster; a GBU I'roject
Office responsible for the development of
the GBR-P and associated radar technologies; and a BM/C3 Division (which is part of
a BM/C3 Project Office located in
Wasbington, DC) responsible for the development of !.he IFICS, the automated
engagement planners, the communication
network between NMD elements and
nodes, and the BM/C3 test exerciser. The
ANMD 1'0'5 Test and Evaluation Division
conducts tile derailed planning and execution of integrated flight tests and is developing the state-of-tlle-art, hardware-in-theloop Integrated System Test Capability to
conduct integrated ground tests whicll
complement the llight test program.
Finally, the ANMD PO's Acquisition
I'lanning Divi ion has been given the lead
to develop the joint integrated logistics
su pport and environmental compliance
plans for the )pO. This progrmn office
structure and its management relationships
will cllange omewhat in the near future as
a result of discussions between BMDO and
the Army: however, the final rate had not
been determined as this article went to
press.
In addition to the major contributions in
the materiel development arena, the Army
has m;U1Y other responsibilities in NMD.
The U.s. Army Space and Missile Defense
Command (SMDC) is the Army's proponent for MD, provides most of the matrix
support to the ANMD PO, develops the
MD targets and !.he supponing technologies for future NMD system improvements,
is the Army MO combat developer, and
has recently been designated as the executive agent for the Joint Operational
Requirements Document (ORD) approved
in July 1997. The U.S. Army Space
Command, a subordinate command of
SMDC and also the Artny component command of the U.S. pace Command, has
been instrumental in developing the
Capstone Requirements Document and the
Concept of Operations for MD.
The Army National Guard \ViU likely man
and operate tl,e ground-based element of
the NMO System when fielded. The
National Guard Bureau, in conjunction
with SMDC, is working aggressively on
manning requirements. The U.S. Army Air
Defen e ArtiIiery School authored the original MD ORD in 1992 and the recendy
approved Joint ORD, as well as the initial
supportability, mann.ing, and training
requirements.
The U.S. Army Aviation and Missile
Command provides the remainder of
matrix support to the ANMO PO, particularly in tlle areas of logistics and software
engineering. The Office of the Assisrant

Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development, and Acquisition and the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations have made tremendous contributions in preserving the Army's leadership
role in NMD and in ensuring an affordable
and operationally effective system is developed and fielded when needed.

Conclusion
Effective ational Missile Defense against
limited ballistic missile attacks is attainable. With the esrabliishment of the NMD
JI'O, the award of !.he LSI Concept
Definition phase contracts, and a Defense
Acquisition Board program review completed in August 1997, the programmatic
transition from a Technology Readiness
Program to a Deployment Readines
Program is nearly complete.
But even more important is the fact that
people who have spent a lifetime on NMD
are seeing the fLrst integrated system tests
for the program since the SAFEGUARD
y tern was closed down in 1976. A real
NMD kill vehicle sensor has been successfully launched again t an ICBM warhead
complex and collected dara that will make
future kills possible. A real, fLrst-increment BM/C3 operated on-line throughout
that successful test. And a real, srate-ofthe-art ABM radar is now under construction. The United States is finally on the
tllreshhold of being able to affordably and
effectively defend its homeland against a
limited ballistic missile atrack, and tl,e
Army, as a part of a joint team, can proudly claim its heritage and position as a key
player in that effort.

COL JEFFREY L SCHREPPLE is the
Deputy Program Manager in the
Army Na/ional Missile Defense
(NMD) Program Office. He holds a
B.S from the US Military Academy
and two M.5. degrees-one in
mechanical engineering, and. one
in ma/eftal sCiences-from Stanford
University. He is a graduate of the
Defense Systems Management
College and the Al'my War College.
BARRYJ PIKE is a supervisolY general engineer with the Army NMD
Program Office. He holds B.S. and
111.5. degrees in chemical engineeri ngfrom Auburn University. He is a
graduate of the Defense Systems
Management College Program
Management Course and. is certified al Level Jl1 in the Program
Management and Systelns Planning, Research, Development and
Engineel-ing cm'eerfields.
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NATIONAL
MISSILE
DEFENSE PROGRAM
ACQUISITION
STREAMLINING
INITIATIVES
Acquisition Streamlining Initiatives
In A Joint Environment
Introduction
The Joint Program Office OPO) for
National Missile Defense ( MD) has
developed an innovative approach to procurement, bringing together widely dispersed and technicaUy diverse government and contracror elements. The goal is
to provide protection to the United States
against a potential ballistic mis i1e attack.
Two apparendy irreconcilable circumstances drove the MD]pO to adopt a
new approach:
• Multiple contractors, working for multiple government agencies, are now devel·
oping the component parts of the NMD
system, but
• A single contractor, working for a Single government agency, is needed to
-Accept respon ibility for system integration so the government is not reqUired
to be the integratOr;
-Accept accountability for system performance;
-Respond quickly enough to prepare
and, if necessary, field a system to meet an
emerging threat; and
-Be flexible enough to continue devel-

By LTC Craig M. MacAllister
and Donald Keith

opment and maintain deployment readi·
ne S until a deployment becomes nece sary.
The MD JPO resolved this dilemma by
contracting for a Lead System Integrator
(LSI) (See Figure 1) who will:
• Integrate system components into an
NMD system architecrure;
• Assimilate existing contracts into a single "prime" conrract;
• Assume the maximum possible degree
of accountabiliry for system performance;
• Develop and test an MD system within three years;
• Have a contract option to support a
deployment in another three years if a
decision is made to do so; and
• Have a contract option to continue
development and maintain deployment
readiness until a deployment decision

ILLUSTRATION GLOSSARY
BM/C3

EKV
GBR-P
SBIRS
IDC

6

Battle ManagemenVCommand, Control and Communications
Exoatmospheric Kill Vehicle
Ground-Based Radar Prototype
Space-Based Infrared System
Intergrated Development Concept
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becomes necessary.
The LSI conrractor will integrate all
existing NMD development activities and
initiate development of other elements as
necessary. These elements may include a
ground-based interceptor (GBI); a battle
management command, control and com·
munications system (BM/C3); and a set of
tracking, acquisition, and missile control
radars. The Space-Based Infrared ystem
(SBIRS) (a .S. Air Force procurement)
will be a part of the MD system, when
available.
Three importam innovarions of the LSI
procurement strategy are particularly
noteworthy. First, the procurement uses
only 22 pages to provide concise system
performance specifications compared to
other DOD procurements that use more
than 200 pages to proVide detailed design
pecifications. Thi is a reduction by a factor of 10. Second, the u e of a shon
Stalemenl of Objectives (SOO) rather
Ihan the normal tatement of Work
(SOW) approach allows greater flexibility
in the contractor's program approach.
Finally, electronic interaction using an LSI
home page on the Internet provides rapid'
dissemination of news and updates about
Ihe Request For Proposal (RFP) 10 bidders.
The LSf procurement has two phase .
The fust phase, Concept Definition (CD),
is a short phase designed to have industry
involved and under contract as quickly as
possible in order to meet the aggressive
NMD schedule. This phase provides a
basi upon, hich the two LSI offerors
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develop their integration concepts. It will
also result in industry teaming; early
study of alternative booster solutions; and
development of program plans from an
industry perspective.
At the end of this irtitial phase, the government will dowoselect to a single contractor for the second pbase, caUed the
LSI Rxecution Phase, to build, integrate,
and po sibly deploy tbe NMD ystem.
The CD Phase emphasizes an iterative
approach to proposal developmem and
streamlines the procurement process
accordingly. The development of a draft
Integrated Master Plan (IMP) and SOW
dUring the CD Phase wiU provide invaluable insight for government evaluators
before source selection discussions begin
with the offerors. Figure 2 shows the contractor and government schedule and
process.

Background
On April 9, 1996, Dr. Paul G. Kaminski,
then nder Secretary of Defense for
Acqui ition and Technology; directed the
(BMD)
Ballistic
Missile
Defense
Acquisition Executive (AE) to:
• Establish an NMD jPO;
• Designate a program manager (PM);
and
• Develop a managemenr infrastructure
to leverage Service expertise and support.
Dr. Kaminski stressed using Integrated
Product Teams (IP1S) to foster vertical and
borizontal program integration. The jPO
PM's use of centralized control and
decentralized execution for program
tasks requires a horizontal "federated"
management jPO structure. The NMD
JFO was formed on April I, 1997, with
Army BG Jo eph Cosumano designated as
DOD's first NMD PM. The Service prodUCt managers of the system's elements
report directly to the IPO PM. Tbe]pO
integrates the development of aU NMD
hardware and software.
The jPO PM was authorized to issue an
LSI RFP to obtain industry's proposed
solutions and costs to satisfy the NMD's
tecbnIcal integration chaUenge. To obtain
competitive views, the governmenr will
evaluate two contractor propo aIs over a
4·month period. The goal is to elect the
most appropriate contractor concept,
timeline, and plan to accomplisb the
NMD system development/integration.
Accordingly, work performed during the
6-month CD Phase will form the basis for
tlle actual foUow-on long-term contract.

Acquiring An NMD Systems
Integrator
On April 9, 1997, Dr. Kaminski
announced that the NMD Technology
Readiness Program would transition to an
10
NMD
AcquisitiOn
Category
Deployment Readiness Program. The
new program is a threat driven strategy
referred to as the NMD "3+3" concept.
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The "3+3" concept is designed to devel·
op and demonstrate an ICBM defense
capability within three years of the program's initiation. If necessary; the program will deploy an initial defense capability within an additional three years.
The first three year of development will
include an integrated system test in FY99
and culmInate with a Deployment
Readiness Review in FYOO. If an NMD
deployment decision is not forthcoming,
then the MD Program will continue
development as an evolutionary, reducedrisk acquisition and protect the option to
field an NMD system within three years.
The NMD Program acquisition goals are
to:
• Evolve individual NMD element technology developments inro a single integrated system development, ready for
deployment by FYOO;
• Move from government integration
activities to increased contractor technical
accountability;
• Plan, de ign, and develop an NMD system to satisfy system performance
requirements;
• Conduct a succe sM FY99 Integrated
System Test to demonstrate an initial
NMD capability;
• Develop and maintain a plan that protects a viable three-year NMD system
deployment option; and
• Provide flexibility to deploy and continue system improvements.

Acquisition Reform And
Streamlining Initiatives
During the formative stage of the LSI
procurement, a concerted effort was
made to ensure that acquisition refornl
tenet were incorporated into aU LSI
Pbases. Some of the LSI acquisition
streamlining irtitiatives, taken from the
Federal Acquisition Refornl Act of 1995
and other DOD policies and regulations,
are detailed below. The LSI initiatives
were tailored to the unique jOint program
environment of the NMD Program and
represent a significant investment on the
government's part.
The MD LSI RFP for the CD Phase
implemented many DOD acquisition
reform and streamlining initiatives. These
include the following:
• Integrated Prodllct and P,·ocess
Development Teams.
The NMD
Program makes extensive use of OSD
oversight and an 1FT infrastructure. Five
teams are in place. Program Il'1S are flexible and wiU exist as long as necessary to
satisfy tbeir intended objectives. Il'1S u e
principal MD Program members to
resolve issue , reduce risk, obtain quick
con ensus, and reduce decision-making
time.
• Process Maturity and Bllsiness
Practice Rejorms. Relative to the LSI
Program, preordained solution are out.
Management is seeking program "best

value." During the CD Phase source
selection, ]pO evaluators used best commercial practices to scrutinize bidders'
past performance and assess a company's
ability to execute both the CD Phase and
follow-on LSI Execution Pbase. Evaluators
used inputs from various government and
commercial contracting activities. This
evaluation was nece sary because the LSI
will become the single contractor program business deCision authority vice the
present numerous program offices. The
Single manager will control the configura·
tion, balance systems requirements based
upon system level trades, and respond to
the government with a single voice.
• Concepts tmd P,-jnclples oj Cost As
An Independellt Variable (CAIV). CAlV~
is a primary consideration when evaluating NMD elements and muSt address best
value for the program. Tbe NMD LSI
CAN lmplemeoration Plan will provide
offecors a target funding profile, along
with a "3 +3" schedule constraint. Each
offeror will specify completion criteria
tied directly to a fee schedule. This will
markedly help achieve program balance
regarding affordability, technical performance, and risk. As the program progresses, IPO management will provide
incentives for innovative approaches mat
result in desired levels of performance
ahead of schedule or at a reduced life
cycle cost (LCC).
• Electronic Commerce. The NMD
Program uses a highly acclaimed LSI
home page (See Figure 3) on the Internet.
Seventy·seven pOtenti.al bidders received
the RFP and subsequent procurementrelated inCormation.
ear real-time "hot
news" features appear regularly, as do
updates to the draft RFP. Between
ept. 18, 1996, and Aug. 5, 1997, NMD
management provided 80 separate hot
news announcements that covered various subjects. Almost 500 answers to contractor questions went out simultaneously to pOtential vendors and CD contrac-..
tors as hOI news items. As of August 1997,
four electronic versions of a 150-plu
page draft RFP received contractor scrutiny via the I nternet. This significantly
reduced me time to develop the RFp, and
helped to improve product quality.
Contractor panicipation in the development of the RFP leads to a higher quality
proposal that better satisfies government
requirements. Improved proposals, in
rurn, reduce evaluation time. FinaUy, the •
cost of providing this inCornlation via the
World Wide Web is significantly less compared to tbe conventional method of
mailing this information to bidders.
• Digital Bidders Library. The NMD
IPO used a CD-ROM "Bidders Ubrary" for
the LSI CD competition. This electronic
media provided 89 references in electronic, reproducible format. The disks contained tens of thousand of pages of government infornlation and reference mate-
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the TIM schedule, and an additional 100plus documents were provided to the
contrac[ors.

Conclusion
The NMD Program represents a mandate for acquisition streamlining. The
development and potential deployment
of a cost-effective NMD system demands
that the LSI execution contractor have
maximum flexibility to develop the NMD
system, providing real imperus and support for the acquisition streamlining
process on the LSI Program. The initia·
tives di cussed in this ankle are only the
beginning.
Additional initiatives to
ensure program success will be added
after LSI contract award in February
1998. The development and production
of the MD system will also require similar innovations to ensure an on-time,
successful fielding. LSI contractors will
propose taking these steps in their proposals.

Figure 3.
LSI Home Page
rial. This effort resulted in substantial savings such as duplicating tbese pages for
the 77 companie on the bidders lisl,
mailing man-hours, thousands of doUars
in postage and express mail charges and,
ultimately, co ts to dispose of unneeded
or unread documents. Since award of the
CD contract, hundreds of additionaL documents went to the competing contrac·
tors in digital format via a hot news
announcement on the Internet. Only
classified documents or those without
soft copy were provided in paper format.
• Statement ofObjecHves (SOO). The
JPO provided four-plus pages of top level
program objectives in a 00 format
"rather than a multipaged, detailed explanation of program execution requirements in a traditional SOW format. This
avoided specifying potentially thousands
of embedded military specifications as
part of a Sow. Additionally, this approach
makes the LSI a partner in achieving the
program objectives, rather than ju t an
executor of a detailed government plan.
o Performance
Focus. The JPO
instiruted use of "performance" specifications rather than detaiLed design specifications.
Of the total NMD ystems
Requirements document, only 22 pages
provide LSI offerors concise systems performance specifications.
Minimal
Co1ltract
Data
Requirements List/Contract Line Items
(CDRLlCLINs). The MD LSI CD RFP
required delivery of only seven CDRis on
four CLINg. The government has one
CLI and six CDRis for the follow·on
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contraCt and plans to allow the winning
contractor to only propose additional
neces ary CDRis that add value to the
program or provide required information.
• A Single AcqllisiHon Managemet.t
Plan (SAMP). The MD SAMP clearly
describes DOD's plan for management of
the NMD deployment readiness program.
It sufficiently describes the MD manage·
ment pLan to support OSD approV"d.1 and
continued support of the 3+3 program
and its required management structure.
Numerous functional elements were con·
solidated into a concise and consistent

program management baseline.
Paperless Source Se/ecHon
Process. An effective automated source
selection tool is in place. Government
evaluators used a computer program
called "FedSelect" for tbe CD Phase.
FedSelect allowed evaluators to view the
offerors' propo aJ on-line, enter their
comments and ratings, and electronically
rerum their individual resules "up the
chain" for consoLidation. This enabled
the evaluators to complete their work
within one week.
• Technical b.terchange Meetings
(TIMs). JPO management is receptive to
contractor requests for additional information. As such, three TIMs were e tab·
li hed to provide a forum for information
exchange berween the contractors and
the government. In addition, each contractor was permitted to have private,
biweekly, one-on-one meetings with the
JPO. As a result of the e actions, three on·
site information briefings were added to

LTC CRAiG M MACALLISTER
(USA) is the Senior System
Integrator for Lead System
Integrator Procurement at the
NMD jPo. He holds a B.S. degree
from the u.s. Military Academy,
and an MS in aeronautical engineering and the aeronautical
engineer degree from the Naval
Postgraduate School. As an Army
Acquisition Level //i professional,
and an Air Defense Artillery soldier, MacAllister has held numer·
ous combat anns and acquisition
positions in DOD.
DONALD KEITH (USA Ret. LTC) is
Chief Logistics Engineer for the
Defense Analysis Group at Science
Applications international Cor-poration, Arlington, VA He is
presently working on the National
Missile Defense Lead System
integrator Procurement. He holds
a B.B.A. degree (Cum Laude) from
the University of Wisconsin,
Madi on, and an MB.A. degree
(Summa Cum Laude) from
Monmouth University.
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• Avoid no-win batdes; and
• IUde the horse to the finish line.
A discussion of these components follows, as well as tipS for all involved in the
Y2K skirmishes on how to improve situational awarene s.

WINNING
THE
YEAR

2000
WAR
By Miriam F. Browning
CUck and point to Saturday, Jan. 1,2000...
Possible major world headlines:

Bottom line:
Army managers
are responsible
for identifying,
fixing, testing,
and certifying
that ALL systems
and information
technology
controlled
devices
in their area
of responsibility
are Year 2000
compliant.
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"Celebration At EilIel Tower Includes
Parade By French ATO Troops"
"Disney Wins Major Army Advanced
Warfighting Experiment Contract"
"BiU Gates Becomes Governor Of 51st
State"
What is the best tbing about these headlines? it is that there is no mention of any
critical Army systems failures due to dle
Year 2000 (Y2K) problem. If all goes well
and Army commands, program executive
officers (PEa), independent program
managers, and Headquarters, Department of tbe Army (HQDA) functional proponents aggressively follow the guideline for fixing Y2K problems, the Army
will be able to congrntuJate itself on the
successful accomplishment of one of the
most mas ive information technology
projects ever handled by an organization.
Before the celebrntions begin, however,
the Army mu t identify, fix, test, and certify its systems and information technology
controlled devices as Y2K compliant
before Jan. 1,2000. Winning the war consists of five major components. Each one
requires a high degree of situational
awareness by all Army managers and,
most importandy, by the Army's systems
community, general officers, and E
members.
The five major components are:
• Know the enemy;
• Develop a strategy;
• Engage the generals;

Know The Enemy
The Year 2000 problem is pervasive
worldwide. As the year 2000 dawns, I
many older computers, software programs, and communications devices may
be usceptible to errots. The problem
re ults from tile nearly universal prnctice
of u ing two digits rather than four digits
to designate tile calendar year. This old,
two-digit code can lead to incorrect,
results whenever computer software perform arithmctic operations, comparisons, or data 6eld sorting involving years
later tilan 1999.
Software appUcations for systems such
as finance and accounting, Medicare,
Social Security, health service, personnel,
logistics, and payroll are prone to Y2 K
problems, especially if they have been
operating for many years. Other system
are not so obvious. These include mi.Lirary weapon systems, air traffic conrrol
systems, escalators and elevators, credit
cards, biomcdical dcviccs, heating and air
conditioning systems, and building security systems. Computers and communications devices are also Y2K impacted,
especially if they arc older.
Cost estimates to fIX Y2K problems vary
widely. Estimates for fIXes worldwide
range from 300 billion to 1 trillion, and
from $10 to 30 billion to fix the problem
in the federal government. In February
1997, the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) estimated the initial government-wide cost to fIX Y2K was 2.3 billion. Cost estimates acro the federal
goverrunent have increased slighdy since
the initial OMB 6gures, attributable to
more accurnte assessments of the probLem and the inclusion of more systemS"
and information technology (1T) controlled device .
In the summer of 199 , Army co t estimate to fix Y2K problems were approximateLy 500 million. This figure includes
cost for weapon systems, Army-Wide
information systems, major command
and installation unique system , personaL
computers and servers, communications
hardware and software, and facilities and
infrastrUcture (e.g., building security sys-'
tern , traffic systems, and heating and air
conditioning systcms.)
OMB has declared that within the federal government no new funds will be a1locared to the agencies to fix their Y2 K
problems, leaving the government with
existing dollars to solve the problem.
DOD and Arm)' policy reflects the OMB
guidance and essentially means that the
systems owners are respon ible for taking
money from their current programs and
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applying that money toward their Y2K
fixe .
• The Army repo~ quarterly to OMB on
the Y2K progress of approximately 400
critical system , which are systems upporting a core mission or with substantial
costs. Almost all Army weapon systems,
major autom.ated information systems,

and large infrastructure pieces (e.g.,
, switches) fall into this category.

Develop A Strategy
The Department Of The Army Goal
Is To Ensure That No Critical
System Failures Occur
,
Due To Year 2000 Related
Problems.
The Army approach to fixing Y2K mirrors the plan of action taken by other
large organizations, i.e., strong central
policy and oversight coupled ,,~th decentralized execution at the bu ines operating units.
Centralized management of
Y2K is with the Army's Chief Information
Officer (CIa), the Director of Information
Systems
for
Command,
Control,
Communications, and CompUlers, located in d,e Office of d,e Secretary of the
Army. Decentralized execution is by Army
systems owners: major commands, PEas,
independent program managers, and
HQDA functional proponents.
The Army Y2K management plan is the
centerpiece of the Army's Y2K strategy. It
contains information for fIXing Y2K and is
compatible with the DOD Y2K plan published in April 1997. Specifically, d,e plan:
• ReqUires the Army to use the federal
government's five phase resolution
process to re olve Y2K problems. The
five phases are:
1. Awarenes (Educate)
(December 1995 - December 1996)
2. Asses ment (Identify)
(March 1996 - March 1997)
3. Renovation (Fix)
(December 1996 - September 1998)
4. Validation (fe t)
(March 1997 - December 1998)
5. Implementation (Compliant)
Qune 1997 - December 1998)
M'Uldates that the Army will, in mOSt
instances, use me 000 standard for dale
format (YYYYMMDD). There are exceplions in the areas of electronic commerce
and selected logi tics ystems interfaces.
• Require thaI the Army Technical
Architecture be compliant wim me 000
date tandard.
• Directs thaI systems undergoing Army
Systems Acquisition Review Council
(ASARC) or Major Automated Information
ystem Review Council (MAJSRC) review
address Y2K compliance.
•• Recommends that systems, especially
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legacy ones with Y2K problems, be considered for early retirement if mat is a reasonable alternative.
• Recommends that me Army take
advantage of commercial-off-the-sbelf
(COTS) or government-off-the-shelf
(GaTS) solutions whenever practical to
fix Y2 K problems.
Lists HQDA, major command, PEa,
and independent program manager
responsibilities for fixing Y2K problems.
• Provides cost estimating guidance
based on DOD and industry developed
metrics.

• list the data clements reqUired for
the Army's Y2K data base, which men
electronically feeds into DOD and OMB
Y2 K data bases.

Engage The Generals
The top executives in me Army have
issued explicit guidance in me war on
Y2K. On March 31, 1997, me Chief of
Staff of me Army and the Secretary of the
Army signed a memo, subject: Year 2000
Fixes-Top Priority, stating the Army's
Y2K policy. Specifically:
1.
Fixing me Year 2000 problem is
important for the Army warfighting mission and Army credibility with the
American public.
2. Year 2000 fL"es must be made before
new sy tem enhancements are accomplished.
3. There will be no new funding for
Year 2000
· Year 2000 is an opportunity to eliminate unnecessary systems.
In 1996, DOD and Army officials establi5hed policy regarding Y2K and contracts.
The Army's Acquisition Executive directed
contracting offices to modify existing contracts to include Y2K complaint language

and to include Y2K complaint language in
new contracts. The Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Command, Concrol, Communications and Intelligence policy
requires that DOD components review all
contracts to determine whether products
are Y2K compliant and to issue stop work
orders for existing contracts for products
iliat fail to meet Y2K compliance requirements. Finally, the Army and DOD Y2K
management plans state: "DOD will buy
oniy Y2K compliant products."
The Army's Auditor General and me
Army's Inspector General will assist Army
systems owners in meeting their Y2K
chedules and will provide accountability
information in iliese areas to the Army
CIa. The Army Audit Agency is identifying
and reviewing high risk areas, e.g., critical
systems' progress, COntingency plans,
costs, and testing. Results of mese reviews
are provided to the systems owners and
the Army's cIa. The Inspector General
will be doing similar reviews on the noncritical systems and IT controlled devices.

Avoid No-Wm Battles
Those individuals who understand the
problem, maintain a high degree of situational awareness, and are committed to
fixing Y2K will fare well and reach the finisb line before the millennium. Again,
nothing less than hard work and vigilance
are required. The following no-win batdes should be avoided by Army individuals responsible for fllting Y2K.

• Denial
The federal govemment has been slow
recognize and fIX the Y2K problem. Its
bureaucracy, size and complexity, and late
start (iliere are exceptions such as the
Social Security Administration) contribute
to its laggardness. A complicating factor
to

MAJOR Y2K WEB SITES
•

Army Y2K Restricted Homepage: http://www.army.mil/army-y2kr
(Inquire at anny-y2k@hqda.army.mil to obtain access)

•

Army Year 2000 Homepage: http://www.anny.mil/anny-y2K

•

Army Technology Integration Center: http://rogue.cec.anny.mil/y2k1

•

DOD DISA Homepage: http://dist.disa.mil

•

Air Force Y2K Homepage: http://infosphere.safb.af.mil

•

DlSA, Joinl Interoperability Test Command (JTIC):
http://www.disa.mil/cio/y2k/jitc2000

•

GSA: http//www.itpolicy.gov/

•

Mitre Corporation: http://www.mitre.org/research/y2k

•

Information Technology Association of America: http://www.itaa.org/

•

Dejager Y2K Information Center: http://www.year2000.com
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is the belief of some that the problem
doesn't really exist in "my area," that
"even if it does exist I can muddle
through it," or, last but worst, "if I do
nothing it will go away." This attitude
won't work for Y2K. Y2K problems are
real, and they affect the core systems of
the federal government.
Bottom line: Army managers are responsible for identifying, fixing, testing, and
certifying that ALL systems and IT controlled devices in their area of responsibil·
ity are Y2K compliant. The performance of
systems for Army oldiers and civilians and
the credibility of the U.S. Army to the
American public are on the line.

• Go/dwatches and Whines
Since there i no new money to fix Y2K,
some individuals may spend more time
gaming the system than fixing the Y2K
problem. The classic goldwatcb approach
of "I'll fix Y2K but then don't expect me to
secure this nuclear warhead" won't com·
pute. The same is true for those who
complain and send their requests for additional funds for Y2K to the next higher
headquarters while at the same time har·
boring old or duplicative systems which
are no longer of value to them or the Army.
There are two compelling reasons why
these approaches will waste valuable time.
The first is the halanced budget agreement
approved by both the White House and the
Congress. Allocating additional dollars to
fix the government's Y2K problem is not
part of the agreement. The second is the
Army's Y2K policy which strongly encourages Army systems owners to eliminate
unnecessary systems. This basic and needed housecleaning drill is the perfect
opportunity to gain efficiencies and dollars
for the Army. Requesting additional dollars
for Y2K when old, unnecessary systems
costs continue to exist is not viewed by
Army executives as good management.

• The Silver Bullet
Mo t people engaged in the irtformation
systems business are well aware of the fuct
that solutions to technical problem are
typically multifuceted and require a combination of diverse technical tools and
brainpower. However, there are too many
individuals, sadly sometimes in executive
positions, who believe the silver bullet
patois of technology marketeers.
In the case ofY2K, there are no universal
solutions, and the solutions that do exist
are labor intensive and getting more
expensive every day due to the increasing
costs of scarce Y2K programmers. U someone has a solution for your Y2K problem,
do what you would do if you were remodAsk the contractor for
eling a house.
details of the proposal, evidence of
proven past performance, and demon·
strated knowledge of your particular Y2K
problem.
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• Lawyers to the Rescue
Instead of rolling up their sleeves and
fIXing the problem, there are those individuals who believe that legal technicalities will quickly and magically rransfer
the responsibility for fixing and paying
for Y2K to someone else. This mindset
can be viewed as the legal silver bullet.
Respon ible lawyers provide two pieces
of advice to their clients with. a Y2K problem. First, fIX the pwblem and avoid any
liability. Second, if the people or firms
who caused the problem can be identi·
fied, it may be appwpriate to seek recompense from them, but clearly fIX the
problem first. Also nOle that there is no
Jan. I, 2000 drop dead date on litigation.
Legal issues regarding Y2K fixes will
continue to be debated in terms of the
magnitude of the legal problem, the effi·
cacy of suing to recover costs, contract
language, and out of court ettlements.
10 addition, Y2K publicity makes ir difficulr for anyone to argue that an outside
software provider should pay for a problem that they willfully ignored. More
fundamental, though, is the fact that no
re pon ible Army manager would get the
Army in a position where it is liable for a
critical system failure or inaccuracy due
to the fact that the Army is awaiting a
legal opinion on who fixes and pays for a
Y2K problem.

Ride The Horse To The
Finish Line
Any successful warrior or athlete knows
rhat winning involves preparedness,
practice, and endurance. These same
characteristic prevail in winning rhe
Army's Y2K war. The five phase resolurion process provides a framework to
manage Y2K problem resolution.
Especially critical are the last two phases,
testing and certification.
Systems owners are reqUired to develop a test plan for each of their sysrems or
information technology controlled
devices with a Y2K problem. Testing can
be accompli hed at a government or
non-government facility. In addition, the
Commanding General of the Army's
Operational Test and
Evaluation
Command (OPTEC) committed the command to hdping the Army fix Y2K.
Specifically, OPTEC will ensure Y2K com·
pliance for new systems undergoing
operational testing. For legacy systems
and other systems in posr development
oftware support (POSS) , OE'TEC will
assist PEOs, PMs, and other materiel
managers by pwviding them an opportunity to te t for Y2K compliance dUring
the operational test of a new system with
which the legacy system must interface.
The Army Y2K management plan provides d,e Y2K compliance checklist which
formally declares that a system is certified
as Y2K complianr. The checklist contains
specific guidance on detem,ining that a

system is thoroughly tested (to include
the resting of all its internces), properly
documented, and determined to be Y2K I
complianL Government certification for
all Acqui ition Category (ACKf) systems
or devices and those designated as critical
in the Army Y2K data base or reported as
critical to OMB is at the general officer or
SES level.

IncreasinK Your Y2K
Situational Awareness
The most current and convenient way
stay informed of Y2K policies and
information is to visit the web sites listed
in the accompanying figure. The majority of tbe sites listed are government,
sites. The Army sites contain irtformation
on policy and plans, reporting procedure , and certification. The last three
are nooprofir and/or private sector sites
with information pertinent to Y2K in d,e
governmeot. Weekly trade newspapers,
such as Federal Computer Week,
Government Computer News, and
Washington TecbTUJlogy, provide news
on how the federal government is progressing on Y2K. National business publicatiOns, such as the Wall Streetjournal,
Business Week, and aOMagazine gener·
ally focus on Y2K in the private secror.
to

Summary
The Army's ability to shoot, move, and
communicate succes fully depends on
the effectiveness of its information systems and networks. The Year 2000 problem must nol be allowed to pose any risk
to the oldier, the civilian, or the
American public. By working the fivephase Y2K resolution process, avoiding
the pitfalls, and applying continuous
executive emphasis and vigilance, Army
managers can \vin the Y2K war.

MiRiAM F BRo\VNlNG is the
Director ofInformation Management
in the Office of the Director of
information Systems for Comm£md,
Control, Communications and
Computers. Appointed to the Senior
Executive ervice in 1988, she is
responsible for the policy and overSight of the Army's information
management/technology programs.
Browning holds a B.A degree in polit- '
ical science from Ohio State
University and an M.S. degree in
information technology from George
Washington University. She is a graduate of the Federal Executive
Institute, the Army War College, and
the National and International
Secu17ty Program at the John F
Kennedy School, Harvard University.
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LTG Paul J. Kern speaks for the first time as Director,
Acquisition Career Management.

Army Acquisition Executive Robert M. Walker welcomes
workshop attendees.

Army Leadership, PEOs, PMs Meet in Orlando...

ACQUISITION WORKSHOP
ADDRESSES
LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT,
OTHER KEY ISSUES
Life Cycle MatUlgemenl was the theme of
me 1997 Army Acqui ition Workshop beld
in Orlando, FL, August 25·26. Attended by
approximately 200 program executive officers (PEOs), program, project, and product
managers (PMs), and other Army acquisition leaders, tbe workshOp addressed
issues such as bringing the acquisition and
logistics communities closer together, digi·
tization, and sustainment of weapons systenlS.
Preceding the workshop was a general
officer and senior executive service summit
on Army Acquisition Corps (MC) issues
and concerns. This included a welcome by
Keith Charles, Deputy Director, AcqUisition
Career Management (DDACM); a briefing
by MG David R. Gu t, PEO, Intelligence,
Elecrronic w.ufare and Sensors, about llis
experience on the FY98 COL, PM and
Acquisition Command Board; a briefing by
COL Thomas V. Rosner Jr., Director of the
Acquisition Career Management Office,
Office of the Assistant ecretary of the Army
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By Debbie Fischer
Army RD&A Staff Writer
(Research, Development and Acquisition)
(A5A(RDA); and informal discussion
among the participants. The summit
induded discussion of best-<jualified selections as a means for establishing professionalism in the MC; utilizing the MC
Reserve Component; and increasing communication. Charles encouraged the par·
ticipants to accept responsibility for the
flow of information.
Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, Acting ASA(RDA)
opened the workshop by explaining me life
cycle management theme. He said mat the
acquisition community is challenged with
shifting from a front-end focus on acquisition and its costs to a total ownership

focus, not just in weapons but in everyming it buys. Oscar said that COntinuous
modernization through spares and technology insertion throughout the life cycle will
llave to be accomplished within current
resources. He also empbasized the importance of information management for
tracking spare parts and operation and support (0&5) costs.
Army Acquisition Executive (AAE) and
ASA
(Installations,
logistics
and
Environment) Robert M. Walker welcomed
the attendees, saying that he is honored to
serve as the AAE with the very professional
members of the Me both at the conference
and on their staffs. Dual-hatted in the
acqui ition and logistics fields, Walker
believes that merging me acquisition and
logistics communities will be possible, and
that reducing sustainment costs is necesary. He emphasized the need for acquiSition reform in order to achieve our modernization goals.
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LTG Paul J. Kern, who also serves as
Military Deputy to the ASA(RDA) and
Director, Army Acquisition Corps, spoke for
the first time as Director, Acquisition
Career Management. He addressed many
elements of life cycle management such as
resourcing a modernized Army within available resources and integrating su tainment
into the acquisition business. Kern said
that major challenges faced by the acquisition community include fielding the first
digical division by the year 2000, reforming
logistics without losing ground gained in
acquisition reform, and modernization
through spares to sustain weapons with
very long projected iifetimes. Kern said
that paperless acquisition can be a useful
tool for management co gain information
not only to create a better process, but a
bener product for the user as well.
Roy Willis, Acting Deputy Under Secretary
of Defense (Logistics) described Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD) initiatives
in life cycle cost management. He said that
downsizing/cost reductions cannot be
made evenly across the board if the military
is to maintain its capability. According to
Willis, O&S - primarily mean time between
failures (vs. fuel or ammo)-which drive
logistics costs, must be cut more. Willis
said that 21 st century logistics challenges
include weapon system life cycles of longer
than 71 years, which, even modernized
will dominate O&S costs. More effiden;
information processing technology, commercial solutions, and planning ahead for
component needs and availability are all
factors in logistics cost reductions, he said.
"Regardless of bow good your system is, if
you do nOt reduce costs you will not have a
modem Army in the second decade of the
21 st century," Willis added.
A presentation on digitization was provided by BG William L. Bond, Director of the
Army Digitization Office. He said that the
establishment of command and control
communication has been basically successful. He added that digitization training is
an area that requires more emphasis. Of
course, digitizing a platform is a major task,
so Bond urged the attendees to begin early
and demonstrate the ability to integrate the
system both horizontally and vertically.

BG William L. Bond, Director of the
Army Digitization Office.
Roy Willis, Acting Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense (Logistics),
describes OSD initiatives in life cycle
cost management.
Additional Army digitization issues are
man/machine interface and development
of tactics and doctrine.
Ron Mlinarchik, Direccor, Acquisition
Reform Reinvention Lab, OASARDA, provided an update on the Army Chief of
Staff's Force XXI initiatives, which aim at
redUCing acquisition lead time to zero and
accelerating fielding of items for the Army's
first digitized division. Mlinarchik said that
each Battle Lab initiative needs a "godfather," and hould be adopted by an acquisition center, PM, deputy for systems acquisition, or weapon system manager. He
noted that a definable, repeatable process
has been developed for Force XXI initiatives and tile challenges are to focus on
execution of FY 97 Force XXI dollars and to
begin now to identify FY 98 Warfighting
Rapid Acquisition Program (WRAP) candidates leading to a \VRAP Army Systems

Workshop panelists (left to right) Larry Hill, Maury Donnelly, Dale Adams, Keith
Charles, MG James R. Snider, and BG Joseph Yakovac Jr.
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Acquisition Review Council early in calendar year 1998.
COL Elton D. Minney, Director for
Acquisition Reform, Army Acquisition
Reform Directorate, Office of the Deputy
Assistant
Secretary
of the Army
(Procurement), OASARDA, outlined 0 D's
strategic process to develop its focus for
the year 2000. This includes a number of
goals, each ofwhich bas a proponent and a
baseline for measuring progress. These
goals include greatiy reducing time to
deliver major Defense systems; using credit cards for micropurchases and redudng
order-to-receive time; fostering parmership; achieving visibility of materiel as ets;
and decreasing paper cransactions.
The first day of the conference closed
with an informal presentation on the new
officer evaluation report (OER) by LTC Ron
Floro, Cbief of the Materiel Acquisition
Management Branch, U.S. Total Army
Personnel Command. F10m said tImt officers are being given an opportunity to
Learn about the new system wough s.ix
briefing teams deployed worldwide. He
said that the OER system being replaced
introduced the senior rater concept and
the OER support form, and has served the
Army well in many ways. Thus, the intent
is to keep the be t of the old system, incorporating only necessary changes. One goal
is improving leader communication through
the suppon fOfil, to provide officers more
fOfilal guidance. TIlis goal will be met
through expanded distribution of the suppon lorm and documented foUow-up counseling.
Keitil Charle , who in addition to DDACM
responSibilities erves as Army Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Plans, Programs and
Policy, described the program objective
memorandum. Among the subjects he,
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A presentation on the Simulation,
Training and Instrumentation Command
was
provided
by its
Commanding General, BG John Geis.
addressed were expected increases in RDA
funding and future requirements related to
the Army's digitization efforts.
COL Stephen G. Kee, PM, Apache Attack
Helicopter, Office of the PEa, Aviation, discussed prime vendor support-a PM's
approach to life cycle management, mentioning that one advantage to prime vendor
support is accountability. He added that
when spare parrs are modified, it is a challenge to ensure that the system wiU continue to meet performance specifications, and
that industry should be responsible for
guaranteeing that it does. Kee also advocates using information technology to
improve supply support.
A panel discussion moderated by Keith
Charles foHowed. Other members were
Dale Adams, Principal Deputy for

decisions will be staffed through PMs.
Operational
Test and Evaluation
Command (OPTEC) Commanding General
(CG) MG Larry G. Lehowicz outlined
OPTEC PEO days, which facilitated frank
discu ions among members of the acquisition and test communities. Lehowicz
stressed that the acquisition and test communities should understand and re pect
each other's missions, and test early and
often with consistent evaluations. He
added that test<ommunity colonels now
have the authority to release test data to
PMs--an authority previously restricted to
the CG, OPTEc.
A working lunch foUowed with an Army
Acquisition Corps update by Mary Thomas,
Deputy Director, ACMO, OASARDA; COL
Thomas V. Rosner Jr.; and LTC Ron F1om.
Thomas noted the importance of civilians
broadening their experience after gaining
expertise in their primary career field. he
outlined the Corps Eligible (CE) Progranl
for developing GS-13s,
and
the
Competitive Development Group, a competitive opportunity open to all CEs and
GS-13 MC members, designed to provide
enhanced training, leadership and career
development opportunities in a centraUy
managed, individualized, three-year program. Thomas added chat che central selection board process is being improved
tIlrough tile senior rater potential evaluation, making civilian files more comparable
to military through the acquisition civilian
record brie~ and the development of an
AAC Civilian Training, Education, and
Development System to identify key experiences to make civilians competitive for
key leadership positions.
Rosner addressed military issues, such as
tile transition to a single functional area

Acquisition, Headquarters, Anny Materiel

Command; MG James R. Snider, PEO,
Aviation; Maury Donnelly, Director for
Investments, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Financial
Management), Army Budget Office; BG
Joseph Yakovac Jr., Deputy for ystems
Acquisition, U. . Army Tank-automotive
and Armaments Conmland; and Larry Hill,
Chief of the Integrated Logistics Support
Branch, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Logistics. Charles emphasized that
respon ibility for life cycle management
requires control over funding, and that there
are technical issues related to when, how
and where a PM is able to influence the use
of funds spent on his or her system.
Other is ues raised by this open forum
included contractor-supported organizations, application of the AR-5000 definition
of life cycle cOSts, planning well ahead for
sustaining co ts and building the e costs
• into a baseline, and whether major logistics
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and grooming the AAC reserve component
for missions in program offices and contingency contracting. Rosner said that educational initiatives such as acquisition certification courses at the Command and
General Staff CoUege and tile development
of a master' program at Fort Leavenworth
wiU save significant manyears and doUars.
He concluded by asking che attendees to
emphasize communication, and to see tIlat
their personnel receive necessary training.
Flam provided an update on MC officer
personnel management. He said that
downsizing the MC by 186 officers had just
been completed, but that he did not expect
future MC downsizing except as a part of
the wbole Army. Flom remarked tIlat
between an officer's first acquisition assignment and tile time when they're first conside.red for PM or acquisition command,
tIley have 11 to 13 years to gain experience,
education and training that will make tIlem
competitive. Flom believes that officers
should maximize that time to gain broad
experience.
A presentation on the Simulation,
Training and Instrumentation Command
(STRJCOM) was provided by its CG, BG
John Geis, who said tIlat STRJCOM operates like a we cycle PEO. Geis added tIlat
tIlere are a number of ways tIlat STRICOM
can support PMs. including consultation,
developing training plans and concepts,
and as isting the PM' contractor as part of
a training teanl. He also said that STRICOM
supports what it fields tIlrough worldwide
competition for maintenance Contracts,
umbrella contracts, and programming for
0&8 costs.
A fomlal dinner witll a speech by RADM
George P. Nanos Jr., Navy Director of
Strategic Systems, and awards presentations (see page 16) wrapped up tile workshop. lntroducing Nanos, Dr. Kermeth ].
Oscar emphasized tIlat Nanos is responsible for all aspects of the research, developmellt, production, logistics, storage, repair
and opet'atiolUll support for the Navy
fleet's ballistic miSsUe weapon systems.
anos explained tile pros and cons of
using commercial off-me-shelf parrs, which
are less expensive and provide continually
refreshed technology, but may present
compatibility problems. He believes in an
interdisciplinary team approach, and relies
on privatization for life cycle support.
Nanos also said that he incentivize contractors for successes witll reliability, accuracy, and low unit cost.
Judged by feedback from numerous
attendees, the 1997 Army Acquisition
Workshop was termed "a huge success_"

COL Thomas V. Rosner Jr., Director
of the Acquisition Career Management Office.
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Meritorious,
PM Awards
Cite Outstanding
Achievements
Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, left, presents a Meritorious
Civilian Service Award to Keith Charles.
A spedal ceremony at the 1997 Army
Acquisition Workshop included presemation of a Meritorious Civilian Service Award,
two Project Manager of the Year Awards,
and a Product Manager of the Year Award.

Meritorious Civilian Service
Award
Keith Charle was honored with a
Meritorious Ci"ilian Service Award for bis
outstanding accomplishments during the
period Jan. I, 1996, through March 31,
1997, as Deputy Director for Acquisition
Career Management in the Office of the
Aseistant Secretary of the Army (Research,
Development and AcqUisition).
Of Cbarles' many accomplishments, he
was speci.lically cited for the implementation of the individual developmem plan
process, creation of the Competitive
Development Group Program, execution
of a communication outreach efron, and
establishmem of a process action team to
address refonns in the personnel manage-

ment system for the Arm)' Acquisition
Workforce. As mentioned in the award citation, "Charles' devotion to the professional·
ism and competence of the Army
Acquisition Workforce will positively impact
Army modernization and readiness weU imo
the 21st century"

Project Managers of the Year
COL James B. Cross and COL Stephen G.
Kee each received a Project Manager of the
Year Award.
Cros was recognized for his achievements
as DOD PM, Mobile Electric Power (pM·
MEP). (He is now Director of the Army
Acquisition Executive Support Agency
(AAESA), Fon Bel"olr, VA.) The Office of the
PM-MEP is responsible for total life cycle
management of developmem, acquisition,
standardization, logistiC suPPOrt, product
improvement and fielding of mobile electriC
power generating sources within DOD.

While PM·MEp, Cross managed and coordinated the activities of assets for aU four

Accepting the PM of the Year Award on behalf of COL James B. Cross, former PMMobile Electric Power (MEP), are Dale Adams (second from left), Principal Deputy
for Acquisition, HQ AMC, and COL James Wells (third from left) current PM-MEP.
Presenting the Award are Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar (far left) and LTG Paul J. Kern.
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Armed Services, through four separate Army
and U.S. Air Force (USAF) procuring activities,
eight distinct prime contractor , and a large,
diverse multi·Service matrix suppon system.
The speci.lic accomplishments outlined in
Cross' nomination include the following: As
a direct resu.lt of Cross' visionary fmancial
management and personal efforts, he bas
vastly accelerated fielding by 12 years, and
reduced future Army operations and maintenanc costs, no trivial feat in the current fiscal environment. Furthermore, he developed a creative acquisition strategy to
reduce power unitlplantintegration COSts by
using small business commercial producers.
Cross' decentralized, open management
style empowers his people, and supports
integrated concept and product team .
Pannerships he has forged personally'vith
industry and the Electriml Generating
Systems Assooation resulted in e tabli bment of new commercial standards foe gen·
erator testing, and the first generator contract awarded in nearly 15 years without a
protest. He worked tirelessly to improve
telations with the Army, other Service matrix
elements (especially USAF procurement '
activities at Sacramento Air Logistics
Command) and contraCtors. Cross initiated
a full-scale office automation upgrade, leading the PM·MEP Office into future electronic
data management, induding Internet·con·
ferencing, white boarding, and automated
management of technical drawings. Under
Cross' dir ction, a 3-kilowatt Tactical Quiet
Generator (fQG) Integrated Concept T=
developed the first ever requirements documents based on flexible performance objectives and thresholds vice rigid requirements.
Cross ensured that all four competitive
contracts issued in FY 96 were on a best
value basis. In the test and evaluation arena,
he eliminated mandatory use of archaic
Gould strip recorders and implemented
computer-conttolled testing, established a
fledgling ''V'trlual Prototyping" fucility at Fon
Belvoir, VA, to simulate design testing,
increased testing in contractors' facilities,
and reduced testing requirements in solicita- ,
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tions while minimizing test creep. He did
nOl rest on previous laucels and successes,
but laid out a dlaJJenging set of goals for
impro,'ement of the 5-10-15 kilOW'dtt TQG
solicitations in FY97-induding use of elec·
tronic (CD·ROM) solicitations, reducing contract data requirements lists/contract line
item numbers, limiting sizes of propo als,
initiating on-site oral presentations, streamlining d,e source selection process, and
• using a ID-ye.'lr requirements contract.
Finally, Cross identified major shortfalls in
the way the Army allocates generators and
convinced HQDA to establish a Red 1eam to
redefine the prace s, achieving a potential
cost savings of up to $250 million and
improving reliability and maintainability.
COL Stephen G. Kee earned the PM award
for his outstanding efforts as PM, Apache
Attack Helicopter. The Office of the PM,
Apache Attack Helicopter is part of the
Program Executive Office, Aviation, which
recendy moved to Redstone Arsenal, AL As
PM, Kee plans, progranlS, and executes
Apache's $600 million annual research,
development, 3Jld production budget, and is
responsible for d,e sustairunem and product
improvement of the AH·64 Apadle. Kee is
also responsible for an AGAT-l Program to
modify dle AH-64A to AH-64D Apache
Longbow configuration, and for testing,
fielding, and sustaining the AH-64D
Helicopter, fire control radar, and radar fre·
quency interferometer. He also manages foreign military sales programs to six countries.
COL Kee's Cited accomplishments are
summarized as foHows: Kee has employed
major cost reduction initiatives in acquisition, operation, and support COSts. n,e aircraft production rate was accelerated to a
minimum of six per month via use of a multiyear contract for the AH·64 remanufaccure
progranl. This effort eliminated four years
of fixed costs for both the contractor and the
gOVemfllent.

Through efficient reorganization of functions and reliance on integrated product
te301S, Kee has been able to significantly
reduce dle requirement for Army Materiel

LTG Paul J. Kern
(right)
presents a
PM of the Year
Award to
COL Stephen G.
Kee,
PM, Apache
Attack
Helicopter.
Comm3Jld matrix support, programmatic
and tedlllicaJ support contractors, and travel expenses. While this was being accomplish d, office productivity also increased.
Under Kee's direction, the Apadle Attack
Helicopter PM Office executed an acquisition strategy, the centerpiece of which was
the implementation of a five-year multiyear
procurement
(MYP)
contraCt
with
McDonnelJ Douglas Helicopter Systems.
This MYP concept led DOD in many areas of
acquisition streamlining and innovative contracting: performance-based payments, perfomlance specifications, eliminating military
specifications and standards that add no
value while relying on industry st3Jldards, a
sensible and enforceable warranty dause,
and a fixed price contract widl a savings
incentive clause d13t wiU benefit both industry 3Jld the government. Kee's initiation of

LTC Bruce Jette (center), Product Manager, Aerial Common Sensor, receives
, the Product Manager of the Year Award from Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar (left) and
LTG Paul J. Kern (right).
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MYP contracts also resulted in significant
COSt avoidance by the government and
increased performwce.

Product Manager of the Year
The Product Manager of the Year Award
went to r:rc Bruce Jette, PM for the Aerial
Common Sensor (ACS). The Program
Executive Officer for Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare wd Sensors (IEW&S), MG David
Gust, nominated Jette for this award from
3Jl1ong the multitude of programs under his
supervision. Both GUSt and Jette acknowledge that, although this is an individual
award, it also honors the outstanding supPOrt and dedication of a highly motivated
staff of acquisition professionals in the PM,
ACS Office.
The Office of the PM, ACS is parr of the
Program Management Office for ignal
Warfare under the direction of BiU Hayden. As
summarized in the award nomination, these
offices lead the way in tedlOology as a force
multiplier while ensuring cost control ilirough
innovative thinking and acquisition treamlin·
log principles. The Office of the PM, ACS leads
the way in compliance with standards such as
the Joint Airborne SIGINT Ardlitecture (JASA).
This will reduce costs and locrease flexibility
ilirougb modularity and scalability of systems.
Compliance with JASA will also allow for evolutionary systems growth and cost savings
through integration of new capabilities vs.
wholesale redeSign of systems.
The key to making ACS a viable product is
the real time dissemination of current,
viable inteJJjgence to the battlefield commander wd the ability to respond to field
taskings with immediacy and accuracy. The
inteiligence will be part of and electronically linked to the other PEO lEW&S-developed sensors and analysis systems, presenting a complete situational awareness of the
hattlefield.
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MODERN IZATION
THROUGH SPARES
By Lynn Mohler
introduction of new technology but has
also caused the unavailability of older technology. This is illustrated by the frequent
introduction of new INTEL chips that
make "older" pes obsolete long before
they wear out. The combined effeCt of
increased conunercial demand for integrated circuits and the d creased Defen e
demand has resulted in a shrinking military share of the market. Just 10 years ago,
tile Defense industry market hare was 10
percent; today it is less than 1 percent.
The technology revolution impacts many
elements of Defense weapon system management. Some technologies change so

Introduction
Today, new technology (the "technology
revolution") affects aU of our Uves. From
our car's electronic ignition system to digital television to the Internet, we are
experiencing a continuation of the technology revolution. Similarly, our weapon
systems are affected. This technology revolution, depicted in Figure 1, can be seen
most clearly in the electronics industry.
For example, the number of partS in a
typical radar system bas decreased by 50
percent in the last 10 years as a result of
large integrated circuits. The revolution
has resulted in increasingly frequent

rapidly that system components are obsolete prior to entering production.
Traditional configuration management
approaches, based on top-ta-bottom government control of weapon system configuration, are no longer feasible or desirable
for many systems.
Former Secretary of
Defense William }. Perry's acquisition
reform initiative and military specification
reform objectives are to find solutions and
implement them in new and existing programs. An example of Perry's intended
outcome is the modernization throug\1
spares (MTS) concept using spares (sustainment) funds, not only to suppon and
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mainL1.in equipment, but to modernize
equipment.
The way in which Defense programs
have evolved in the past is not representative of how to manage programs today
and in the future. Acquisition srrategie
must change and are changing. For example, military hardware systems must last
longer while maintaining effectiveness.
They have to last longer becau e of
decreased new system procurements but,
at the same time, the system inventory
requirements remain nearly constant.
The net result is increasingly older systems that are expected to meet new battlefield demands. However, experience
shows that aging systems result in
increased failure rates, more ob oles·
cence and increasing mainlenance costs
as shown in Figure 2,
The Army's operating and support
(O&S) budget offers a mechallism to
improve this picture. The Army's annual
spares procurement budget represents
approximately 10 percent of the total
Army O&S budget. The objective of MTS
is to leverage tlle spares procurement
budget to help achieve the modernization
objectives of Army XXI with technologi.
cally advanced, more reliable weapon systems at lower support costs,

Performance-Based
Requirements

MTS requires reconsideration of basic
elements of the program's acquisition
strategy. One element is me government's
strategy regarding maintenance and sparing levels,
The sparing level, primarily
developed by maintenance planning, must
be re-evaluated based on acquisition
reform concepts. A decision to change to
performance-based specifications must
make good business sense, and must
include review of a program's strategy. AU
Army weapon systems have their own sup'port plan consistent wim logistic require·
ments, Provisioning is one element of the
support plan.
Typically, programs include various levels
of sparing, a continuum from piece parts
to major subsystems, This broad continuo
um must be examined as depicted in
Figure 3. Program managers must recon·
sider their basic acquisition strategy elements sum as,
• The point in the spares continuum at
which government configuration management will be applied,
• The use of contractor maintenance suppOrt.
These considerations must receive program manager attention and must be
based on a "business decision,"
So, what acquisition strategies must be
reconsidered for existing programs? What

A first step is the use of performance·
based requirements which encourages
design innovation and commercial manufueturing processes. These provide the
opportunity to optimize industry and government technical and manufacturing
capabilities at lower cost. Military specIfication reform, based on performance
requirements statements (nor "how to"
statements), provides the med13nism to
achieve force modernization, This oppor·
tunity applies to both new system and
spares procurements for existing systems.
Seizing this oPPOrtunity is the concept
behind the MTS initiative with the belief
that using performance specifications in
spare procurements will encourage temnology insertion and commetcial processes.
The intended result is lower maintenance
COSts, increased battlefield capabilities and
an expanded Defense indusrrial base, The
Army has made excellent progress in apply·
ing acquisition reform initiatives [0 major
Acquisition Category (ACA1) programs and
has taken the lead to apply acquisition
reform to end item reprocurements and
spares procurements, However, its application is limited by continued use of detailed
design packages to describe system perforfilance requirements.
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acqUlstUon JSSues must we focus on to
achieve moderrtization by leveraging
spares procurements' To help answer
these questions, an MT conference and
workshop was hosted by the .S. Army
Missile Command (MICOM)(now the
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile
Command) in HuntsVille, AL, May 28-29,
1997. The conference brougbt together
personnel from DA staff; Army program
managers, Army Materiel Command
(AMC) personnel and other DOD
Services to address the reality that the
Army cannot achieve superiority solely by
development and procurement of new
weapon systems, but must also thJnk
"MODERNIZATION." This is a way of
achieving a modern and superior
wartlghting capability by providing new
technologies through spares procurements.
Dr. Kenneth Oscar, ACting
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and Acquisition,
and Dale Adams, Principal Deputy for
Acquisition, AMC, gave rhe keynore
addresses, which covered the fiscal and
technology environment faced by the
Army. They challenged the audience to
explore acquisition initiatives and strategies; to share ideas and generate new
ideas; and expand the MTS concept by
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identifying a comprehensive approach
wbich can be implemented in all Army
spares procurements. The goal of the
conference and the workshop was to prepare action plans to support implementation and ro develop templates that will
facilitate the proce of leITeragiog spares
procurements to achieve Army modernization objectives. Following the plenary
session, conference anendees were divid·
ed into 10 worksbops, each addressing an
acquisition initiative. The objective of the
workshop was to expand the boundaries
of understanding of bow these initiati\Te5
could contribute to modernization and to
implementation strategies. A brief discussion of eacll workshop follows:

Acquisition Initiatives/Incentives.
This workshop addressed a broad spectrum of acquisition strategy areas including ongoing Army initiatives such as contract bundling 3JJ.d the "break back" effect
caused by potentially fewer lower system
level spares procurements. The participants reviewed acquisition strategies
used by everal programs to moderrtize
systems and obtain greater capabilities at
lower cost with a focus on applying these
strategies to spares procurements. These
examples demonstrated how application
of innovative acquisition strategies can

benefit existing programs. For instance,
the ARC-ZI0 radio program, installed in
Army and avy helicopters, is now procured at a 20 percent reduced unit price
with a 120 percent mean·lime-betweenfailures improvement.
Conmrerdalf:ration. The workshop
explored methods to expand the Defense
industrial base by using market research •
practices in spares procurements.
Commerdal items from parts w subassemblies, encouraged by use of performance specifications, were identified as a
method to facilitate expansion of the
Defense industrial base into the commerFor example, the Joint
cial ba e.
Surveillance Target Attack Radar System
and Comanche programs have achieved
large savings by incorporating commercial
electronic components into their designs.
Technology Insertion. lncorporating
new technology low existing programs is
a method which can result in increased
capabilities achieved at lower cost. The
workshop explored use of horiZontal and
vertical technology insertion approaches
for spares procurements. The High
Density Module Technology developed in
the PAC-2 Low Voltage Power Supply,
which doubled its reliability and reduced ,
the la-year life cycle co t by 10 million,
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was reviewed for application to generic
spares procurements.
VE/OSCR/PBD 714. Three Army acquiition reform initiatives offer opportunities to meet MTS objectives. Value engineering (VE) continues to provide contractor and government sharing of cost
savings for improvements to system
design and manufacturing processes.
.;rhe Operations and Support Cost
'Reduction (OSCR) Program provides
upfront funding for approved component redesign, re-engineering and conversion to performance specifications.
An example is the Abrams Program's proposed track. system improvement which
would significandy extend the track life.
The exiSting track system relies on rubber
materials which are susceptihle to wear.
The proposed system would substitute
alternate materials which would extend
track. life while retaining vehicle speed
and maneuverability. The Army is considering this improvement as a candidate VE
or OSCR Program. PBD 714, a Center of
Excellence depot level effort to upgrade
reliability, maintainability and supportability of assigned systems, based on customer feedback. and technology advances,
is another initiative potentially beneficial
to MTS. The workshop evaluated these
existing programs, which already strive
toward achieving MTS objectives, for
more efficient application.
Parts Obsolescence. The technology
revolution, discussed earlier, provides
opportunities to enhance existing systems
capabilities and to reduce support costs.
The impact of this rapid technology
change is usually first observed in the
inability to procure electronic components due to their unavailability in the
marketplace. For example, electronic
componenr manufacturers discontinue
production ofold technology components
when more capable components complete development and are produced for
• the commercial market place. Parts obsolescence is most frequendy encountered
• dUring later years of weapon system production and out-of-produetion spares procurements. When the obsolete parts can
nO longer be obtained, replacement parts
must be procured. Often it is necessary or
preferable to redesign the assembly Or
subsystem to accept the replacement parr.
This workshop considered the relationship between system redesign due to parts
) obsolescence and MTS. Processes and
templates to assist design engineers and
managers were also discussed.
Sustainment Strategy. This workshop
explored the relationship of MTS to a
broad spectrum of life cycle cost reduction opportunities, particularly the need
to re-evaluate maintenance and logistics
management strategies. The role of the
, program manager in life cyde cost reduction was highlighted as critical to success
, and must be emphasized.
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SpeciftcatiQl'
and
Standards
Re!on1.. Performance-based pecifications, the cornerstOne of military specification refoml, is another avenue for
achieving modernization. The ANIPPS-S
Ground Surveillance Radar was dted as
an example of a performance-based
upgrade program that gives an investment
pay back of 2.2 years to achieve extended
service, superior performance and
reduced life cycle cost. Similarly, performance-based specifications in spares procurements offer me opportunity to incorporate new technologies. The workshop
objective was to evaluate system engineering and management processes which
must be considered when modernizing
weapon systems. The participants examined military specification conversion
processes and how the processes relate to
optimizing configuration management
and provisioning levels. They also identified how system engineering "requirements flow down" must he considered
when modernizing weapon systems
including changing government/contractor risk relationships when performancebased specifications are used. The workshop considered how risks are affected
when systems are modernized using performance based procurements.
Technical Data Package Strategtes.
Today, most spares procurements use
detailed design packages to define
reqUired performance; however, their
use for spares procurements limits the
ability to incorporate new technologies
into weapon systems.
The workshop
explored the batriers ro reducing
reliance on derailed design packages and
reviewed computer based, cosl/benefit
analysis rools which can support decisions regarding conversion ro perfor·
mance-based spares procurements. A
MlCOM-developed computer model and
results of successful conversion of the
TOW and Superdragon technical design
package to performance pecifications
were examined.
Design Crlterkl/Systems Ellgineerlng.
System designs often limit the ability ro
incorporate new teclmology. Thi workshop considered system engineering
processes that can help meet MTS objectives. DeSign criteria, identified during
early ystem design and development, is a
basic element of systems engineering and
establishes system design guidelines and
architectures. The need to modernize
systems places importanCe on ensuring
that design criteria provides broad oppor·
tunity to incorporate new technology.
For example, use of reprogrammabie
memory chips and modular replacement
techniques can provide greater opportunities ro improve future performance at
lower cost. The workshop also looked at
open system architecture concepts and
other design engineering processes
which can fadlitate MTS.

Cost as an Independent Variable
(CAIV). CAlV provides a process to tradeoff cost and performance for new
designs, as well as modernization efforts.
Nonrecurring costs assodated with development of modernization changes must
be compared to the benefits associated
with modertlization. In some cases, system deSign changes are unavoidable due
to parts obsolescence. In other cases,
modernization may offer improved capability as a tesult of new technology. In
either event, costs and benefits must be
compared.
lbis workshop examined
the role of the integrated Process Team
(lPT) in conducting tradeoffs and
reviewed the role of ownersh.ip simulation models.

Conclusion
The workshops produced a great outpouring of ideas and recommendations
about instituting the MTS concept. There
was consensus by the majority of workshops on sOme salient recommendations
such as the need to maintain a core of
technical competency because AMe "cannot take advantage of what is not understood." Other recommendations cited
the need to continue the challenge of
statutes, FARS, and policy that are unintended barriers to implementing MTS. As
a result, an overarching integrnted product team (OWl) was formed and met in
July 1997 to review the outcome of the
MTS workshops and provide recommendations to formalize the process in the
Arrny. The OlPT will also assist major subordinate commands, program executive
offices and PMs to implement the process
and ensure continued management suppon to make MTS part of the Army culture. Additional information about MTS
can be obtained at: http://ippd.redsrone.arrny.millio/mts"'pro.htm.

LYNN
MOHLER
is
the
Standardization Officer for the
Army in the Office ofDeputy Chief
ofStafffor Research, Development
and Acquisition, Headquarters,
Army
Materiel
Command,
Alexandria, VA He holds a mathematics degree from Juniata
College, and has done postgraduate studies at the University of
Delaware. Mohler served on the
Defense Management Review
Working Group, which was the
forerunner of the Blue Print for
Change, and is currently leading
the Army's implementation of the
military specifications and standanis reform initiative.
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DEVELOPING
BLOOD
PRODUCTS
FOR
COMBAT
CASUALTY
CARE
By COL John R. Hess, MC
Introduction
The U.S. Army has been the world's
most important developer of blood
products. This involvement started
when CPT (later MAl) Oswald Robertson
built the world's first blood bank during
World War I, collecting universal donor
blood in bottles of citrate and sugar
solution, storing them on ice for as long
as 26 days, and demonstrating their lifesaving ability as resuscitation solutions
in wounded Canadian soldiers at the
Battle of Cambrai in November of 1917.
In World War fl, the Army worked with
tbe Navy and the National Research
Council to develop freeze·dried plasma,
albumin, gamma globuHn, fibrin foam,
and a worldwide blood distribution system. CPT (later MG) Douglas Kendrick,
who oversaw and wrote about this work,
is viewed by many as the farner of the
American blood bank system.
During the Korean War, the Army
helped develop plastic blood bags and
the CPD (Citrate, Phosphate, Dextrose)
anticoagulllOt system.
The Army's
Surgical Re~earch Teanl, led by LfC
(later COL) William Crosby, defined the
safety and efficacy of massive transfusion. During the Vietnam War, LTC (later
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COL) Charles Shields, at Fort Knox, developed the five-week red blood cell storage
solution, CPDA-1, and COL Frank Camp
worked to standardize blood typing
reagents. The Army continues this tradition with me development this decade of
tile dry fibrin sealant bandage and eightweek red blood cell storage.
These products were all developed to
meet the needs of soldiets on me battlefield.
Before tile Army deveLoped
improved blood sy tems, others struggled
wim direct person-to-person transfusions,
glass bottles, home-made typing era, and
short storage times. Failures of tile more
primitive blood transfuSion systems and
me re ulting deams were accepted as
compatible with tile state of me art.
FunctionaHty on the battlefield required
more robust and durable systems, and
civilians have taken me inlproved Army
systems and made them national standards. This dual use potential and validation of blood systems makes mem an
exciting area of research, development,
and acquisition.

The Need For New Blood
Products In The 1990s
The decade of the 1990s tarred with the

Per ian Gulf War, where 82,000 units of
packed red blood cells were sent to Saudi
Arabia. Of tllose, 1,000 units were used
to treat casualties (250 units to U.S. and
750 units to Iraqi), 6,000 units with several weeks of storage life were returned to
CONUS, and anomer 8,000 units close ro
expiration were given to the Romanians.
The remainder outdated in theater and
were destroyed. Clearly, inlproving the
duration of storage of liquid srored red
blood cells would increase the efficiency
of providing hlood in remote areas.
A frozen blood system, developed by the
Navy, was te ted in the Gulf on one of
their ho pita! hips where 265 un.ils were
thawed, the glycerol cryoprotectant
washed away, and the cells repackaged.
None of the mawed units was used. The
system proved ro be in combat what it is
in civilian life: tinle-consuming, expensive, lacking in quality control, and ultimately unnecessary.
Of tbe 250 units of red blood cells and
Whole blood u ed to treat American casualties, 52 units went into a Single soldier
with a pelvic wound. Repeated attempts
to control his bleeding by an excellent
team of surgeons using state-of-the-a.rt
methods failed. Bener systems to stop
surgicaL bleeding were needed.
These simple Ie sons from me few hundred casualties of the Gulf War were consistem with the published experience in
past wars and at variance with the Army's
then major blood re earch goal, producing a blood substirute. The blood substirute was supposed to save lives by allowing resuscitation with an oxygen carrying
solution to be used .far forward on me
battlefield. However, laboratory experi.
ence with the prototype material uggested thar they would be toxic, short·
lived in the body, and hard-to-handle on
me battlefield. At the same time, laboratory models of free bleeding howed that
bigger hoLes bled faster and suggested
that the benefits of attempting resuscitation before surgeons controlled hemor·
rbage were modest at best and in some
circum rances counterproductive.
It
eemed be t to concentrate on improving
hemocrhage control and prOViding blood
to refill the vascular space.

•

,
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The Dry Fibrin Sealant
Bandage
The dry fibrin sealant bandage is an
attempt to proVide something better for ~
hemorrhage controL. It is a dry mixture of
the last two proteins in the human blood
coagulation cascade, thrombin and fibrinogen, on an absorbable backing.
Thrombin is an enzyme that convert fibrinogen to fibrin monomer. The more
tllrombin present, the faster me reaction
goes. Fibrin monomer self-assembles to
form fibrin polymer, the structural pro- ,
tein of blood clot. The more fibrinogen
present, the stronger the clot. \VIlen
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blood touches and dis olves the dry pro·
teins, very high local concentrations of
enzyme and substrate are fomled. The
reaction proceeds quickly, reducing the
bleeding time from minutes to seconds.
But just because you can speed the reaction does not necessarily mean that you
have done anything useful to help a
bleeding individual. Early on, we demonstrated that a prototype of the dry fibrin
sealant bandage co uld work to can trol
hemorrhage from half-inch linear lacerarions in widely exposed femoral arteries
(the big artery into your leg, the pul e you
feel in your groin). Holding the bandage
in place for one minute stopped ill bleeding, reduced blood loss by 85 percent,
and prevented shock. But the question
remained, could the device work in the
complex geometry of traumatic wounds.
With the help of colleagues from the
Plasma Derivatives Group of the Holland
Laboratory of the American Red Cross, we
made better prototype bandages and
tested them in a model of baJlistic injury.
In deep, "blow·out" thigh wounds that
shattered the femur and cut all major vessel , the bandage stopped bleeding in two
minutes, reduced blood loss by twothirds and prevented shock. The bandage
not only could work in special situations,
it would work in common ones.
With that Information, the Army can·
tracted the Red Cross to continue developing prototypes of the bandage and to
find industrial partners to manufacture
the bandage and guide it through clinical
testing and FDA licensure. Army groups
remain active in the work, testing the pro·
totype bandages in a variety of models.
LTC John Holcomb, MC, of William
Beaumont Army Medical Center showed
that the bandage can convert a common
form of traumatic liver injury now associ·
ated with 26 percent survival in trauma
centers into a completely survivable
injuty. LTC Rhonda Comum, MC, of
Brook Army Medical Center i using the
prototype bandages 10 show that blood
loss from impotency·preventing prostate
cancer surgery can be greatly reduced.
However, ill of us associated with the
project believe that the most important
use of the bandage will be by medic on
the battlefield and in civilian prehospital
situations, insuring that wounded sol·
diers and injured civilians get to the hospital with mare of their own blood in
them.

Blood Storage
We all give blood with the expectatiOn
that it will be used, and thus, it is reassuring 10 know that 93 percent of all the
blood donated in the United States fmds a
recipient. In centralized and well·orga.
nized places like Army medical centers,
this increases to over 99 percent, but at
the end of the supply chain in Bosnia,
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1,700 units had 10 be prepositioned
acroSs Eastern Europe to ensure that the
first 15 units needed were there when the
time Came. Most of the rest of the units
expired or were given to locals as they
were about to expire. The logistic cOSll; of
that blood and movement associated with
that prepositioning could be greatly
reduced if the shelf-life of blood were
longer.
Modern blood storage systems, as you
may remember from the last time you
donated, are a set of interconnected plastic bag, same of which are filled with
solutions. BLood is drawn into the prima·
ry collection bag containjng the anticoagulant, the red cells are sedirnented, the
plasma and platelets drawn off, and an
additive solution of red blood cell nurrienll; is added to make packed red blood
cells. The basic que tion is what can you
put in the additive solution to make the
ceUs last longer. By the way, whatever it is
you put in has to be so safe that 4 mUllan
people a year can take it in large quantities with no problems.
And bow do you know if it works'
Luckily, the FDA has set a rule that less
than 1 percent of the cells can break
down in the bag and three·quarters of
cells must survive for 24 hours when put
into the recipient. To measure this in the
laboratory, we draw cells and store them
in the experimental additive. At the end
of the storage period, some are labelled
witll radioactive tracers and injected back
into the original donor. This is a time·
consuming procedure but the only one
which provides useful information. There
is a high priority on making shrewd gues .
es about which experiments are worth
doing.
A careful reading of 40 years of bLood
storage studies sugge ted that the answer
lay with either swelling the cells or
increasing the pH. We at WaLter Reed
Army [nstirute of Research were in a position to test the idea of swelling the ceUs
and arranged for a contractor to test
increasing the pH. The contractor's
methods worked and the Army now has
rights to a very robust red blood cell star·
age solution that will store cells for eighr
weeks. The solurion contains nothing
that is not already in licensed blood SlOrage solutions and is fully compatible with
current techniques and usage. The cosr
of the contract was 200,000, and it will
save the country at least 50 million a year
for just the blood it saves and more in
saved transportation co ts. Moreover, the
data suggests that we can store blood for
even longer.

Force XXI Blood Products

has been high on medical planners'
"want" list for decades, but their safety
and effectiveness remain to be proven
and any further development of these
products is now in commercial hands.
Replacing fresh frozen plasma with a
freeze-dried product would reduce
weight and eliminate a requirement for
deep freezers in blood depots. Surgeons
frequently request blood platelets to help
control bleeding, but their present short
five·day shelf life and critical storage-temperature requirements make
them
almost impossible to deliver forward of
field hospitals. Better platelet storage, a
platelet substitute, or a quicker way to
fully test freshly drawn whole blood from
donors on the battlefield might solve this
problem. Fresh whole blood i the present doctrinal alternative to platelets and
is often preferred by experienced sur·
geons, so rapid blood·safety tests using a
dry card-based format and a few drops of
blood are very attr-dctive for the forward
surgical and special operations environments.

Conclusion
Ideal medical products for the battlefieLd shouLd be safe and effective, light
and cheap, low maintenance, compatible
with Long storage, and universally applicable. As a matter of DOD policy, they
must be FDA licensed. Blood is highly
effective, relatively inexpensive as a prod·
uct, and quite safe, but the costs in terms
of manpower and resources to maintain
and correctly use blood on the battlefield
are significant. Additionally, the knowL·
edge required to make a national or theater blood system work is not trivial and
requires a major commitment of
resources by America's Army to continuously provide thoughtful management by
experts in blood banking and transfusion
medicine.

COL jOliN R. HESS, MC, is commander of the Blood Resem'ch
Detachment, \"(falter Reed Army
Institute of Research, Washington,
DC in this capacity, he is head ofthe
Army's Blood Product Development
Program. Additionally, he served as
the last commander of tbe
Letterman Army Institute of
Research. He received his MD. from
the University of Washington and
balds a master's in public health
degree from the University of
Hawaii.

There are other products that meclical
planners would like to have to further
reduce the blood program's footprint on
the battlefield. A red blood cell substitute
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LONG-TERM
TRAINING,
PART-TIME
TRAINING,
AND
EXECU IVE
SEMINARS
By J. M. Welsh

[

The Deputy Director for Acquisition
Career Managemem, in the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisi·
tion) (OASA(RD&A)), is pleased to
announce that 28 members of the Army
Acquisition Corps (MC) have been
selected to attend long·term training,
part·time training, and e.xecutive semi·
nar programs. These courses began in
July 1997. An alphabetical listing of
tho e members selected-under the
programs they were chosen for-is
hown below. Each name is followed by
the individual's organization, acquisition
career field (ACF), and ACF code.
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Senior Service CoUege (SSC)
FeUowship Program at the
Industrial CoUege of the Armed
Forces (ICAF), Fort Lesley J.
McNair, Washington, DC
Michael 1. Alberelli, Office of the
Program Executive Officer, Command,
Control and Communications Systems,
Fan Monmouth, NJ. ACF: Engineering (S).
DavidJ. Atherton, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Financial
Management and Comptroller), Pentagon.
ACF: Comptroller (K).
Elizabeth K.
Brock,
U.S. Army
Communications·Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, NJ. ACF: Comptroller (K).

Gordon L. Campbell, U. . Army Logistics
Management College, Fort Lee, VA. ACF:
Contracring (C).
Rosemary M. Carpenter, OASA(RD&A),
Pentagon. ACF: Program Management (A).
EugeneJ. DelCoco, Office of the Progranl
Executive Officer, Ground Combat
Support Systems, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.
ACF: Progtanl Management (A).
Gregory Doy/e, U.S. Army Medical
Research Acquisition Activity, Fort Detrick,
MD. ACF: Contracting (C).
Gene D. Duncan, Headquarters, U.S.
Army Materiel Command, Alexandria, VA.
ACF: Engineering (5).
Martha E. Gabriel, Office of the
Program Executive Officer, Intelligence,
Electronic Warfare and Sensors, Pentagon.
ACF: Progtanl Management (A).
James J. King, OASA(RD&A), Pentagon.
ACF: Comptroller (K).
Setsuko McGinnis, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Financial Manage·
ment and Comprroller), Pemagon. ACF:
Comprroller (K).

Senior Service CoUege (SSC)
Fellowship Program at the Center
for Professional Development and
Training (CPDT), the University of
Texas at Austin
Yolanda
E.
Hodge,
U.S. Army
Operational
Test
and
Evaluation
Command, Alexandria, VA.
ACF:
Comptroller (K).
James R. Hunt, Program Management
Office, Signals Warfare, Office of the
Program Executive Officer, Intelligence,
Electronic Warfare and Sensors, Fort
Monmouth, NJ. ACF: Engineering (5).
Betsy]. McChesney, Project Manager
Office, Crusader, Office of the Program
Executive Officer, Ground Combat and
Support Sy terns, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.
ACF: Program Management (A).
11Jeresa R. Miller, U.S. Army Researcb
Laboratory, U.S. Army Materiel Command,
Adelphi, MD. ACF: AcqUiSition Logistics (L).

,

U.S. Naval Postg,-aduate School
(NPS), Monterey, CA
Thomas L. Poteet, Office of Technical
Director, U.S. Army Electronic Research,
Developmem and Engineering Cemer,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. ACF:
Engineering (5).
Robin E. Whitworth, Office of the Project
Manager, Unmanned Ground Vehicles,
U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone
Arsenal, AL. ACF: Engineering (5).

School of Choice at the Florida
Institute of Technology
David E.
Fteltsch,
U.S.
Army
Communications·Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, NJ. ACF: Contracting (C).
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School of Choice at the University
of Texas a·t San Antonio
MelissaPittard, OASA(RD&A), Pentagon.
ACP: Acquisition Logistics (L).

School of Choice at the University
of Alabama at Huntsville
Debra \.f:Ymer, U.S. Army Space and
Strategic Defense Command, Huntsville,
AL. ACF: Engineering (5).

Part-Tune Training at the JC2
Center for Commercialization and
Enterprise, the University of Texas
at Austin, Fort Belvoir Campus,
Fort Belvoir, VA
Edward S. Cameron, Office of tbe
Program Executive Officer, InteUigence,
Electronic Warfare and Sensors, Fort
Monmouth, N). ACP: Program Management (A).

Part-Time Training at the
University of Pennsylvania at
Philadelphia
Cheryl L. Maggio, Office of the Program
Manager, Chemical Demilitarization,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. ACP:
Program Management (A).

Senior Executive Fellows Program
at the John F. Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA
Carl A. Beauliet~ U.S. Army Armament
Researdl, Development and Engineering
Center, Picatinny Ar enal, NJ.
ACF:
Engineeri ng (5).
Russell F. Fiscella, Chief, Engineering
Divi:;ion, Benet Laboratories, U.S. Army
Armament Research, Development and
Engineering Center, Watervliet, NY. ACP:
Engineering (S).
josepb A. Gormley, Project Management
Office, Sense and Destroy Armor, Office of
the Program Executive Officer, Ground
Combat and Support Systems, Picatinny
Arsenal, N). ACP: Progmm Management (A).

Weapon Systems Management
Course, Ottobrunn, Germany

)

Denise E. jones, Engineering Division,
NATO Medium Extended Air Defense
System Management Agency, U.S. Army
Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
ACP: Engineering (S).
Fred Steinberg, Project Management
Office, Tank Main Armament Systems,
Office of tbe Program Executive Officer,
Ground Combat and Support Systems,
Picatinny Arsenal, N). ACP: Program
Management (A).

Course Descriptions
• The SSC Fellowship Program. This
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program allows applicants to attend any
of the National Defense University's colleges and institutions of higher learning.
ICAF is the premier college for
Acquisition Corps members selected for
the SSC Pellowship Program. Held at Port
Lesley J. Mc air in the heart of the
nation' capital, the leAF tepresent the
culmination of acquisition career development, with its enior Acquisition
Education Program, and the Senior
AcquiSition Course, Acquisition 401. The
Senior Acquisition Course consists of the
entire la-month ICAF curriculum,
enhanced for designated acquisi.ti.on students through four major elements: core
curriculum, mandatory acquisition policy,
advanced studies, and research. The
Army has 10 civilian seats at rCAF, with
seven of the 10 seats reserved for members of the MC in grades GS-14/15.
In addition to the lCAP, the MC offers
an equally outstanding SSC Pellowship
Program at the Center for Professional
Development and Training (CPDT) at the
University of Texas at Austin. Like its leAF
counterpart, the CPDT offers an intensive
la-month curriculum where fellows pursue a resident ptogram in affUiation with
the Army War College. This is a structured progmm with a trilateral academic
focus on the relationships between
national security policy and process,
emerging critical technologies, and the
industrial base. Completion of this program results in SSC credit, Le., Military
Education Level 1 (MEL-I) accreditation.
The SSC Fellowship Progmm is only one
of a host of education and training programs offered and funded by the AAC for
members of the Acquisition Corps and
Workforce.

Other Long-Term Training
Program.s
• Naval Postgraduate School (NPS),
Monterey, CA. NPS offers two distinct
graduate programs leading to master of
science degrees in management. The
acquisition and contract management
curriculum is an interdisciplinary program, which integrates mathematics,
accounting, economics, finance, behavioral science, management theory, operations/systems analysis, and specific courses in acquisition and contracting. This
curriculum is designed to provide officers
and civilians with the skills to serve effectively in hardware systems buying offices,
field contracting offices, contract administration offices, and contract policy offices.
The systems acquisition management
curriculum is also an interdisciplinary
program deSigned to integrate business
principles, management theory, operations/systems analysis, and engineering
applications. The courses in this curticu-

Jum present the strucrure of acquisition
management, the decisions and problems
facing the Defense acquisition manager,
the various forces at work within industry
and government, and the impact of acquisition policies and strategies. These programs are 18 months long and are intended for AAC members in grades GS·14/15.
• Master of Business Administration
Program, the University of Texas at
Austin. This is among the most rigorous
and prestigious business programs in the
nation. Since the University of Texas is in
the forefront of technology exploration
and development, and maintains broad
perspectives in emerging technologies,
students will remain in the mainstream of
Defense-related scientific and technical
activities dUring their academic pursuits.
• Master of Business Administration
with Concentration in Management of
Technology Program, the University of
Texas at San Antonio. This program
prOVides students, primarily with a nontechnical background, the opportunity to
study business administration while
developing special expertise in the management of technology. This program is
offered to members of the MC in grades
GS-14115.
• Master of Business Administration
with Concentration in Information
Systems, University of Texas at San
Antonio. This program provides students with the opportunity to study busi·
ness administration while developing special expertise in information systems.
This program is offered to members of
the AAC in grades GS-14/15.
• The Scbool of Choice Prob't'lUll·
This program provides the opportunlty
for AAC members in grades GS-14/15 to
attend long-term training on a full-time
basis at an accredited college or unlversity of their choice. The length of the program varies depending on the individual
school and curriculum. However, MC
funding is provided only for the last 12
months, resulting in a gmduate degree.

Part-Time Training
Part-time training permits AAe members
the opportunity to pursue advanced education in conjunction with their careers.
• The IC2 Center for Commercialization and Enterprise, the University
of Texas at Austin, Fort Belvoir
Campus, Port Belvoir, VA. Toe Port
Belvoir Campus of the Defense Systems
Management College (DSMC) offers an
excellent and challenging program leading to a master's degree in science technology and commercialization. It is a 12month program and dasses meet biweeklyon Priday and Saturday. The program
offers the working professional the
opportunity to develop new skills in the
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management of rapid technology transfer
and commercialization. Only MC members in grades GS·14/15 who re ide in the
northeast corridor of me United States
may apply for this course.
UnJversity of Pennsylvania at
Philadelphia. This program offers an
executive master of science degree in
engineering. Classes are held annually in
the Penn Tower Hotel on the university
campus on alternate rwo-day weekends
(Friday and aturday) from eptember
through May. This program is dedicated
to training engineers and scientists for
leadership roles in the management of
technology·based organizations.
This
program consists of advanced technology
courses that focus on fundamental and
emerging technologies. Only MC memo
bers in grades G5-14/15 who reside in tbe
northeast corridor of the United States
may apply for mis course.

Executive Seminars
• The John F. Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard UnJversity.
This intensive B·week program is
designed for federal managers who are
candidates for the Federal Senior
Executive Service. The Senior Executive
Fellows Program addresses problems
faced by upper·level managers including
planning coherent strategies; organizing
policy.making proce es, mobilizing suppon in an environment of bared responsibility; and structuring credibility with
the media, oversight bodies, interest
groups, and the special constituencies of
me organization. The program provides
an interactive environment for men and
women with rover e intellectual backgrounds and career imere ts. MC memo
bers in grades G5-15 and above may apply
for this program, which is held each year
beginning in late September.
• The Josephson Institute of Ethics.
This course
is
taught
by the
president/founder of the institute, Dr.
Michael Joseph on. It focuses on the
moral energy of people committed to
making our society more honest, more
caring, and more accountable. The
course is held annually in the National
Capitol Region between September and
ovember.
• The Weapon Systems Management
Course. This is a 3-week program that
trains middle and top management personnel in the field of project manage·
ment. Special emphasis is on joint activi·
ties in the field of procurement and in·
service phase of weapon systems by North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
allies. Panicipants gain knowledge of
international cooperation and manage·
ment in processing NATO armament programs. Only two seats per year are available for this program. The course is open
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to MC members in grades 13/14/15
involved in international programs.
Classes are held annually in Onobrunn,
Germany, in September.

Board Process
The evaluation process resulting in this
year's selections for education and training
programs is derived from two career devel·
opment selection boards. First, the Deputy
DirectOr, Acqui ition Career Managemem
(DDACM) convened a board in Januaty
1997 to consider MC members for the SSC
Fellowship Program at the ICAF. The board
considered applicants for seven of the 10
lCAF seats allocated annually 10 the Army.
The board also recommended the remaining fLIes be forwarded to Department of me
Army (DA) for consideration by the DA
Secretariat SSC Fellowship Selection
Boatd. The secretariat board selected
three MC members as principal candidates
and two addition:ll MC members as alter·
nates at-large. One of the alternates at·
large was activated, resulting in a total of
11 MC civilian members selected to attend
the lCAF in 1997. The second selection
board convened in May 1997. The purpose
of the May board was to identiJ)r and select
MC members to attend long.term training,
part-time Lraining, and executive seminars
beginning in July 1997, as announced in
the
1997·1998 Army
Acquisition
Corps/Army
Acquisition
Workforce
Civilian Trainillg Opportunities Catalog.
This included selection to attend the SSC
Fellowship Program at the Center for
Development and Training at the
University of Texas at Austin.

Composition of the
Selection Boards
• sse lCAF Selection Board.

Board
President: COL Steven A Dasher, Director,
Task Force XXI, Headquarters U.S. Army
Materiel Command; Board Members:
joseph Butler, Project Manager, Arrow,
Office of me Program Executive Officer,
Air and Missile Defense; Dr. Linda Gentle,
Chief, Program Management Division,
Multiple Launch Rocket System Project
Office, Office of the Program Executive
Officet, Tactical Mi siles; Dr. James Nelson,
DireclOr, U.S. Army Medical Materiel
Developm nt Activity, U.S. Army Medic.11
Research and Materiel Command;
Richa"d M. IVlIliams, Chief, Policy and
Administration Division, U.S. Army Cost
and Analysis Center; David baffer, Chief,
Logistics Analysis Activity, U.S. Army
Analy is Activity;
Materiel Sy tern
Estherline Morse, Functional Chief
Repre entative for Contracting, and Policy
Representative, Defense Acquisition
Regulatory Council, OASA(RD&A).
Long-Term Tra.in.lng, Part-Time
TrainJng, and Executive SemJnar
Selection Board. Board President: COL

Paut E. Wolfgramm, Director, Joint
Precision Strike Demon tration UP D).
Board members: Sandra Rittenbotlse,
Chief Acquisition Policy, Headquarters, U.S.
Army Materiel Command; Jerry L. Stahl,
Director, trategic Planning and Integration,
U.. Army Simulation, Training and
Instrumentation Command; Robert ].
Masucci, Chief, Program Management
Office, Air to Ground Missile Systems
Project Office, Office of the Program
Executive Officer, Tactical Missiles; and
Tom Metzler, Project Manager, Mrcrew
Integration Systems, Office of the Program
Executive Officer, Aviation.

Conclusion
Both MC and DA ecretari:lt selection
boards show a Significant increase in the
number of MC members selected for fellowship programs. The lCAF and CPDT
Fellowship Programs have the highest
number of MC panicipants on record.
Additionallj\ the number of other MC
long.term training selections is the highest in three years. These high rates reflect
the quality that the MC members bring to
a highly competitive selection process. In
view of mis, MC members elected for
these programs should be commended
for meir outstanding record of demonstrated performance.
Selection boards
for programs offered to Army civilians in
1998 begin in Januaty. At that time, the
DA secretariat board convenes its annual
election board to consider application
for the sse Fellowship Program.
Application procedure for the SSC
Fellowship Program are outlined in the
FY97 catalog of Civilian Training,
Education and Professional Development
Opporlllnities, published by the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Manpower and Reserve Affair) Civilian
Personnel Management Directorate. This
information is also available at:
hnp://cpol.army.miJ (Training and Career
Development). Programs offered by me
MC are provided in the Army Acquisition
Corps/Army Acquisitio'l
Workforce
Civiltan Training Opportunities Catalog.
This information is also available at:
http://dacm.sarda.army.m.iJ.

J M. WELSH i an acquisition education and training specialist in the
and
Acquisition
Education
Training Office, Office of the
Assistant Secretary oj the Army
(RDA). He holds a B.S. def51"ee in
management, and is pursuing a
master's degree in human resources
development.
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Editor's Note: The Jollowlng article represents one rnan's opinion

0'J'l

two CU1'renl

and critical initiatives within the m:qulsillon community: program managemem hy Integrated product teams and
the Horizontal Tech,wlogy Integration oj
new capabilities across multiple systems.
'(he author's recent "total Imme,-slon
experience" offers potential lessons
learned that may assist today's acquisitIon proJesslonals engaged In the business
ojA"my modernization.

Introduction

I

The observations and commentary
offe~ed in this ~ticle ~e from the point of
view of a Reserve component member of
the Army Acquisition Co~ps (AAC).
Reservists often have a unique pe~speetive
since many a~e dropped into an organization, not unlike a uavele~ is dropped into
a new environment, totally immersed in
!:he culture of a foreign land. When we
~epo~t fo~ duty du~ing annual t~aining, we
do not have tI,e intimate, day-to-day
knowledge of a weapon system, a program, ongoing staff action, o~ acqUisition
process that our active duty b~ethren can
claim. We do, howeve~, bring a fresh perspecti\'e to !:he job at hand. This perspec·
tive can significantly help a program
office, headquarters staff, laboratory, or
engineering center.
An Lndividual Mobilization Augmentee
(LMA) may bring an academic or industrial point of view which, unlike !:hat of a
sLallding support contractor, is unencumbered by delivery order O~ coo tract
expectations. An rMA Reservist must sign
a conBiet of interest statement when
working in the acquisition community.
Ethical behavior is an absolute requirement.
The ~emainder of this article addresses
tl,e topics of integrated product teams
(IPTs) and L-Iorizontal 1echnology
Integration (HTI).
Where appropriate,
quOtations , references, and citations wiU
be documented by pointing to official
DOD Internet web sites.

Integrated Product Teams
The composition of IPTs within DOD \vill
from project to project, program to
program, and team to team. The leadership
role wit/lin !:hese II'Ts will also vary JUSt as
tl,e management styles of any two individuals vary. Situational leadership will dictate
who should lead and when. The person
"on point" will shift from team member to
team member as the shared, collective task
list is cackled. (On the web, see URL:
bttp://www.sal·da.arnly.mI/lASARDNSARD
·ZP/TEMPHOLD/POLICY/PRODPROC.HTM
for policy gUidance on d,e use of integrated product and process development
var)'

.
I
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INTEGRATED
PRODUCT
TEAMS
AND
HORIZONTAL
TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRAT ON
By MAJ John Lesko (USAR)
and IPTs.)
Most II'Ts have key individual role or
functions that, as a rule·of·thumb, must
be fulfilled in order for the IPT to succe sfully accomplish its mission. These
roles include:
• Tbe Sp01lsor. This is a senior executive (or committee) within !:he formal
organization who oversees !:he enterprise.
Within the acquisition community, spon.
sorsh ip comes from !:he Artny Acquisition
Executive (AAE), General Officer Working
Groups (GOWG), the Army Systems
Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) , or
the Joint Requirements Oversight
Committee OROC). Legal au!:hority rests
witll the sponsor or sponsorship committee. For !:he Army, governing documents
are identified and explained on the
ASARDA web site: bttp://www.sarda.
army. mil/sarda/sardamsrt. btm.
• Tbe Champion. ThiS is a senior indi-

vidual who works the interface between
the fPT and !:he sponsoring organization.
ThiS may be the progranl execu tive offi·
cer. a member of Congress, or another
inBuential executive. Champions come in
many forms. Champions are immersed in
the politics of a program. Comments on
the politics of a program will remain
beyond the scope of tl,is article.
• The Project Leader. This i the pro·
ject or program manager witll !:he charter
to deliver a product or process that meets
performance specifications, within budget, on schedule, and which can be supported in !:he field. See http://www.Sat··
da.army. mll/peo-pm/peopm.ht71l.
• The Technical Guru. ThiS is !:he chief
scientist, engineer, or technologist who
"makes the cal," on !:he selection of the
best technical approach, performance
and risk tradeoffs, and related technical
matters. ThiS technical leader or "guru"
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As the Army

evolves
into
its Force XXI
or Army After Next
configurations,
tradeoffs
will
continually
be made
between
the requirements
of force structure,
OPTEMPO,
modernization,
and infrastructure.

may come from a government laboratory,
engineering center, or a contractor organization. Whoever the de facto guru .is,
he or she will undoubtedly confer with
their peers at professional society and
trade association meetings. The nature of
scientific and tech nical work i evolving to
a new computer-mediated form. See
URL: http://www.dtic.millsummit for a
glimpse into information-based tools nOw
available to technical gu('Us.
• The Technical Gatekeeper. This is
the "scout" who keeps his or her eyes and
ears open for appropriate technologies or
off-the-shelf tools available to the team.
This is not a trivial role, for history
records a long lisr of innovations that
come from outside "conventional wisdom" or the "expert" organization. For
example, the automobile was not invented hy the transportation experts of that
era, the railroaders. Polaroid film was not
invented by Kodak, nor hand-held calculators by IBM. The technical gatekeeper
first get the IJ'T or team interested in
what they might become and not in what
the organization has been. (Thomas E.
Cronin, "Thinking and Learning About
Leadership," as found in Military
Leadership: In Pursuit of Excellence,
Westview Press, 1992.)
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• Various Ad Hoc Support Personnel
These are group facilitators, accountants,
contract specialists, scribes, and any other
administrative support personnel who
contribute in their own way to the success
or failure of an IPT. Passage of the Defense
Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWlA) in 1990 marked the beginning of
a Defense commitment to becoming a
learning organization.
The Defense
Acquisition University (DAD), and the network of schools it oversees, works to
build professional, well-educated and
trained staff at ail levels of the acquisition
workforce. See URL:
http://www.acq.osd.milldauj.
lllis model for understanding the dynamic roles of IPT participants is not new.
Successful R&D teams have long adopted
this model or adapted it to their particular
situation. Similar organizational S(('tlctures .
have allowed IJ'1); to become (('tIe innovators, first to market, or leaders in their
respective technology-driven industries.

Horizontal Technology
Integration
The latest round of acquisition reforms
has spawned many programs and initiative . These include the institutionalization
of the Army's Battle Labs, the use of the
Advanced Concepts and Technologies (ACT
[I) Program, the Advanced Warfighter
Experiments (AWE), the Fast Track Program,
the Army's Reinvention Laboratory, the
Warfighting Rapid Acquisition Program
(WRAP), etc. To the uninitiated, this "alphabet soup" can be daunting. This author will
not rehash or even summarize what has
been publi hed in Army 1W&A and other
Defense journals on these programs and
initiative5.

However, on the Horizontal

Technology Integration process or HTl concept, [ offer the foUowing observations and
suggestions:
• The basic premise of fiTl is that it
should be significantly cheaper to modernize the Army if program managers
share in the development of common
subsystem and components across the
entire fleet of vehicles or weapons platforms. The horizontal integration of technology, fielded in a modular way across
many systems, eliminates costly, redun·
dant developmental efforts. The HTI
process result in savings to the Army and
is, therefore, a "budget multiplier."
• HTI has been the concept behind the
successful Second Generation Forward
Looking Infrared (FUR) system. As the
Thermal Weapons Sight (TWS) and the
Driver's Vision Enhancer (DVE) become
HTI systems and enter the field, tl,e total
force is better off. Combat, combat support, and service support units will reach a
new level of readiness, for these units will
sbare in a better, more balanced, night
vision capability. HTl harmonizes the capa-

bilities for pilots, tank crews, and truck drivers alike. There will be fewer "have not"
units and in the future, all elements of our
ground force will "own the night." HTl is a
"combat multipHer." See URLs: http://www.
monroe. army. mil/pao/awel. htm
and
httpJ/www.irwinam.y.mil.
To view related articles from back issues
of Army RD&A, see http://dacm.sarda.
army.mit/publications/rda/.
• Invite more industry participants to
the quarterly and semiannual HTI information exchange meetings. These gatherings, without industry participation,
may become limited, lopSided forums
with the Army preaching co the converted.
Industry members must b come more
actively engaged in the HTI dialogue. In
fact, they must become full partners in
any materiel acquisition. The fiTl process
must become a recurring theme at industry sponsored trade shows and conferences. With tl,e merger of the American
Defen e Preparedness Association and the
National Security Industrial Association,
this author suggests that ADPA·NSlA is a
good place to start an industry outreach
effort. See URL: http://www.adpa.org.

Conclusion
As the Army evolves into its Force XXI or
Army Mer Next configurations, tradeotfs
will continually be made between the
requirements of force structure, OPTEMPO,
modernization, and infrastructure. Tanks,
fighting vehicles, and aircraft will continue to need upgrades. And history suggests that RDT&E budgets are likely to
evaporate more quickly than missions.
The fiTI process, once opened up to
industry and creatively executed by integrated product and process development
teams, should provide a better way to
modernize and improve tbe force. With
continued collaboration between industry and government, cooperation among ,
affected program managers-plus a little
rearranging of the letters-the HTI •
process should become a HIT.

JOHN LESKO is a principal research
scientist with the Battelle Memorial
Institute. A member of the Army
Acquisition Corps' Reserve component,
he is a graduate of the u.s. Military
Academy, the Army Command and
General Staff College, and Boston
University. Additionally, he is coauthor and co-editor of Technology
Exchange in the information A,ge, a
guide for governrr;ent and industry
technologists who wish to form success- .
ful cooperative R&D partnerships
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u.s. ARMY
MATERIEL
COMMAND
NEW DEPUTIES
FOR SYSTEMS
ACQUISITION
By COL Leon A. Parker III
Introduction
As a result of the Army Science Board
(ASB) study on reengineering the
institutional Army, and the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development and Acquisition (ASARDA) study on the implementation of
the ASB's initiatives, Acquisition
Category (ACAD II;1lI project and
product manager offices were identified for transfer to the U.S. Army
, Materiel Command (AMC).
To support the expanded acquisi-

tion mission within AMC, the
Secretary of the Army approved dle
establishment of three new brigadier
general positions tided, "Deputy for
Systems Acquisition (DSA)." The new
positions are located at the U.S. Army
Co m m u n ic a ti on- El ectron ics
Command (CECOM), Fort Monmouth,
N); the U.S. Army Tank-automotive
and Armaments Command (TACOM),
Warren, MI, and the recently formed
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile
Command (AMCOM) , Redstone

Arsenal, AL.

Position Responsibilities
The new DSAs will develop command policy and plans, and manage
the integration, coordination, and
execution of systems acquisition and
project management missions. The
DSA positions have full line authority
of the Army Acquisition Executive and
Commanding General in carrying out
systems acquisition and project man·
agement activities. The DSAs will

The new Deputies
for Systems Acquisition
will develop
command policy and plans,
and manage the integration,
coordination, and execution
of systems acquisition
and project management missions.
NO'llember-December 1997
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Figure 3
provide guidance, direction, control,
oversight, and support to ensure systems are developed in accordance
with technical architecture and supportability requirements while mini·
mizing life cycle cost. The DSA will
represent the Commanding General
during discussions with HQ AMC, the
Department of the Army Staff, the
Assistant Secretaries of the Army, the
Assistant Secretaries of Defense,
members of Congress and congres·
sional staffs, members of Defense
industries, and other groups concerning sy tern acquisition, systems
development activities, and project
management.
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Similar To The Prow-am

Executive Officer (PEO),
But...
The DSA Offices manage dle extensive operations utilizing a very
streamlined office. At the direction of
GEN Johnnie E. Wilson, Commander,
AMC, the Offices of the DSA are limited to a total of seven to nine people,
and will depend on matrix support
from the major command (MACOM)
headquarters to fulfill those functions
not covered in the DSA office. The
three DSA organizations at AMCOM,
CECOM, and TACOM, respectively,
are depicted in Figures 1·3.

The DSA positions
have full line authority
of the Army Acquisition
Executive and
Commanding General
in carrying out
systems acquisition
and project management
activities.
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THE NEW DEPUTIES
BG Joseph L. Yakovac, TACOM DSA Ia"lrl[:
InJanuary 1997, BG.lo eph L. Yakovac
became the first AMC DSA when he was
appointed the DSA for the .S. Army
Tank·automotive
and
Armaments
Command, Warren, Ml. He was born in
McKeesport, PA, on July 8, 1949, graduat.
ed from West Point and was commis·
sioned a second lieutenant in the Infantry
in 1971.
His military assignments include
Infantry Platoon Leader, 4th Infantry
Division, Fort Carson, CO; Commander, Headquarter /
Headquarters Company, 1st Battalion, 4tb Infamry Division, Forr
Carson, CO; and Assistant Professor of mechanics at West Point.
His acquisition assignments include Project Officer, U.S. Army
Force Development Support Agency, Armor/Anti·Armor Special
Task Force; Assistant Program Managet Bradley Fighting Vehicle,
U.S. Army TACOM; Director, Weapons Systems Management, U.S.
Army TACOM; and Project Manager, Bradley FighLing Vehicle
Systems.
BG Yakovac holds an undergraduate degree from the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point and an M.S. in mechanical engi·
neering from the Univer ity of Colorado.
His military education includes the normal military officer
chool, the Defense Systems Management College Program
Management Course, and the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces.

BG Robert E. Armbruster,
AMCOMDSA
BG Roben E. Armbruster became the
D A for the U.S. Army Missile Command
in April 1997, and transitioned to the
arne position for the .S. Army Aviation
and Missile Command in July 199 . He
came to this po ition from the U.. Army
Space and Strategic Defense Command
in H.untsville, At, where he served as the
Deputy Commanding General.
BG Armbru ter was born in Rockville,
~ on June 27, 1949, graduated from West Point and was commissioned a econd lieutenant in the Military Intelligence Corps
in 1971.
He erved as Tank Platoon Leader in the 3rd Armored Cavalry
Regiment, commanded A Company, 7th Radio Researcll Field
tation in Udom, Thailand, and was an associate professor of
mathematics at West Poine.
BG Armbruster's fJ.rst acqui ition a ignment was Chief; igoal
Development Laboratory at Vint Hill Farms Station, VA.
Subsequendy, wimin the PEO for Tactical Mis iles, he served as
Assistant Project MalUlger for development, Multiple Laund1
Rocket System (MLRS); Product Manager, MLRS Sense and
Destroy Armor; Product Manager, Multipurpose Individual
Munitions; Product Manager, Longbow HELLFIRE; Project
Manager, Thbe·Laund1ed, Optically Tracked, Wrre-Guided (TOW);
and Project Manager, Close Combat Anti·Armor Weapon ystems.
BG Armbruster holds an undergraduate degree from the U.S.
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MilitaryAcademy at West POint, an M.S. degree in industrial engi·
neering from dle University of Arizona, and a professional engi·
neering license from Virginia.
His military education include the normal military officer
choal ; the Thai Language School at tbe Presidio of Monterey,
CA; Training Wim Industry at Martin Marietta, Orlando, FL; me
Defense Systems Management College Program Management
Course; and the Army War College.

BG Dean R, Ertwine, CECOM DSA
BG Dean R. Ermine is me newest of
me AMC DSAs. In mid·September 1997,
he assumed his position as the CECOM
DSA, Fort Monmouth, NJ.
Previou Iy, he was assigned as me
Executive Officer to dIe Assistanr
Secretary of the Army (Re earch,
Development and Acquisition).
Born in Danville, PA, on Sept. 15,
1950, he graduated from West Point and
was commissioned a econd lieutenant
in the Field Artillery Corps in 1972. He erved as a forward
ob erver in me 1st Infantry Division (Forward), U.S. Army
Europe and Sevenm Army, Germany; commanded A Battery, 2d
Battalion, 37m Field Artillery, Forr ill, OK; and was Assi tan
Professor, Department of Chemistry, at West Poim.
BG Ertwine's acquisition assignmenrs include Chief, Artillery
and Hazards Branch, and Director, Materiel Testing, U.S. Army
Dugway Proving Ground, UTi Commanding Officer, U.. Army
Cold Regions 'Iest Center, Fort Greely, AK; and Commander, Fire
Support Armaments Center, U .. Army Armamenrs Re earch,
Development and Engineering Center, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.
BG Emvine holds an undergraduate degree from me .S.
Military Academy at West Point and master's and doctorate
degrees in chemistry from Lehigh University.
His military education includes the normal military officet
schools; Training With Industry at McDonnell Douglas
lechnologies, an Diego, CA; and the Industrial College of me
Armed Forces.

COL Leon A Parker, III i assigned to Headquar'ters,
AMG, Office of the Deputy Chief ofStafffor Research,
Development and Acquisition, as Chief of the
Program Management and Acquisition Support
Office. He is a graduate ofMorgan tate University,
Baltimore, MD, where he received a bachelor's degree
in 1'l'lathematics and was a Distinguished Military
He is a graduate of the Systems
Graduate.
Automation Course, Command and General Staff
College, and the Program Management Course,
Defense Systems Management College, and is a member ofthe Arm:v Acquisition COIpS.
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CHIEF
INFORMATION
OFFICER
ASSESSMENT
By Ronnie E. Gerstein
and Helen Letmanyi
On Feb. 10, 1997, the Information
Technology Management Reform Act
(ITMRA) of 1996 became law throughout
the government in Public Law 104-106.
Implemented on Aug. 8, 1996, this law
established a Chief Information Officer
(CIO) for each executive agency, e.g., the
military departments. The law was later
renamed the Clinger-Cohen Act. (A complete explanation of ITMRA is available on
the Internet at http://www.do.fed.gov.)
Through its key provisions, lTMRA
repealed the Brooks Act, 40 U.S.C ection
759. ([he limitations and conditions in delegation of procurement authority issued
under the Brooks Act remain in effect unless
amended or terminated by the contracting
officer.) It mandated that the CIOs report
directly to the CEO, i.e., Secretary of the
Army. The Secretary of the Army designared
the DireclOr of Information Systems for
Command, Control, Communications, and
Computers (OISC4) as the Army C10 and
the V,ce OISC4 as the Deputy CIO.
The law also increased the Secretary of the
Army's responsibility, authority, and accountability for the use of information technology
(IT) and other information resources in performing Army missions. It included National
Security Systems (NSS). NSS are defined as

any telecommunications or infonnation system operated by the U.S. government, the
function, operation or use of which involves
inteUigence activities, cryptologic activities
related to national security, command and
control of military forces, or equipment that is
an imegrat part of a weapon or weapons system. n,e Army has designated these as
Command,
Control,
Communications,
Computers, and Intelligence (C4J) systems.
The CIO, as one of 28 Executive Agency
CIOs, is a member of the Federal CIO
Council. The CIO is also a member of the
DOD CIO Council.
The new Jaw further mlUldated process
assessment or business process reengineering and, where appropriate, that the process
be reengineered prior 10 system selection.
This reengineering may preclude the need
for a new or upgraded system. It provided
mechanisms 10 increase the effectiveness of
the Army's use of information resources and
10 improve the Army's IT/C41 perfortnance
for programs, systems, and processes to levels comparable with the best achieved in the
private ector. -'be law requires that before
any proce improvement begins, the follOwing questions must be considered:
• Does the process support cOre/priority
mission functions?

• Can the process be elitninated?
• Can the process be accomplished more
efficiently b)' another federal organization,
e.g., another major command (MACOM) or
even another organization within the same
MACOW
• If the process is stiU needed, can its execurion be outsourced entirely or in part'
ITMRA emphasize performance-based and
results-based management of ITIC41 systems,
rather than the process-oriented IT procurement system that existed under the Brooks
Act. IT/C41 procuring activities should focus
on IT investments which improve the effectiveness or efficiency of agency programs in
support of mission goals.
The law emphasized the importance of
completing effective capital planning and
process improvements before applying IT/C41
solutions to the execution of agency plans
and the performance of agency missions.
The responsibilities prescribed in the
Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995. as
amended, remain in effect.
The Secretary of the Army approved the
CIO Implememation Plan on July 15, 1997.
Available on the C10 web sire, ir includes
some of the following guidance:
• Users will submit aU ITIC41 requirements, including new tarts or upgrades,

The Chief Information Officer Assessment
is to promote
one of the major tenets
of the Information Technology
Management Reform Act,
that is manage
information technology programs
as investments
rather than as acquisitions.
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To successfully implement
the Information Technology
Management Reform Act,
the Army must accept
new ways of doing business,
embrace the need
to treat information technology expenditures
as investments,
and ensure that investments
in information technology
provide measurable improvements
in mission performance.
through the U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) requirements process. As a part of TRAnOe's
worldwide staffmg, the CIO will validate
these requirements based on whether a
Bu iness Process Redesign (BPR) has been
completed, and an evaluation of information security requirements, emerging technologies, and other criteria. Authoriry for
ACAT N Systems (under $10 million) have
been delegated to the MACOMs, which must
follow a like requirements process.
• The CIO will advise the Secretary of the
Army whether to continue, modiJY or temunate a system.
• The CIO will designate a colonel or G815-1evel representative on each Program
Evaluation Group. The CIO or his representative will also participate in each of the other
Planning, Programming, Budgeting and
Execution System committees.
• The eIO has been named the Army
Enterprise Architect and the Systems
Architect. (TRADOC is the Operational
Architect and the Army Acquisition
Executive was designated the Technical
Architect.) The Army Technical Architeaure
has been redesignated as the Joint lechnical
Architecture, Army.
• The CIa is the Technical Advisor and has
approval authoriry for BPRs with an ITIC4I
impact. The CIO will disseminate guidance
concerning this responsibility in the near
future.
• Major commands and subordinate organizations may, at their discretion, designate
their own eIOs and establish upporting
offices at their organizational levels.
• The CIO will develop a CIO Assessment
for use by the Milestone Decision Authoriry
(MDA) during Milestone Decision Reviews.
The cia Assessment is to promote one of
the major tenets of the ITMRA, that is manage information technology programs as
investments rather than as acquisitions. The
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emphasis must be on achieving outcomes
that contribute to mission effectiveness,
rather than simply meeting contracrual
requirements. The cIa Assessment implements the ITMRA, the Government
Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993,
the PRA of 1995, and other DOD and Army
regulatory requirements.
To satisfy the above tarutoryand regulatory requirements (based on DOD's requirements matrix), the Office of the DlSC4
developed the CIa Assessment and DOD
Program Requirements Matrix. The malTix
correlates the ITMRA, GPRA, and PRA
requirements with other starutory and regulatory acquisition requirements. In addition
to these requirements, the matrix includes a
list of high-level items, questions (not inclusive) that need to be addressed, and the criteria to be used to determine the status of
compliance. To help ensure program succe s, working-level integrated product
team/integrated product team (WIPTf[PT)
members will consider these requirements
as programs progress through the acquisition process.
The CIO Assessment and DOD Program
Requirements Matrix is appllcahle to all IT
acquisitions, ACAT ill through ACAT IV programs. IT acquisitions for ACAT ill through
ACAT rIA programs will be assessed by the
Army CIa to ensure compliance with applicable provisions of starutory and regulatory
requirements. The November 1996 SARDA
Guide for the Preparation of Army
Acquisition Programsfor Review by the Army
Systems Acquisition Review Council has been
modified to include both Army ystern
Acquisition Review Council and Major
Automated Information System Review
Council programs, and will be republished
as DA Pamphlet 70-3. The process and procedures will be essentially the same for both
areas. One of the major changes in the guide
is the inclusion of the CIO Assessment. For

these acquisition categories, the Army CIa
will provide an assessment to the MDA
through the WIPTf[PT process. The CIa
Assessment will be documented in the'
Modified Integrated Program Summary in
the Assessment Memorandum, Annex C.
ACAT ill and ACAT N programs will also be
assessed against the requirements identified
in the marrix at the appropriate MDA level
(i.e., program executive officer).
To successfully implement the ITMHA, the
Army must accept new ways of doing business, embrace the need to treat IT expenditures as investments, and ensure that investments in information technology provide
measurable improvements in mission performance.

RONNiE E. GERSTEiN is lhe Direclor
for Chief Information Officer (CIO)
integration in the Office of the DISC4. ,
She has held other ODISC4 positions to
include the Assistant Deputy Diredor
for Plans and the Army Visual
Information Officer. An Army War
College graduate, Gerstein holds a B.S
degreefrom the University ofMaryland
in business and management, and an
M.B.A degreefrom Bradford University,
England.
HELEN lETMAM'l is 1'esponsible for
software acquisition policies and the
of the
Chief
implementation
Information Officer Assessment. She
has over 25 years of federal agency .
experience in the infonnation
resources management m-ea. Letnl£myi
received her education in Hungm)!
with an M.S degree in economics.
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QUICK RESPONSE TO URGENT NEEDS
Introduction
In today's military operations, U.S. soldiers are faced with unique missions and
environments where traditional military
equipment is not the optimal solution.
Rapid advancements in commercial-offthe- belf (COTS) and ongoing technology
efforts have produced produCts and technologies that can help the deployed uSer
with urgent needs. rgent needs continue
to change against an ever-changing threat
Over the past few years, ad hoc projeCts
have been implemented, with varied
\ degrees of success, to belp U.. soldiers in
omalia Haiti, Bosnia., Macedonia, Croatia,
Korea, and Southwest Asia by delivering
ignificant amounts of equipment. The
pbotographs accompanying this article
depict some of the environments and situations being addressed by quick response
projects.
Valuable Lessons were learned through
these experiences abou t new ways of
doing business with deployed users. The
U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMe) has
transformed the ad hoc approach for quick
response to a defined process implemented through a group called the Quick
Response Office (QRO). The QRO's mission is to support all Service members in
urgent condition environments. This is
accomplished by providing soLutions and
recommendations to olve potential prob• lerns. Delivering products within the critical timeframe required by the user is a significant challenge requiring extensive
training and preparation to complete the
event in world class time.
Quick response projects are designed to
deliver nOt only the right produas to a
u er with an urgent mission bul, also, to
get them there ill time to make a differe"ce. The e are the twO main elements
compo ing a qui k respon e project, with
uccess or failure measured by achieve. ment of these two eLements and their corresponding subelements.
Detennination of the right product
begins with a fundamental understanding
of the problem and the user's requirements. This includes not only those prob·
lems currendy being faced but also a projection of the user's future problems and
needs. Concurrendy, available technologies
.and products are developed to answer a
wide range of potential user problems.
From this data base of potential solutions,
tecbnologies and/or products are correlated
to the problems and requirements offering
the best opportunity for delivering the
greatest value to the user. These most likely olutions are then developed for presentation to the user with detailed program
plans and acquisition trategies. The user is
then able to select the beSt option to solve
the requirement based on a comprehensive
1
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By COL Steven A. Dasher
and LTC Robert Kocher
package oudining products, performance
factors, delivery times, quantities, ease of
use and cost
When a deployed u er has an urgent
need, fixes are needed now; con equendy,
a fix must arrive i" time to make a difference, When .S. Service members'
lives are in imminent danger. we have [0
run at the fastest pace and make the right
decisions every time. Timelines for quick
response projects may vary from one week
to four months, with an "average equipment on tbe ground" goal of just one
month from the date of the user's formal
requesr. To meet these timelines, it is crit·
ical that funding and acquisition functions
be performed with as lirtle delay as is fea·
sible. Rapid identification of supporting
organizations and sources of funding are
critical at this point 10 facilitate moving
the action into the hands of a procurement agent. Once in the hands of a procurement agent, rapid contracting is necess,Lry dlCOUgh intensive management initiatives
to
procure
the
item.
Simult.aneously, transportation planning,
the field support maintenance (and
spares) plan and user operational evaluations (10 include product design/configuration modifications. as required) are perfomled to permit the items to be placed in
the hands of the ultimate u er in the shortest time span possible.
As shown in Figure 1, the quick response
model i compo ed of constant and iterative steps which necessitate close contacts
among the users from all Services, joint
Staffs, and development communities. A
fundamental trategy for qUick response

must incorporate both proactive and deep
involvement in the total process via a "facilitating" role. This means advising the user
with product election while assisting the
program manager (PM) with product or
technology insertion. Thinking through
potential events, user missions, and potential problems prior to any urgent request,
the QRO enables the acquisition community to stay a step ahead. Using a 12-month
projection window, personnel examine
emerging world siruations which have the
potential of generating urgent requests for
deployed or deploying U.S. forces. A wide
range of sources contributes to these projections such as the joint staB; the Army
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, and
the intelligence communities. In addition,
QRO personnel conscandy monitor world
events. When a shon list of scenarios has
been forecast, specific mission profiles are
srudied to determine if technologies could
contribute to force protection or mission
enhancement.

Integrated Product Team
Quick Response projects require application of an integrated Product tearn (lPT),
representing a broad range of functional
expertise. The QRO provides a core capability of qUick response common functions
such as communications, coordination,
transponation, administration and budget.
The QRO does not have any of its own
products to represent, nor does it serve as
a proponent for any other military Service
project managers. This avoids the perception by the user that the QRO is attempting
to "sell" them something and maintains the
QRO reputation of being impartial. A quick
response IPT is formed in conjunction with
a PM once the user selects the product to
solve his problem. The QRO then uses its
unique expertise to facilitate the 6elding of
the e products into the user's area of
responsibility.

Figure 1.
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Example Options Chart: Body Armor
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The Right Products
Next, a search is conducted for potential
products and technologies. This search
involves contacting knowledgeable per·
sons in government and industry in order
to collect data and potential vendors as
sources of selected products and technolo·
gies. For example, if a need is identified
for satellite communications telephones,
QRO petsonnel quickly conduct a market
survey and seek advice from government
personnel having subject matter expertise.
Survey data is evaluated with respect to
maturity, user friendliness, reliability, main·
tainability and supportability, along with
performance or operational data. Results
are categorized and entered into the qUick
response database along with the names of
all industry and government points of contact (poes).
As a user's needs are refined, information
on the product is retrieved from the database. During this period, contact with the
POCs is re-established and a comparison
chan is developed. The parameters for the
comparison charts contain delivery time,
total cost and various quantities of deHv-
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erable items. The goal of the comparison
chart is to layout all technology options so
the user can make a clear, rapid decision
(see Figure 2).
Obtaining a rapid decision (one way or
the other) from a deployed user is a significant challenge and represents the culmination of the "right·product" phase.
Decisions must be made quickly Ot the
entire process significantly slows down.
Users must receive an unhiJlsed assessment
of options, then quickly decide if a tech·
nology 6x is feasible or not. If a material 6x
is selected, then the R&D community must
begin rapid execution. IT the user eLects
not to select a product, the search process
is halted with the user then focusing on an
operational fix.
Once the developer and user agree on the
products needed for delivery and the correspontling timeline, the user either sends
a message through the commander·in-chief
(CINC) to the joint staff requesting funding, or supports the item from internal
resources. The best scenario from the perspective of both the user and the materiel
developer is to obtain an item which is

stocked in a government agency or in,
reserve (such as war reserve). In most
cases, these items can be made available for
issue to meet the urgent requirement. IT
the required item is available from a non- ,
deployed unit which does not currently
need it, then a lateral tran fer of property ,
may also be feasible. In these cases, the key
subelements affecting execution of the
qUick response project are transportation,
training and support.

In rune To Make A Difference
If the government does not own the
items, or if modifications are desired, the
process is more complex. The process of'
determining the right product with the
user should take less than four days. In
most cases, this holds true with the cave"t
that the user may eventually elect to modify quantity amI/or configurations as deliveries occur or as the situation changes.
This need may result because of the rapidly changing threat since the user is not sure
of the product's performance or the quan-'
tities necessary to meet a projected threat.
Thus, the best approach may be to deliver'
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QUICK RESPONSE EFFORTS

Armored 5-Ton Troop Truck, Haiti.

vs. reactive ad·hoc execution after an event
occurs.
The QRO's expertise is nOt in the underlying technical and scientific underpin·
nings of the technology areas but, rather,
in managing the compression of the Overall timeline and acquisition cycle. QRO
personnel must be experienced in under·
standing user needs, searching for options
and alternatives, conducting evaluations,
and then implementing plans which optimize COSt, schedules and performance
parameters. In the past, QRO personnel
have assisted users in obtaining funding by
leveraging AMC, Department of Transportation. Department of Defense, Navy and
Air Force contracting agents.
The QRO monitors and assists other program managers with expediting deliveries.
QRO personnel have been succe sful in
coordinating product testing, safety certifi·
cation, transportation, training needs, field
support and product evaluations.

Lessons Learned

Minestrike, Somalia.

Khobar Tower, Saudi Arabia.
a few items and allow the user EO evaluate
them and order rapid delivery of additional quantities or rerum the items if unsatisfaCtOry.
An urgent, generalized reque t from the
field is first pre ented to resource managers
within twO to five days of initiation of an
event which precipitated it (such as an
emergency deployment of a task force in
re ponse to a non-combatant evacuation
operation (NEO) siruation). Staying on tOp
of the urgent event is key. Resource man·
• agers and decision makers must often make
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U.S. Border Mission, Macedonia.
procu rement and financial decisions when
an urgent request is less than a week old.
Increased amounts of time devoted to
problem analysis and planning further
shortens the window of opportunity available for a "go-ahead" decision by the
appropriate command authority. Constant
and persistent preparation must be exercised to assist the user in selecting the
appropriate product to answer the need.
For this reason, the chances of success are
substantially increased through proactively
organizing and planning the project effort

The technology used to solve a problem
is only one component of a qUick response
project. An equally important component
is to fully understand the acrual ituation
faced by the user which initially generated
the problem. For example, the identification of the ught Armored Mine Plow and
Roller and Titanium Mine Probes proved to
be ideal solutions EO mine problems faced
by U.S. forces deploying to Bosnia.
Detailed interaction between the materiel
developer and combat engineer users during an on·site Bosnia survey made this possible.
Further, the simple solution is often the
best answer EO a particular problem rather
than a more glamorous "bells-and-whisties" solution. The Janer may actually fail
to provide an improved solution and, in
faCt, COSt substantially more while creating
confusion. Complex solutions may also
delay decisions by commands because the
command must have a dear understanding
of the technology involved. A good
approach is to quickly deliver a few prototype items to the user so that he can better
understand the equipment and evaluate its
value. Once the user tries tile equipment,
he can request additional quantities.
In most of todar's deployment scenarios,
units may have a three- to six-month rotation
cyde, neces itating that a quick response
item be simple to operate and maintain.
Complex systems have not fared well in
these environments and are frequently
shelved by follow-on units.

Conclusion
The quick response proactive approach is
a paradigm shift from the traditional acquisition process and a new approach developed through the acquisition reform initiatives. This comparison is hown in Figure 3.
Traditionally, acquisition of new weapons
systems has been intensive, with develop-
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Figure 3.

Quick response vs. traditional approach.
mental efforts lasting an average of 21
years, depending on the ize and complexity of the system. The new model developed wilhin lhe acquisition reform umbrella bas slashed lhis time to just five years
lhrough management streamlining and
concurrent execution of program functions. The Warfighter Rapid AcquiSition
Program (WRAP) seeks to reduce lhese
timelines for products emanating from
Battle Lab warfighting experiments,
Advanced Technology Demonstrations, or
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations. WRAP is designed to jump-star!
the streamlined acquisition process for
advanced technology uansitioning from
experimentation to acquisition. Since the
quick re ponse model is focused on either
government-owned or commercial-off-tbeshelf items, achieving efficiencies through
concurrency is even more pronounced.
While time spent on problem definitions,
requirements, technologies and acqui irian
strategies are expanded by virtue of a continuous, on-going process, intensified
efforts are able to be expended on funding,
acquisition and testing, certification, uain-
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ing and fielding for identified new requirements. This Significantly speeds completion of the projects to meet lhe one- to
four-monlh window.
The foUowing are some of lhe quick
response projects, wilh varying levels of
success, executed over the past five years
for ClNes in Europe, Soutllwest Asia,
Africa, Central America and Korea:
armored High-Mobility, Multi-Wheeled
Vehicle (HMMWV) kits; Infrared mine
detection; special personnel communicators; long-range airborne ob ervarion systems; special body armor; materiel tracking tags; trOOP protection kits for ;.con
trucks, helicopter alert and tracking systern; oldier 911 alert system; vehide alert
and tracking system; commercial car armor
kits; explosive detecton;; digital cameras;
armored vehides; ballistic blankets; antiterrorist driver training teams; and
armored 5-ton truck kits.
The QRO proaCtive approach has proven
to be faster and more coordinated than
tho e resulting from previous ad-hoc
efforts. The QRO stands ever ready to
assist the user by providing lnfonnation on

technologies and product options, as weU
as to execute, if requested, quick response
projects. The ultimate goal is always to
deliver the right equipment ill time to
make a difference.
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CONDUCTING
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH
WITH
NONTRADITIONAL
SUPPLIERS
Introduction
In an effon to maintain its technological

edge, dle Army spent approximately $1 billion in FY96 in basic, exploratory develop·
ment, and advanced development research.
Despite this ouday of money, the Army is
facing a series of constraints in maintaining
its technological edge:
• Future reductions in science and tech·
nology (5&1) funding that have averaged 15
percent per year over the past few years;
• Commercial domination of many of the
imponant technological areas for the Army,
such as information technologies;
• Growth in international technology
capabilities, and thus, in competition from
European and Japanese companies; and
• A changing research climate within the
government, wim a growing ideological
shift: away from big government involvement in research and development.
Al me request of me Principal Deputy for
Technology, Arnly Materiel Command
(AMC), we examined promising options for
the Army to consider in conducting collaborative research with nontraditional suppli·
ers (NTSs), defined as U.S. commercial com·
panies mat are accepted leaders in their

I

Contracts

By Dr. Kenneth Horn,
Dr. Elliot Axelband,
Ike Chang,
Dr. Paul Steinberg,
Dr. Carolyn Wong,
and Dr. Howell Vee

technological fields and have not traclitionally worked for the Army.

What Options Are Available
For Collaborating With NTSs?
Figure 1 shows the evolution of me basic
options available to the Army for collaboration with industry from 1955 to 1995. For
mo t of me period shown, a standard procurement contract was me only available
mechanism. Although not specifically
designed as an instrument for conducting
collaborative research, contracts can be

Contracts
, - - - - - " " Grants
CRADAs
Contracts
Patent
Grants
License
Agreements

:1-------1

Contracts
Grants
CRADAs
PLAs
Cooperative
Agreements
Other Transactions

,
55

60

80

85

90

Year

Figure 1.
Spectrum of options available for collaboration over time.
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95

used to execu te collaborative effons. In the
1980s, grants were added as another
option, although grant recipients are usual·
Iy limited to univer.;ities and nonprofit orga·
nizations perfonning basic research. As a
result of the Federal Technology Transfer
Act of 1986, federal laboratories were given
the authority to establish Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs) and Patent License Agreemenlll
(P1As) with private companies, with the
public, and with nonprofit orgartizations.
(See Figure 1.)
In 1989, Congress authorized cooperative
agreements (CAs) in Tide 10 Section 2358
of me United States Code (10 V.S.c. §2358)
for use by the military Services and me
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) as alternative mechanisms
for conducting R&D. Finally; in 1989,
Congress authorized omer transactions
(01s) in 10 U.S.c. §2371, which includes
the category of "other transactions." Since
the enactment of Section 2371 in 1989,
DARPA has interpreted and implemented
OTs as transactions outside the financial
assistance category.
Although DARPA has signed more man
100 OlS since 1990, the SelVices have not
taken advantage of them. The SelVices have
instead relied on "flexible" CAs as the pre·
ferred mechanism for dealing with dual-use
and for·profit fums. This class of CA has
become known as a "flexible" CA because
latitude is given in crafting the instrument to
make it as flexible as possible. However, as
we V\ill discuss next, mere are certain legal
limits on me flexibility of all CAs.
Thble I, which shows how the above
options compare in terms of features,
reveals mat on are the most flexible option
from me NTS' perspective. Below we dis·
cuss some of the more imponant features in
more detail,
Staning with intellectual propeny rights,
OTs and CRADAs are the only options mat
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Table 1
Features and Options That Are Attractive To NTSs
OT

R&Doha...

Goverrvnenrs co.sc

WI.
Pfoposal requlfed?

Proposal'IO'lwald lJm.

Governmem ROl"
allowed?

Note Foretgn a~eS$IS subtect 10 aM eXlSlflg fedetallaws. Army may mpose
addihonat .QSltietlOns

Flvorabfe

'Relet510 baSiC (6.1), axpIOratOl'y d8Yelopmenl (6 2), and Advanced developmenl (6.3) R&D.
lGovemmsm may prOVIde ...·klnd supPOrt

Some coneems

:JTimQ p8fiod recommended by RAND.
<4RQI means retum on IIwostmem.

make the issue negotiable; the other
options require adherence to the Bayh-Dole
legislation. The provisions of Bayh-Dole
apply to all CAs, induding "flexible" CAs.
The Bayh-Dole provisions do not apply to
on and CRADAs because these instruments
are noc financial assi tance agreements.
Other intellectual property considerations,
such as technical data, computer software.
and copyrights are negotiable in all contractual instruments. In terms ofDeparrmem of
Defense (000) regulations, O'IS have minimal restrictions but the other options are
subject to many stringent regulations, such
as the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
and the Derense Acquisition Regulation
Supplement (OEARS) for contracts and the
Department of Defense Grant and
Agreement Regulations (OODGARs) for
grants and CAs. In tenns of accounting system , 015 can use a commercial system
which the contracting finn has in place,
grants and CAs are pennitted to use generally accepted accounting principles
(GMP ), and contracts are bound by the
more stringent government accounting
principles of Circular A-UO.
lbe military departments have been granted OT authority for prototyping under
Section 845 of the 1997 Defense
Authorization Act. Unlike the 015 discussed
above, Section 845 agreements eliminate
the need for nonspecific R&D and cost haring. Also, it is not necessary to ensure that
a contract, gram, or cooperative agreement
is infeasible or inappropriate.

How Wtlling Are NTSs To Work
With The Army Using 01S?
While the above comparison shows that
40 AmlyRD&A

Unfavorabkt

OTs should be useful in attracting TSs, to
confinn this we conducred our own analysis, based on interviews with knowledgeable personnel in several companies we
considered good candidates for coUabora·
tion. We were also interested in knowing
whether the other instruments would be
adequate to attract NTS . Therefore, as we
discussed each instrument, we made it dear
that we were discussing the most flexible
provisions permitted under the law.
We selected information technology (11)
as a leading-edge technology area and chose
11 firms (shown anonymously in Table 2) as
representative. The companies whose personnel we interviewed were small to medi-

urn size in terms of sales, wirh the maller
companies usually being specialized in
tenns of product lines. Annual sales and
money spent on R&D were compiled from
annual reports and Business Week's "R&D
SCoreboard for 1995." The percentage of
sales devored to R&D ranged from a low of
4 percent (Company E) to a high of 25 percent (Company K), with the average
amount spent on R&D being 14 percent of
ales.
To fonn a consensus on key issues, we
interviewed a diverse range of appropriate
company offidals, including a CEO/president; seven vice presidents (of operations,
administration, or strategic planning); many
directors or managers of product develo~
ment, production, or government sales; and
two general counsels. We presented each
interviewee group with a consistent set of
questions, covering administrative regulations, management oversight, cost-sharing,
intellecrual property rights, subcontraelor
relations, socioeconomic requirements, proposal solicitation, foreign access limitations,
and personnel exchange agreements.
Based on dle interviews, the companies
unanimously said they would not do
research with the Anny wirh the current
contraetual instruments in place; i.e., contracts, CAs, CRDAs. Six said they would be
interested ifOTswere used (A, B, E, 1,J, and
K); however, all said they would have to better understand the rami6cations of OTs.
Four of the 11 companies said "maybe" (C,
F, G, and H) if on _vere used, with three
saying rhey might consider research with
the Army on a case-by-case basis (C, G, and
H), and one expressing serious doubts
about the Army being willing to reduce the
administrative load regardless of the instrument (F). Only one company said it was not
interested in any case (0).
Despite the encouraging nature of the
responses, the interviews did reveal some
potential problems. For example, the companies noted they do not have large admin-

Table 2
Sales And R&D For Information Technology Companies Interviewed
IT Company/Product Line
AlSoflware shells
B/Semiconductors
C/Roulers/smart hubs
D/Routers/smart hubs
ElTelecommunications
F/Semiconductors
G/Database design
H/Network diagnostics
IfTelecommunicationslwireless
J/Low-power consumption chips
KfSoflware automation CAD/CAM/AI
Total

Sales

R&D

($ million)

($ million)

465
775
385
600
370
545
470
115
270
200
200

70
105
40
60
15
125
70
15
50
15
50

4,395

615

Note: Numbers have been rounded up or down.
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istrative infrastructures in place to WIite
proposals and are concerned with the big
differences in product development time
scale-years for the military vs. months for
commercial finns.
lnteUectual property
rights couid also be a big stumbling block,
unless O'IS were used so that the rights, royalties, and ucensing agreements could be
•negotiated flexibly with the government.
However, one potential problem emerged
as a nonproblem. Cost-sharing was nOt
viewed as limiting as long as there was a 5050 split between industry and government a finding similar to what DARPA experienced with its cost-sharing efforts.
The interviews also showed that while it is
important to eliminate cumbersome regulations, this is not enough to attract N1'5s. To
improve its chances, the Army must aggressively "market" research programs to 1'5s.
This involves advertising in appropriate
trade journals (e.g., IEEE Speetnu,,) for
these companies and using their preferred
telecommunication meclia (i.e., FAXS);
kno"t\>jng their market niches, technology
interests, business concerns, and trategic
goals; and communicating in a way they will
undersrand and at forums they attend (e.g.,
trade shows like COMDEX).
In adclition, the Army must establish an
environment of tru t and abide by all adverrised promises, especially promised funding
and start dates. To a commerdalfirm, time
to market is critical. If anything slows or
hinders this process, the firm views it as a
potential loss in profit

What Can The Army Do To
Ensure Successful
Collaborations?
Once the Army attracts appropriate NTS, it
must ensure the resulting collaborations are
successful. As part of our work for AMC, we
have identified candidate organizations and

technologies suitable for an NTS pilot program and have evaluated them. "Thble 3
shows the list of organizations and technology areas considered.
Regardless of which of these areas (if any)
prove suitable for pilots, the Army can do
three things to ensure it benefits in any pilot
coLL"lboration. First, it must align its technical objectives with the company's strategic
goals to ensure that both sides can articulate
their needs and vi ualize the desired end
products and their intended applications.
Second, it must produce a fonnal business
plan-inducling development plans, expected windows for technology insertion, and
anticipated milestones-and use an initial
version of it in the proposal selection
process.
Finally. the Army shouid plan fOr success
from the outset. This entails five actions:
fenting off funding before fOrmal solicitation begins; ensuring that the elapsed time
from proposal solicitation to research start
is short; ensuring that administrative overSight i minimal; malcing the Army's interest
apparent by assigning top-notch personnel
who are true believers; and keeping lines of
communication clear and open.

18 March 1996-10 June 1996.)
Fortunately, there are promising signs that
AMC is beginning to explore the use of OTs.
For example, the U.S. Army Simulation,
Training and Instrumentation Command
has recently soliCited commerdal comparues, universities, or joint venture interested in CAs and 015 to submit white papers.
STRICOM is also preparing a pamphlet on
CAs and OTs summarizing their requirements and features.
(See "Cooperative
Agreements and Other Transactions POC,"
Commerce Business Daily, February 15,
1996.) In addition, the Natick RDEC is
proactively initiating communications with
NTSs in the food and clothing and individual equipment areas and is exploring innovative collaborative arrangements using
OTs. These examples are encouraging, bur
to continue to reach the most promising
companies and realize gains, the Army mu t
continue to move in this direction.
The authors work at the RAND
Corporation in the Arroyo Center, a federally funded research and development center
sponsored by the U.S. Army.

Conclusions

DR. KENNETH HORN is the
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Although OTs are promising options for
conducting collaboration research ,,'ith
NTSs, the Services have, so far, not opted for
them. OSD has acknowledged that OTs may
be used when it is clear that "flexible" CAs
will not achieve government objectives.
Our survey ofleading-edge IT finns suggests
that 015 are needed to attract NTSs. A
recent DOD study points out that "additional opportunities for research with commercial firms couid be available if 015 were
used." (See "The Services' Use of 10 U.. c.
2371 'Other Transactions' and 845
ProtOtype Alilhorities," Final Report, DOD,

Table 3
I

t

Candidate OrganizationsfTechnologies Identified as
Suitable for an NTS Pilot
Collaborative
Technology
Artificial
intelligence

Anny Organization
Director of Infonnation Systems for Command,
Control, Communications and Computers (DISC4)

Specific Technology
Expert systems

Automotive

Tank-Automotive Research, Development, and
Engineering Center (TARDEC)/National
Automotive Center (NAC)

Vehicle technologies

Electronics!

Army Research Laboratory (ARL)

Information wartare

Models/simulations

Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation
Command (STRICOM)

Advanced simulators

Soldier support

Natick Research, Development, and Engineering
Center (ROEC)

Food/ClEf
biotechnology

C4

NOTE: C4 stands for command, control, communications and computers;
CIE stands for clothing and individual equipment.
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THE TANK
EXTENDED RANGE
MUNITION
CONCEPT
STUDY
By LTC John C. Woznick
Introduction
Force XXI operations present new para·
digms for the employment of heavy
maneuver forces. As implementation of
Force XXI continues, the volume, accuracy and speed of information and targeting
data available to commanders are devel·
oping. Improvements in target acquisi·
tion, such as advanced forward looking
infrared sensors integrated in both tank
and Scout platforms, provide a capacity to
use tank munitions to the maximum
range that the commander'S situational
awareness extends. This could signifi-
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candy impact the ability to engage targets
outside traditional close combat ranges.
Recognizing this as a logical development in armament research, a group of
interested materiel development agendes
came together to explore what might be
an important new technical capability and
to assess its worth to the Army. The pur·
pose of tbis article is to explain the Concept of a Tank Extended Range Munition
(TERM). Further, the article will detail
how the concept was examined to deter·
mine its technical feasibility and if it might
support armor's role, which is to enhance

the maneuver commander's capabilities •
in Force XXI operations. The initiative
erves as a model for the development of
innovative weapons concepts through
creative teaming.

The Concept
The TERM concept proposes to combine emerging technologies in digitization, target acquisition, and warheads
with advanced vehicle and tank main
armament design to provide an enhanced
engagement capability to the armored
force. Tbe focus of the concept is to provide an offensively oriented close combat
force with a Jethallong-range engagement
capability. This capability can engage
either direct frre or "beyond line of sight"
(BLO ) targets where the flting tank does
not have intervisibility with the target.
This "indirect" capability is analogous to
the ability of artack helicopters to flte
engagements initiated by Scout aircraft or '
other reconnaissance assets.
Tbe concept would provide the tank with
an extended range predsion-guided munition (both missile- and projectile-based
options were considered). Acquisition
could occur by the combat vehicle itself or
by another asset linked in its digital archi·
tecture. This would allow the tank to
engage designated targets with the guided '
munition when beyond line of sight;
engage with long.range guided direct fire
when the tank achieves line of Sight; and,
finally, engage with conventional direct fife
ammunition wben required.
The capability would be integral to the
close combat maneuver force, rather than
a fire support asset. The organic relation·
ship and the ability to pass digital targer
information provide essential system
responsiveness.
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The choice between target designation
and munition terminal guidance offers
. different tradeoffs in cost, complexity and
operational impacts. These issues are
being evaluated as the TERM concept
marures. Additionally, several possible
kilL mechanisms are being considered for
the munition, including top attack tandem high explosive antitank (HEAT),
kinetic energy (KE) penetramrs, and
explosively formed penetrator warheads.
The design will be optimized to maximize
probability of kill, given a shot P(kIs) on a
2015 threat tank with explosive reactive
armor cassettes, active protection systems
(APS), and top attack protection.

Tank Extended Range Munition (TERM) Concept
~.

Gr

.

~

.'

4Km

Aeroscout

The Study
Tbe Leadership of the Tartk·Automotive
Research Development and Engineering
Center (TARDEC), tbe Missile Research
Oevelopment and Engineering Center
(MROEC), and the Armament Research
Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC) recognized that technical developments in target acqui ition and smart
weapons might be applied to Abrams
block improvements or future combat sy .
tem developments to offer extended
range and increased lethality to tbe
warfigl1ters in the armor force. A concept
evaluation team was proposed to examine
whether a TERM concept was technically
feasible and if there was user interest,
based upon possible payoffs.
Initial analysis of the concept by the U.S.
Army Research Laboratory (ARl) indicated
that a tank direct fire long.range engage·
ment system wouLd be limited because
intervisibility to the target rarely extended
beyond 4 to 5 kilometers. However, the
analysis also indicated that providing tar·
get data from a helicopter or ground
Scout sensor could significantly increase
the frequency of long.range engagement.
Recent developments in digital target
hand-off on combat vehicles suggested
tI,at BLOS engagement would indeed be
possible and was desirable for UrviV:lbUity of both the sensor and firing platform.
With the e results, a srudy team was
formed with members from TARDEC, the
• Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC), ARDEC, MRDEC, ARl, and the
Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
(AMSAA). The srudy team would evaluate
concepts, help assess the operational pay·
off and identify critical factors that must
be considered in the design of a TERM
system. The srudy tearn was responsible
to a technical executive steering commit,tee comprised of the Associate Technical
Directors of the research, development
and engineering centers (ROECs).
The Phase 1 TERM srudy considered

seven concept alternatives provided by
the ARDEC and MRDEC. These were;
• a tank-launched, precision-guided
mortar round with a tandem warhead;
• a smart long·range missile with a tandem warhead;
• a smart top attack multi-purpose
round with a unitary HEAT warhead;
• a guided smart tOP attack fire and forget round (Byover shootdown);
• an LOS only tank·launched KE missile;
• an LOS only guided KE round; and
• an LOS/BLOS KE munition (either missile or buUet).
The srudy group examined the impacts
of a TERM-capable tank through both
technical and operational analysis. The
technical analysis evaluated the feasibility
of the concepts and assessed design challenges. Data for candidate concepts were
provided by the ROECs and then
reviewed by the srudy team. The data
were at various stages of maturity, with
some concepts being weU defined and
others being based more loosely on analogous systems and system components.
The srudy team acted as a clearinghouse,
evaluating, challenging, comparing data
inputs and finally, capturing the performance data in the best form possible for
use in the combat models.
Both Modular Semi·Automated Forces
(ModSAF) and Combined Arms and
Support Task Force Evaluation Model
(CASTFOREM) combat imulations were
used to examine combat effectiveness and
operational implications. Tbe TRADOC

Analysis Command (TRAC) performed the
CASTFOREM analysis in conjunction with
ARDEC and TARDEC, where the majority
of runs were performed. ARl performed
its own ModSAF experiment of a generic
concept in parallel to provide technicaL
and procedural inputs and a comparison
of results. Scenarios were selected based
on their acceptability to the u er community and modified to include the TERM firing procedures. The CASTFOREM scenar·
ios included both operations in
Southwest Asia and ortheast Asia. The
ModSAF scenarios were based upon the
MlA2 initial operational test and evaluation scenarios run at FOrt Hood, TX, and
later modeled by AMSAA. Agreement on
both technical and operational assumptions was critical and constituted a major
element of the study. The team formulated surrogate firing platforms and Scouts
on the basis of the developing requirements for these systems provided by the
user. The threat descri ption was devel·
oped in coordination with AMSAA and
threat and user communities.

Study Results
The analysis disclosed several important
findings. First, operational tempo, evaluat·
ed in the ModSAF simulations, appeared
to be increased by TERM, allowing the battle to fini h more quickly with dramatic
increases in Scout Survivability. Second,
there appeared to be possible logi tical
savings in ammunition expendirure,
which could make a TERM-equipped
armor force more independent and flexi-
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technical
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ble. Finally, TERM provided a significant
operational payoff in increased combat
effectiveness. This payoff was measured
in both Significant increases in lethaliry at
extended range and a positive effect on
survivabiliry, reducing tank losses.
In the CASTFOREM re ults, the TERM
concept's BLOS usefulness depended on
the nature of the terrain in the scenarios
having a greater relative impact where th~
probabiliry of LOS W'dS rare. Where longrange line of sight exists, such as in the
desert, TERM engagements were found
more likely to be self designated. Where
the terrain is more broken, BLOS engagement becomes the norm and had a
greater payoff. The abiliry of the SCOUl to
remain undetected. both through stealth
and signature management, proved critical for the abiliry to perform BLOS
engagements.
TERM effectiveness was also affected by
threat APS. Concepts that were slower
moving flyers or that had a shallow angle
of att.~ck were affected by APS. Design of
counteractive protection systems or trajectory shaping could he used to minimize
the effect of APS on these systems. Flyovershoordown concepts or fast moving guided KE penetrators performed much better
against likely threat APS systems.
The TERM concept, by offering a high
probability of kill given a shot, also
offered an opportuniry to ervice mote
targets ,,~th a fewer number of rounds.
TERM munition were very efficient from
the point of view of stowed loads and the
amount of ammunition reqUired to be
transported. This could be critically
important in a more amorphous, non-linear battlefield, enhancing the armor commander and his unit's ability to range
more freely on the battlefield with a shorter logistics tail.
The TERM-equipped platform increased
the force loss exchange ratio (total red
losses to blue los es) over the baseline
between 17 and 58 percent. The TERMeqUipped tanks improved their system
exchange ratio (red losses per blue tanks
lost) 76 to 263 percent (depending on the
pecific concept and scenario used).
These findings show a dear improvement
in lethaliry over the base case. The blue
tank exchange ratio for several concepts
was better than 20 to 1. The use of TERM
also impacted SUrvivability, reducing blue
tank losses between 11 and 34 percem.
TERM also reduced the average number
of rounds per kill by as much as a factor
of four. The re ults of the study clearly
indicate that TERM proVides the promise
of payoff in both operational effectiveness
and operational suitability.

Conclusion
The tudy team presented the results of
the analysis to the .. Army Armor
Center and was directed to explore the
concept further.
The Armor Center
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directed that the target for development
of the capability should be linked to the
developmem and fielding of the Future
Scout and Cavalry System (FSCS). The
TERM capabiliry in conjunction with the
FSCS offers interesting new possibilities
to expand and dominate the maneuver
commander's battlespace. Tbis effort
offered an attractive capability that para!-'
leled the user's maturing requirements
and is now projected for development
and demonstration.
The TERM concept study was an excel·
lent example of anticipating the direction
in which technology is moving and the
cooperation of a team of materiel devel·
opers and users to answer an important
technical challenge. The study group
determined that the technologies
required to develop a TERM munition
were relatively mature and nor high risk.
With the help of the TRAC, the tudy team
was also able to execute an experiment
that provided an initial assessment of the
concept's possible payoffs. The concept
study suggested that an armor force
equippedMtll TERM could increase tbe
Force XXI armor commander's abiliry to
conrrol an expanded banlespace and conduct rapid offensive operations in depth
per Force XXI doctrine.
''Techllical improvements ill
malleuver weapons systems, such
as advanced optics, increased
ranges, and digital electronics,
will have a dramatic impm:r on
tactical
haltlespace.
Army
moneuver forces~perating at
an operational tempo controlled
by the commander within a
given battlespace---will use an
expanded array of weap01lS systems to e1lgage enemy forces (1/
greater distances with assured
accuracy. Based on enhanced situational awareness the operating tempo of these forces will be
sllch that they will be able to outpace any adversary in mounted
watjighting environm<mts.•
- TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5

LTCJOHN WOZNICK is the Armor
Technology Manager for lhe Ar'my
Resem'ch Laboralory. He holds a
bachelor's degree in biology from'
the State University ofNew JVrk at
Geneseo. In addition, Woznick is a
member of tbe Army AcqUisition
Corps and has completed tbe
Defense Systems Management
College's Program Manager's'
Course at Fort Belvoir; VA
.
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SCENE
PROJECTION
FOR
HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP
SIMULATION
OF MISSILES
GUIDED

BY INFRARED
TARGET IMAGES
By Alexander C. Jolly
Background
Image processing of the passive infrared
(rn) emissions of targets has become a
commonly used basis for the terminal
homing guidance of tactical missiles of all
types (e.g., short, medium, and long
ranges, surface-to-air, surface-to-surface,
air-to-air, exoatmospheric, and endoatmospheric). Examples are THAAD
• (fbeater High Altitude Alr Defense) and
ARROW systems for countering tactical
ballistic missiles, EFOG·M (Enhanced
Fiber Optic Guided Missile) and JAVELIN
for countering ground·based armored
vehicles.
Because bardware-in·the-Ioop (HWlL)
simulation in a laboratory environment is
an extremely valuable tool in aiding development and test and evaluation processes
of these missiles, a need has arisen to simulate and project realistic, dynamically
varying target images in real·time into
actual missile seekers. These images must
include the dynamic effects of target and
missile motion while the laller is responding to closed guidance-loop control com, mands during flyout to intercept of the
target, which is possibly maneuvering. A
• funher requirement is the inclusion in the
projected scenes of lR countermeasures,
such as flares and radiated signals intend-
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ed to confuse the missile sensor.
Techniques for the projection of lR target
scenes have received attention for a num-

ber of years. Early efforts, circa 1969, to
project static images included methods
based on silhouette pallern ma king of
blackbody eminers (described in "JR
Emining CRT," in Imaging ensors and
Displays, Proceeding5 of SPIE 765, by G.
A. Rusche), and another based on half·
tone images printed on photo-sensitive
aluminum sheets clamped to a preheated
steel surface.
The needs of HWIL simulations, mentioned above, were driving factors in further development, particularly of dynamic
image projection, and resulted in various
technologies being pursued, starting with
the Bly Cell in 1979. The Bly CelltecllOoIogy is described in "Passive Visible to
infrared Transducer for Dynamic Infrared
Image Simulation," Optical Engineering
21, by V. T. Bly; and in "Flickerless
Dynamic IR Scene Generation for
Simulation Applications," in infrared
Scene Simulation: Systems, Requirements,
Calibration,
Devices and
Modeling, Proceedings of SPLE 940, by
D.R. Snyder and W Lee.
Liquid crystal light valve technology was
applied to the IR spectral domain by

Hughes Aircraft Company in the 1980s
(discussed in "Liquid Crystal·based VISibleto-Infrared Dynamic Image Converter,"
Optical Engineering 24, by U. Effron, S. T.
Wu, J. Grinberg, and L. D. Hess; and in
''Visible-to-1nfrared Image Converter using
the Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve," in
Spartal
Light
Modulators
and
Applications U, Proceeding5 of PIE 825,
by M.S. Welkowsky, R.A. Forber, C.S. Wu,
and M.S. Pedinoll) and an integrated circuit, thin fUm resisror array approach was
taken by British Aerospace in the same
timeframe (discussed in "Infrared SCene
Displays and their use in Detector and
Proce or Assessmem," Infrared Physics
27, by A. D. Hart. A. P. Pritchard, and S. P.
Lake; and in "Electrically Heated Pixel
Arrays for Dynamic Infrared Scene
Generation,"
in
infrared
Scene
Simulation: Systems, Requirements,
Calibration, Devices and Modefi'lg,
Proceedings of SPLE 940, by A. P. Pritchard
and S. P. Lake).
In the latter part of the 1980s and early
1990s, technologies based on spatial light
modulation by deformable mirrors
(described in "Optical Characteri ticS of a
Deformable
Mirroe
Spatial
Light
Modularor," Optical Lerrers 13, by D. A.
Gregory, R. D. Juday, J. Sampsell, R. Gale,
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R W. Cohn, and S. E. Monroe Jr.) and lR

laser diodes have been developed.
AdditionaUy, the resistor array approach,
mentioned above, has been extended to
the use of suspended membranes as resistive elements in place of the thin film
resistors located on insulating layer as in
the initial designs. This use of suspended
membranes as resistive elements is dis·
cussed in "Performance Characteristics of
a 256x256 uspended Resistor IR Scene
Generator System," in Characterization,
Propagatiol~ and SlmulatiOl' of Sources
and Backgrounds N, Proceedings of SPIE
2223, by A. P. Pritchard, S. P. Lake, I. M.
Sturland, M. D. Balmond, and D. W.
Gough.
Practical use of the technologies
described above has shown that there is
no one single method of IR scene projection which stands out as being superior to
all others. Present development efforts
center around projectors based on scan·
ning laser diodes and suspended membrane resistive arrays. The appl.ication of
canning laser diodes to lR scene projection was pioneered at the U.S. Army
Aviation and Missile Command as a low
co t alternative to the suspended membrane resistive element integrated circuit
approach. This article describes the scanning laser diode technology and the pre·
sent state of its development.

IR Scanning Laser Diode

Array Projector

The basis of this projector is a linear
array of lead-salt laser diodes that have
been manufactured to em.it radiation at a
pccific wavelength in either the mid- or
long-wave bands of the lR spectrum. The
laser beams are scanned in a direction perpendicular to the linear array by means of
a rotating polygonal mirror to iUuminate
an area occupied by a rectangular array of
lR detectors (usually called a focal plane
array or FPA). Coupl.ing optics are used at
the laser output and after the scanning
mirrors to tailor the projected image to
the required t1elds·of·view of the FPAbased IR sensor. Tbe intensity ofeach laser
beam is modulated during the scanning
action to produce the intended image on
the FPA (dle image to be projected is gen·
erated by a real-time target image comput·
er). A set of drive elecrrorrics, one channel
per laser, converts the calculated target
image and background lR radiance to laser
modulation current. The IR projector is
shown in block diagram fonn in Figure 1.
The label TDL Array, which stands for
"tuneable laser diodes," indicates the
lasers located in a housing cooled to cryogertic temperatures (below 77 K). A signal
line labeled 'X-sync' is shown linking the
seeker urtit under test (UUT) with the
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Closed-cycle
.------, Refrigerator
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Pre-Scan
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TDL
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Electronics

X-sync
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Generation

UUT

Figure 1.
Laser diode infrared projector schematic.
laser drive electronics. This signal is necessary to synchronize the scanning input
images \vith the FPA readout electronics
such that image readout of tbe FPA to the
image processing electronics in the missile
seeker OCCUrs exactly at the end of an
input scan and laser modulation is cor·
rectly synchronized with illumination of
each column of detectors in the FPA. (See
Figure 1.)
Performance t1gures for the initial implemenration of the laser diode lR image projector are given in Figure 2. From the
entries in the table, it can be seen that the
projecmr has 64 laser diodes emitting at a
wavelength of 4.7 microns and uses a 4: 1
interlacing scheme. These characteristics
pennit the projector to illuminate a midwaveband IR FPA ofsize 256x256 elements

at a rate of4,OOO image frames per second.
illumination of larger size FPA ensors can
be achieved by either increasing the number of lasers or increasing the interlacing
ratio. The choice depends on tradeoffs
among parameters, uch as effective maximum temperarure required, FPA readour
frame rates, and fields-of.view required.
Long-waveband IR (LWlR) FPAs can be
accommodated by changing m appropri·
ate LWIR lasers in the projector. Each laser
is individually replaceable in a customdesigned mounting frame so thar failure of
a ingle laser does not require replacemenr of the total array.
Because each laser has a unique, nonlin- \
ear relarionsb.ip between conrrol current
input and the resulting [R signal intensity •
output, and because the scanning action
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of the polygonal mirror introduces nonuniformity of the illumination intensity
received by each column of FPA elements,
calibration and corrections of the spatial
. non-uniformity in the projected scene is a
very important aspect of the projector
design and implementation. Calibration,
Lineariz:.tion, and Non-Uniformity Correc·
tion (NUC) parameters are genemted by
special purpose software which executes
on a personal computer connected to the
interface included with the drive electron·
ics. A calibrated rn camera is used to measure the projector ompul. Correction data
tables are stored in digital memory associ·
ated with each laser drive electronics
channel. user intensity modulation sig·
nals are corrected for each scan position
on each frame in real time. Figure 2 indio
cates that
C has currently acllieved a

bener than 97 percent spatial uniformity
and requires 90 minutes to calculate lin·
earization and NUC parameters. After laser
linearization and NUC have been applied,
the frame is received by the [R camero,
converted to gray scale for viewing purposes, and stored as a digital image. The
input image is entirely generated by computer from geometric models of the vehicles, IRemission dara for the vehicles, and
background terrain IR emission data
obtained by field measurements.

Future Developments
Use of the scanning laser diode I.R projector in existing HWIL sinlUlations has
clearly demonstrated the value and capa·
bilities of th is technology. A version of the
projector is being produced for operation
at LWIR and the elecrronics have been

Performance Parameter
Spatial Resolution

Value
256x256

Number of lasers

64

Field of View

11.1 deg

Emission wavelength

4.7 microns

Field Rate

16 KHz

Frame Rate

4 KHz

Maximum Apparent

>290 C

Temperature
Minimum Apparent

improved based on earlier laser lineariza·
tion and NUC experience. The next generation projector will provide the capability
to illuminate FPAs having sizes of512x512
and 640,.480 detector elements, which are
sensor sizes for Olher Army guided missiles currendy under development. The
present confLguration of the projector
requires it '0 be mounted on a fixed·base
optical table. which thereby mandales a
fixed missile-targe. line-of-sight direction
during the course of a closed gUidanceloop simulation. This in turn forces the
use of synthetic line-of·sight conrrol during the simulation. For more complete
simulation fidelity, it is desirable to allow
real·world line-of.sight angles to be experienced by the missile sensor and, dlerefore. the ill projector output beam needs
to be able to move in angle space relative
to the sensor. Doing this in a cost-effective
manner is the next challenge in the developmenl of the laser diode IR projector.

Conclusion
The de ign and performance of a scanning laser diode lR scene projector suit·
able for use in H\VIL sinlUlation of tactical
guided missiles and submunilions has
been briefly summarized. A linearization
and non·uniformity correction process
has been designed and implemented, and
successful applications of the projector
have been demonstrated. Development of
the projector and applications to larger
size IR detector arrays are continuing. The
capability of generating real-world target
line-of·sight angular changes by providing
physical translational motion of the pro·
jected dynamic output images is a future
requirement.

6 C (limited by stray
radiation)

Temperature

>257:1

Dynamic Range
Minimum Perceptible

0.05 K @30K background

Temperature Difference (1
bit)
Amplitude Resolution

16 bits

(uncorrected)
Amplitude Resolution

12 bits

(corrected)
97%

Corrected Spatial
uniformity
Calibration/correction time

90 minutes
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Figure 2.
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MARKETING
THE ARMY
ACQUISITION
CORPS
TO JUNIOR OFFICERS
AND CADETS
By Cadets Darren C. Hicks
and Daniel C. Gibson

Marketing the
Acquisition Corps
provides
a servIce
to both the AAC
and junior officers
in that
it recruits
quality
officers
into the corps
while
at the same time,
providing
junior officers
with the information
to properly
plan
their future.
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Editor's Note: The following article was
written by two senior Reserve Officer
"Fraining Corps (ROTC) cadets while serving at the Pe"tago" this past summer as
participants /n the third a"nual ROTC
Cadet Interr, Program. Darre" C. Hicks
and Daniel C. Gibso" were among a
select group of 22 cadets assigned to the
Army Secretariat, tbe Department of the
Army Staff, and to otber organizations
within the Military District of
Washington.
The cadets represented
numerous colleges and universities
throughout the United States.
Established in 1995, the Cadet Intern
Program Is designed to help "future Army
leaders" understand Department of the
Anny and Department of Defense policy
issues, missio,lS, and organizational
relationships. Emphasis is placed on the
role of the military Services - particularly the Army - in the national security pol.
icy process.

lifestyle is computerized and technical.
This gives the MC an advantage over
other spedalty areas.
The most important weapon system in
the U.S. Army is the individual soldier.
Today's MC aids the modem soldier on
the battlefield by executing the MC vision
of "developing, integrating, acquiring,
and fielding [weapon] systems" that will
ensure their ultimate victory. To support
this vision, the MC is in need of higWy
trained, educated, and motivated young
Army officers who are dedicated to servo
ing the needs of the Army.
It hould be a goal of the MC to identify and track junior officers with skiUs and
traits useful to the MC and recruit them
into the corps. To do this, enior ROTC
and U.S. Military Academy (USMA) cadets
must be informed of the opportunities
that exist in the MC and be kept notified
of the changes and developments during
their career progression.

Introduction

Marketing Strategies

The purpose of this article is to market
strategies to infonn junior officers and
cadets about the Army Acquisition Corps
(MC). The MC is unique becau e it
requires officers who are highly skilled in
technical fields. The MC must spread
infonnation on a continuous basis. This
is very important because juniot officers
and caders are eager to learn and know
everything about the Army.
Today's

There are several ways to market the
MC: expand current internship programs; create professional displays; conduct an MC briefing dUring branch orientations; produce information videos; send
information packets to junior officers and \
cadets with technical degrees; and develop byperlinks to ROTC, USMA, and other J
bome pages.
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Getting Started
The firSt step is to begin coordination
for expanding the current Cadet lntern
Program to include an internship at one
'of the Army's re earch labs. This will give
cadets hands-on experience and provide
them opportunity for practical applications of their tudies. In the past, coordination of internship programs has taken
upwards of eight months to complete.
For a program to be in place for the summer of 1998, coordination began in
September 1997 and will be completed by
May 1998. This will allow 1998 graduates
of Advanced Camp to attend immediately
upon completing their training.
The next step is to create professional
displays for use at Army professional organization conferences to be held in FY 98.
These include the Association of the U.S.
Army, Army Aviation Association of
America, and the Society of American
Military Engineers. These profe sional
organizations target junior officers who
are in technical fields, thus reaching a
large portion of the MC target audience.
Following the creation of professional
displays, the next step is to hold an MC
briefing during branch orientations at
ROTC Advanced Camp. Likewise, hold an
MC hriefing during a selected visit to the
USMA. This will ensure that all cadets will
be introduced to the MC prior to being
commissioned. In addition, it enables
MC representatives to talk fIrsthand with
cadets who are pursuing degree in areas
that will support the Acquisition Corps.
Further, a mailing list can be constructed
so the AAC can easily contact u p-and-coming lieutenants and provide them infor, mation on the changes and developments
in the acquisition field.

Using Video To Market
A tool that would prove invaluable at
•brand) orientation briefings and could
easily be sent to individual cadetS as part
of an information packet would be an
jnformative video. The video should
describe the MC, demonstrate current
Acquisition Corps research and development (R&D) projects, and profile MC
officers. The de cription of the MC
should indude officer career progression,
educational opportunities, and available
job opporrunities. The R&D aspect
would illustrate the technology used in
Force XXI projects. The final aspect of the
video would present interviews with MC
officers. The interview would detail the
officer's education, career progression,
,current job, and future career goals.
In addition to being used in a variety of
isplays, the information video could be
sent to interested cadets and lieutenants
as part of a larger information packer.
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Shown
(left to right)
during their
summer internship
at the
Pentagon
are ROTC
senior cadets
Darren C. Hicks
and
Daniel C. Gibson.
Along with the video, the packet would
contain a cover lener, a copy of Army
RD&A magazine, general literature on the
MC, dle civilian and military playbooks, a
listing of MC points of contacts, and a
copy of DA PAM 600-3 (Commissioned
To The Army Acquisition Corps). The
cover lener would be signed by Keith
Charles, Deputy Director of the Army
Acquisition Corp, welcoming the individual's interest in the MC and offering to
have a local representative of the MC

to the point at which he or she choo es a
functional area. In the past, when officers
have not been properly informed of their
career opporrunities following their company command, this span of time was not
used most efficiently. 1J1 dle furure, properly informed cadets and lieutenant will
be able to use this time to effectively plan
their education and career progIe sion
and make more ound career decisions.
Marketing the Acquisition Corps provides
a service to both the MC and junior offi.cers in that it recruits quality officers into
the corps while at the same time, provid-

speak [0 interested ROTC unils or organi-

ing junior officers with the information

zations. The copy of Army RD&A magazine would include an offer to subscribe
to dle magazine. This subscription would
keep the individual updated on the Me.
Constructing hyperlinks from the MC
web page to bodl the ROTC and USMA
home pages is very important. This wW
keep the flow of information to junior
officers and cadets continuous and at the
individual's own pace.
The final step is to investigate the possibility of prOViding a scholarship for
advanced civil schooling to target cadets.
Similar to dle Competitive Development
Group Program, this scholarship would
provide selected cadets with technical
degrees an opportunity to anend school
on an educational delay of active duty.

properly plan their future.
[f the strategy above is implement d, the
information would be guaranteed to
reach aU target officers and cadets. This
strategy is de igned to keep targeted individuals current with MC programs and
initiatives during their career progression.

Officer DeveiopmeTlt ATld Cm'eer
Management), chapter 47 (Introduction

Conclusion

[0

CADET DARREN C. FliCKS attends
Wake Forest University, WinstonSalem, NG, majoring in medical
technology.
CADET DANiEL C. GIBSON
attends Virginia Military institute
(VMi), Lexington, VA, majoring in
mechanical engineering.

Approximately seven years pass from the
time dlat an Army officer is commissioned
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By the time you receive this issue, the Acquisition Career
Management Workshop may be in full swing or about to begin in San
Antonio, TIC This year's workshop will be attended by members of
the Army acquisition community as well as representatives from the
Navy; Air Force, and Offiee of the Secretary of Defense acquisition
communities. This vet)' important workshop brings many memben>
of the acqui ition community together, with the hope that elicited
ideas can be addressed and implemented across tile Acquisition
Workforce. The next issue of Army RD&A magazine will contain an
article summarizing the accomplishments of the workshop.
Over the last month, my staff and I have visited several installations
to present update briefs to the AmlY Acquisition COrps (MC) and
Workforce (MW). These visits continue to provide us with exc lIent
input from the 6eld, which is Ollcial to our efforts to evaluate our current initiatives, develop new initiatives and gain ideas for future programs and improvements. We appreciate your anendance at these
briefings, and hope that the assodated sensing sessions provide you
\vith additional opportunity for mall group discu ion of acquisition
career management issues. ur quest for two-way communication
is SClVed well by these visits to the field. In the future, we will expand
the size of the team to provide additional customer support.
We also visited the ational Training Center. We are pursuing the
opportunity for both military and civilian personnel to benefit from
the offerings of this wonderful faciUty. Look for more information in
the near future, which will allow MC members the opportUnity [0 see
our Amly in a realistic training environment.

Congmtulations to COL Jim Cross, COL Steve Kee, and LTC Bruce
Jette, winners of the Projea and Product Manager of the Year Awards
profiled in this issue. These well-deserving individuals received their
awards at the 1997 Amly Acquisition Workshop in Orlando, FL, in
August. Also recognized at dle workshop was Keith Charles, Deputy
Director, Acquisition Career Management. CongrdtulatiOns to him
for the well-deserved Meritorious Civilian Service Award for his leadership, drive and determination, which resulted in many accompUshments and new irtitiatives in the acquisition career management
arena. Attendees relt the workshop was a huge success, and details
of the workshop are presented in this issue on pages 13-17.
I strongly encourage aU of you to submit articles to Amry RD&A
magazine, and to the many other military and professional publications read by memben> of the variou Senices and brancl1es and the
acquisition community. The MW has many excellent anecdotes and
experience that can benefit the entire Acrny. We are all bener SClVed
by sharing this information.
last, but by no means least, if you are a G5-13 or below, and have
not received an Acqui ition Civilian Record Brief (ACRB) in your
birth month since May 1997, please e-mail you r correct address to
ACRB@Radford-embl.anny.mil. Ifyour birth month has not passed
and you are not sure your address is culTCnt, send it to the same
address! If you are an MC member, a functional acquisition specialist (FAS) wi.IJ contact you to update your ACRB.
l hope that many of you had the pleasure of visiting the MC exhibit at the annual meeting of the A~sociation of the U.S. Army in
October. Read the article abour the exhibit in this section, and
remember the logan "Facing the Future...Together." 1he MC and
the warfigllter are indeed contributing togerher to ensure the success of tomorrow's Army.
As always, r invite you to send me your thoughts and ideas on how
we are doing and what we can inlprove. You can contact me or any
one of my per50tulel (see the accompanying ACMO staff list).
COL Thomas V. Rosner
Director, Acquisition Career
Management Office
Pentagon, 3E427
rosnert@sanla.army.mil
(703) 697-6291 (OS 227)

ACMO Staff And Proponency Officers
Staff and Proponency Officers

Commercial
(703)

DSN

COL Tom Rosner, Director

697-6291

227-6291

rosnert@sarda.army.mil

Mary Thomas, Deputy Director

693-7323

223-7323

thomasm@sarda.army.mil

LTC(P) Bill Fast, Special Projects

695-7264

225-7264

fastw@sarda.army.mil

Karen Walker, Program Mgmt BCE&FM

697-2542

227-2542

walkerk@sarda.army.mil

MAJ Yancey Williams, Program Mgmt

697-0472

227-0472

wiJliamy@sarda.army.mil

MAJ Mike Bonheim, Contracting

695-7265

225-7265

bonheimm@sarda.army.mil

Mary McHale, Contracting; Ind Prop Mgmt

697-6293

227-6293

mchalem@sarda.army.mil

LTC Earl Rasmussen, Comm/Computer

695-7264

225-7264

rasmusse@sarda.army.mil

Tony Echols, Logistics, Manu & Production

697-2558

227-2558

echolsa@sarda.army.mil

Peggy Mattei, Systems Planning RD&E, T&E

697-4382

227-4382

matteip@sarda.army.mil
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Bonheim Joins
Acquisition Career Management
Office

The Army Acquisition Career Management Office, Office of
the Assistant SecretalY of the Army (Research, Development
and Acqui ition), is pleased to announce the arrival of MAj(P)
Mike Bonheim, who will serve as the Functional Area 97
(Contracting and industrial Management) Proponency
Officer. Bonheim served previously as Contracting Officer,
Aviation Applied Technology Directorate, U.S. Army Aviation
Troop Command. He has also served as Deputy Cbie~
Contracting and Administrative Contracting Officer, Defense
Honeywell/AI Ii ant Tech ystems.
Plant Representative
Booheim holds an M.S. in acquisition management from the
Naval Postgraduate School, is a graduate of the Command and
General Staff College, and a recent graduate of the Advanced
Program Managers Course.

Army Acquisition Corps Display
The Army Acquis.ition Corp (AAC) exhibit, "Facing the Future
Together," was displayed at the Association of the U.S. Army's
annual meeting h ld Oct.13·15, 1997, in Washington, DC.
The dispJaywail depicts a soldier which i actually composed
of hundreds of photographs of Army Acquisition Workforce
members. The display waU also hou es an interactive video,
including an introduction by and interview excerpts from LTG
Paul Kern, Director of the MC and Military Deputy to the Army
Acquisition Executive. The interactive video uses computer
touch screen technology to highlight several succe sful systems from the Advanced w.trfighting Experiment, which are
described by the soldier who u ed them.
The display serves the overall purpose of publicizing the
value and importance of the AAC in providing soldiers the systems that are Clitic.l.l to decisive victory now and in the 21st
century. The display will also be exhibited at commands and
conference throughout the coming year.

Army Acquisition
Tuition Assistance Program
The Army Acquisition Tuition Assistance Program (ATAP) is
available to civilian members of the Army Acquisition Corps
(Me) and the Army AcquisitiOn Workforce (MW). Included
in the AAWare members of the Corps Eligible (CE) Program
and the Competitive Development Group (CDG). ATAI' was
announced as "open continuous" on july 16, 1993, and .viJ!
be in effect until Sept 30, 2001. There are currently 729 ATAP
students Armywide. The educational program i managed by
the Army Acquisition Education and Training (AE1) Office.
ATAP enables individuals to satisfy their educational
requirements and enhance their career development, as
cited in the DoD 5000.52M, Acqflisition Career
Development Program. Master's, bachelor's and a sociate
degrees may be pursued. Individuals may also use the ATAI'
to atisfy their required 12/24 hours in business. MC, AAW,
CE and COG members are eligible for bachelor's degrees;
MC, CE and CDG membets are eligible for master's degrees.
Degree must be in a discipline that underpin acquisition
functions, such as accounting, business finance, law, contracts purchasing, economics, marketing, industrial management, organization and management, quantitative mem-
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ad , and technical and scientific specialties.
ATAP funding only covers tuition, lab fees and special assessment fees. Students in master's degree programs must receive
grades of 'B" or better. Students seeking bachelor's degrees,
as ociate degrees, or those in 12/24 hour' programs must
receive grades of "C" or better. The government must be reimbursed for the cost of the dass if these grades are not achieved.
Application forms for the ATAP may be obtained from the
Army AcqUisition Corps Army Acquisition Workforce Civilian
Training Opportunities Academic l'iiar 1997-1998 catalog,
available at civilian persolUlel offices. The catalog i also on
the internet at: http://dacm.sarda.army.mil. The suspense
dates are june 1 and Oct. 1 ofeadl fiscal year. Applications will
also be accepted out-of-cycle on a case-by-case basis, but must
be accompanied by a justification and a reque t for out-of-cycle
consideration. AU applications mu t be submitted through the
applicant'S training coordinator to the Acquisition Career
Management Office, Acquisition Education and Training divi·
sion (AET). Individuals who do not have a training coordinator may ubmit their applications directly to the AET Office at
9900 Belvoir Road, Suite 101, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5567.
Representatives from the respective career fields board the
applications. Final selections are made by the Deputy Director
for Acquisition Career Management and are announced by
AEr. For more information on ATAP, contact Sue Winkler at
commercial {703)80S-1048 or DSN 655-1048.

PERSCDM Notes. ..
Senior Service College Results Released
The enlor Service College ( C) Selection Board selected
the following 30 Army Acquisition Corps members to attend
the SSC during academic year 1998-1999:
LTC Charle R. Ball
LTC William D. Beatty
I1'C Robert P. Birmingham
LTC joseph M. Brito
LTC Robert M. Brown
LTC Thomas M. Cole
LTC Lauren S. Davi
LTC Mary Fuller
rfC John L. Gross
LTC Michael A. Hamilton
LTC Ronald R. Heu1er
LTC Theodore E.johnson
LTC WUliam R.joh.llson Jr.
LTC Donald P. Kotchman
LTC Kim C. Leach

LTC Gabriel F Leyva
LTC Thomas W. Light
LTC jady A. Maxwell
LTC Tim R. McKaig
LTC Georgy . Miller
LTC james C. Naudain
LTC George B Patten
LTC Steven R. Perry
LTC Frank S. Petty
LTC Valerie A. Rasmussen
LTC Robert L. Reyenga
LTC Lui D. Sans
LTC Charles R. Stevens
LTC John P. Weinzettle
LTC .Karl A. WickiZer

The Army Acquisition Corps had a IOtal of 443 officers eligible for selection to SSC and had a selection rate of 6.7 percent, which was equal to the Army average.
The following chart represents Year Group and Functional
Area (FA) of the officers elected:

Year Group

FASt

1976
1977
1978
1979

2
7
8
2

FAS3
t

FA97

1
1
2

1
4
1

Nineteen FAS1 offices were selected to attend sse; five FA53
officer ; and six FA97 officers. Each of the officers selected to
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attend at SSC was a former centrally elected Command
Designated Position List (CDPL) product manager or acquisition commander or is a current product manager or acquisition commander. This common experience among the
selectees confirms what PERSCOM has stated previou Iy-the
path to SSC selection includes a successful CDPL product manager or acquisition command tour.
Each officer selected for SSC will have the opportunity to
inform the Chief, Military Acquisition Management Branch as
to which SSC they would like to attend. Each officer will
receive a memo with course descriptions of each SSC and fellowship that is available.

Advanced Civil Schooling Program
The Army's Advanced Civil Schooling (AC ) Program provides opportunities for officers to pursue advanced degrees at
civilian schools on a full-time, fully funded basis. During FY98,
the Army Acquisition Corps (MC) has a total of 65 spaces available for ACS.

Prerequisites
MC officers interested in applying for ACS should meet the
following program requirements:
• A strong military file and potential for promotion;
• No more than 17 years active federal service upon Start of
the ACS Program;
• An undergraduate grade point average of at least 2.5; and
• A GMAT score of 500 or higher, or a GRE score of 500 or
higber in each of the three categories. The GMAT or GRE
scores must not be more than five years old.

Selection Of Graduate Schools
All graduate schools considered for ACS must be accredited
universities, and the tuition for a full year of study (fall, spring,
and summer semesters) should not exceed $14,500. The goal
for the fully funded graduate program is to obtain "the best
education in the shortest amount of time."
How To Apply
An ACS application packet consists of:

• DA Form 1618-R (with original signatures from the applicant and the first field grade officer in the applicant's chain of
command). The form is located in AR 621-1.
• An original copy of all college transcripts.
• A Iener of acceptance from each university listed on the
DA Form 1618-R, except for aval Postgraduate School (NPS).
PERSCOM nominates officers to NPS and obtains this letter of
acceptance. Letters of acceptance should include:
The title of the degree program to be pursued;
The day, month and year of registration;
The day, month, and year school begins;
The month and year the degree will be completed;
The cost per credit per semester/quarter; and
Whether in-state or OUt-or-state tuition will be granted.
If you meet the prerequisites and have discussed ACS possibilities with your assignment officer, mail an ACS application
packet to: U.S. Total Army Personnel Command, ATTN: TAPCOPB-E (AAC ACS Manager), 200 Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA
22332-0411.

who would start ACS in the swnmer/fall semesters. The July
board considers applicants who would start with the pring
semester. The next board dates areJan. 12-14, 1998, and July
15-17, 1998.
For additional information on the Army Acquisition Corps'
ACS Program or application procedures, contact Paula "Bettes,
commercial (703)325-2760, DSN 221-2760, or e-mail:
bettesp@hoffrnan-emhl.army.mil.

'fraining With Industry Program
The Training With Industry (1WI) Program is designed to
provide military officers with hands-on experience in specific
industry environments. 1WI partiCipants interact with industry personnel in a variety of industry programs, projects
and/or training sessions.
All 1WI positions Start prior to Oct. 1 of the election year
and will not exceed one year in length. Our current plans are
to place 10 Acquisition Corps officers in 1WI positions during
FY98 (from the industry Iistieg below).

FY98 AAC TWI LISTING
Industry
AIliant Techsystems, Inc.
Allison Transmission
Bell Helicopter Textron
Boeing Defense & Space Group
DynCorp
General Dynamics Land Systems
General Motors Military Vehicles
Hughes Aircraft
Lockheed Martin Elecrronic Missiles
Lockheed Martin Vought Systems
Motorola Space & Sys Tech Group
Oshkosh Truck Corporation
Raytheon Company
Raytheon 11 Systems
Boeing (formerly Rockwell international)

Location
Edina, MN
Indianapolis, IN
Fort Worth, TIC
Seattle, WA
Re ton, VA
Warren, MI
Roche ler Hills, MI
Theson, AZ
Orlando, FL
Dallas. TIC
Scottsdale, AZ
Oshkosh, WI
Sudbury; MA
Lewisville, TX
Duluth, GA

How To Apply

Army Acquisition Corps officers must meet the same prerequisites as discussed in the ACS article above (except for the
GREIGMAT requirement). The January ACS Review Board also
selects officers to be nominated to the 1WI positions.
The 1WI application con i ts of:
• DA Form 1618-R (Application for Detail as Student Officer
at a Civilian Educational Institution); and
• A personal resume (no longer than two typed pages).
The DA form 1618-R and resume should be mailed to: U.S.
Total Army Personnel Command, ATTN: TAPC-OPB-E (MC
1WI Manager), 200 Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-0411.
For information on these positions or application procedures, contact Paula Bettes at commercial (703)325-2760,
DSN 221-2760 or e-mall: bettesp@hoffman-emhl.army.mil.

Selection Process
The MC holds a review board each January and July to select
officers to attend ACS. The January board looks at applicants
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NEWS BRIEFS

TECOM, ARL Research
Virtual Proving Ground

Army researchers are developing a new computer-based test and
•evaluation system for proposed and existing equipment, which will
shorten the acquisition process and significantly cut costs. Called the
VlI1Ual Proving Ground (vpG), the program is an Anny Test and
Evaluation Command (fECOM) effort supported by the Anny
Research Laboratory (ARL).
'The VlrtUal Proving Ground is a new way of doing business for the
test and evaluation community. It will rely on computers as much as
possible to evaluate equipment in addition to validating the methods
the Anny uses to conduct test and evaluation," says Ken Smith, a com·
puter scientist with ARL's Wormation Sciences and Technology
Directorate.
The VPG will allow high fidelity models of existing and proposed
or prototype hardware to be tested without the need for as many
expensive field tests of actual equipment. By performing these tests
in a simulated environment, the development life cycle of equipment can be shortened by finding and fixing problems in the initial
design. Also, equipment can be tested under conditions that cannot
be replicated in the field, at the extremes of a model's performance.
"It's all right to roll a tank in a simulation, but you want to avoid
doing that in the field with an actual protorype," notes Smith. He
adds that the VPG is not intended to replace field testing, but to augment it by improving the tests.
Another advantage of the VPG will be its ability to model subcomponents of systems. This will permit joining subcomponents from different systems together on a computer-such as a gun system from one
vehicle with the chassis from another-to see if such combinations work.
Under development at TECOM's Aberdeen Test Center, the VPG is
expected to be operational by the year 2003.

CONFERENCES

allied nations; and all those involved with new scientific initiatives and ongoing modernization activities focused on near-term
and long-range U.S. Army combat capabilities are encouraged to
attend.

Call For Papers
Department of the Army civilian and mllltary scientists and engineers are invited to submit unclassified, two-page summaries
that describe the relevance and contents of their proposed paper.
Material must represent original work performed by Army civilian
or military scientists and engineers. Army authors may submit
papers in collaboration with colleagues in other agencies, academia or industry; however, only Army personnel may make presentations.
Papers are soliCited in the general categories of Smart Structures
and Advanced Materials; Microelectronics and Sensors; HighPerformance Computing and Simulation; Advanced Propulsion
and Power Technologies; Defense Against Weapons of Mass
Destruction; Medical and Behavioral Sciences; Environmental
Sciences and Geosciences; and Engineering Sciences (including
robotics, mechanics, fluid dynamics and survivability.)
Summaries must be submitted in the reqUired format On Or
before Dec. 1, 1997, to: 21st Army Science Conference, 16441
Benns Church Boulevard, Smithfield, VA, 23430, or faxed to
(757)357-5108.
To obtain summary format instructions or other conference
information, contact Catherine Kominos at commercial (703)6973558 or DSN 225-3558.

Army Acquisition Corps
Annual Holiday Party
LTG Paul Kern, Director of the Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC), is hosting the 1997 AAC annual holiday party,
Dec. 12, in Washington DC. For infonnation, contact LTC
A.]. Castaldo at DSN 227-3191, commercial (703) 697-3191,
or e-mail: castalda@sarda.army.mil.

21 st Army Science Conference
Conference Overview
The 21st Anny Science Conference, sponsored by the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition),
will be held at the Norfolk Waterside Marriott and Convention
Center in Norfolk, VA, June 15-18, 1998. The conference theme is
.. cience and Technology for Army After Next." This biennial event
began in 1957 to provide a forum for presentation, discussion and

• recognition of significant accomplishments by U.S. Army scientists
and engineers.
The conference wW feature presentations of approximately 150
papers and posters judged as best among those submitted.
Authors of the most outstanding papers wW receive special recogn.ition and awards.
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Objectives
Some of the conference objectives are:
• To discuss the latest developments in emerging technologies
and their impacts on warfighting capabilities for Army After Next;
• To present the Army's best research to the international scientific and engineering communiry for critical review and discussion;
and
• To provide a forum for sharing ideas related to the Army's
many scientific and engineering disciplines.
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Who Should Attend?
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Defense and U.S. Army personnel; representatives from academia, industry, and other U.S. government agencies; officials from
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Anny Contracting for the 21st Centwy Booklet

Gore Approves Goals for 'DOD Acquisition'
NPR Reinvention Impact Center
On July 31, 1997, Vice President Gore approved goals for "DOD
Acquisition" as a National Performance Review Reinvention Impact
Center (RIC). The initiatives cover the three main areas contained in
the Blair House Papers and constitute the hallmark ofwhat the DOD
AcqUisition RlC will achieve during the second tenn of the administration. Below are the 12 goals DOD is committed to achieving by
the year 2000.

In June 1997, the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secret,1ty of the
Army (Procurement) published theAnny Contractingfor the 21st
Century booklet. TIle booklet describes the story of Army contracting and defines its goals and strategic focus. It also describes •
some Army contracting accomplishments and points the way to
the future. Army contracting has led the acquisition reform
cbarge and continues to innovate to provide our soldiers the best
possible suppOrt now and in the 21st cenmry. For copies of the
booklet, contact Melissa Pittard at (703)681-9155 or e-mail your
request to: pittardm@sarda.armymiI.

Update On Strategic Planning For
Acquisition Reform

• With no top-line budget change, achieve annual Defense procurement of at least $54 billion toward a goal of $60 billion in

On Aug. 6, 1997, Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, Acting Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition), released
an assessment of the progress being made by Army major commands and program executive offices in implementing the Army
AcqUisition Reform Strategy Acquisition reform strategic planning
began on Sept 22, 1996. Major commands and program executive offices were to incorporate the Army Acquisition Reform
Strategy into their organizational strategic planning process and
comply with the Army "Guidelines for Acquisition Reform
Strategic Planning." TIle product was to be their AcqUisition
Reform Improvement Plan. This plan was to be posted to an
Acquisition Reform Home Page on the Internet.
The assessment shows the results emerging from acquisition
reform strategic planning activities as ofJuly 28, 1997. Major commands that get good marks for their initial efforts are the U. S.
Army Forces Command, the U. S. Army Materiel Command and
the U. S. Anny Space and Strategic Defense Command. The program executive offices that get good marks are Air and Missile
Defense; Intelligence, Electronic warfare and Sensors; and Tactical
Missiles. The assessment and its appendices can be downloaded
from hnp:/lacqnetsarda.army.miVacqreVacqref3.hrm.
Dr. Oscar encouraged the continuation of this vitally important
acquisition reform strategic planning process in a timely manner.

2001.

He announced that another asses ment of the AR strategic plan-

• In the spirit of fostering partnerships and community solutions,
DOD will complete disposal of 50 percent of the surplus property
baseline and privatize 30,000 housing units.
• Decrease paper transactions by 50 percent through electronic
commerce and data interchange.
• Reduce total release of toxic chemicals by an additional 20 percent.

ning progress and results would be performed in January 1998.

DOD Acquisition Year 2000
3.;vear Goals
Delivering Great Servu:e
• Deliver new major defens systems to the users in 25 percent
less time.
• Achieve visibility of 90 percent of DOD materiel assets while
resupplying military peacekeepers and warfighters and reducing
average order to receipt time by 50 percent.
• Simplify purchasing and payment through use of purchase card
transactions for 90 percent of all DOD micropurchases while reengineering the processes for requisitioning, funding, and ordering.
• Create a world-class learning organization by offering 40 or
more hours of continuing education and training to the DOD
acquisition-related workforce.

Fostering Ebrtnership

Internal Reinvention
• Eliminate layers of management through streamlined processes while reducing the DOD acquisition-related workforce by 15
percent.
• Define requirements and establish an implementation plan for
a co t accounting system that provides routine visibility into
weapon system life cycle costs through activity-based costing and
management. Tbe system must deliver timely, integrated data for
management purposes to: permit understanding of total weapon
costs; provide a basis for estimating costs of future systems; and
feed other tools for lite cycle cost management.
• Dispose of $2.2 billion in excess National Defense Stockpile
inventories and $3 billion in unneeded government property
while reducing supply inventory by $12 billion.
• MinimiZe cost growth in major Defense programs to no greater
than 1 percent annually.
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AMC Reduces ALT;PLT For Dollar Weighted
Secondary Items
In a memorandum dated July 11, 1997, GEN Johnnie Wllson, >
Commanding General, Army Materiel Command (AMC),
informed the Army Chief of Staff ofAMC's continuing success in
reducing the dollar weighted Administrative Lead
Tune/Production Lead Time (ALT/PL1) days for its secondary
items. Since FY94, AMC reduced the dollar weighted ALT/PLT
by 47 percent, from 683 days to 365 days. According to the latest data obtained from the Logistics Management Instinlte
(March 1996), only the Defense Logistics Agency has a shoner
cycle time than the Army The accompanying chart illustrates '
AMC's progress.
AMC uses ALT/PLT days in its inventory management system to
detennine the quantity and value of items needed to meet
demand during the time required to order and receive replenishment stocks. The formula used to calculate dollar weighted
ALT/PLT days is contained in DOD 4140.1-M Secondary Item
Stratification Manual. Since FY90, the total value of the items •
needed to cover the ALT/PLT cycle time bas been reduced from
$10.3 billion to $2.1 billion. lrus 80 percent reduction i not all"
a.ttributable to ALT/pI:r, but it clearly demonstrates AMC's aggres-
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sive inventory reduction efforts.
In the memo to the Army Chief of taff, GEN Wtlson attributed
success so far to several key initiatives. These induded the use of
flexible long-term contracts, electronic ordering, zero tech loop
(updating technical data packages prior to the actual requirement),
and automation. Above all else, GEN Wtlson attributed AMe's success to teamwork. Item managers, engineers, and contracting personnel worked together to ensure AMC bought the right equipment and supplies in a timely manner. AMC is seeking partnering
relationships with irs major secondary item suppliers to tackle PLT
reductions. GEN Wtlson believes further reductions beyond the
FY98-03 Program Objective Memorandum promise of 300 days are
achievable, and he established a stretch goal of 280 (!:Iys for the
end ofFY98.

Army Enterprise Metrics Update
More Army-level enterprise metries were added to the Army
Acquisition web site at http://acqnet.sarda.annymiVacqref under
the title ')ill Metrics" in late August 1997. With the added metrics,
the metrics page was reorganized by categories as reflected below:

AMC Adrninistrative!Procurement Administrative Lead Tlffie
• Performance-Related Metrics
NumberofContracror~otesrs

Army Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP) Breaches
• Acquisition Reform Initiatives Metrics
Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECPs)
DAWIA Certification
Single ~ Initiative
MIL'>PECs/STDs Reform
Credit Card Usage
EClEDJ;FACNET
• Contract Actions Metrics
By Ordering Method
By Contracr Competition
By Business Type
By SoliCitation Methods
Multiyear Contracts
• Links to Other Metrics
Army Contracting Facr Book

For additional information on Army metrics, contact Dr. A.
• Cost-Related Metrics
Annual Rate of Program Cost Change
Cost in Cents per Dollar Purchasing
• Schedule-Related Metrics
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Kim at (703) 681-9318, or email: kima@sarda.army.mil

For additional information on Acquisition Refonn, contact lIe

L. Hooks on (703) 681-9479, or e-mail: hooksl@sarda.army.mil
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BOOKS

The Team Handbook,
Second Edition
By Peter R. Scholtes, Brian L. Joiner,
and Barbara J. Streibel, Joiner
Associates Inc., 1996
Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.), a project manager with the Waste Policy Institute in San
Antonio, TX, and a former member of the Army
Acquisition Corps.
Teams are here to stay. They provide the responsiveness and veratility necessary for suacess in a project management environm nt
thar more traditional organization struetures do not- Yet, their applicarion is often a mystery for those raised on hierarchy and conunandand-control. On the bookshelf of team literature, The Team
Handbook, Second Edition, by Peter R Scholtes, Brian L. Joiner, and
Barbara). Streibel, stands ou[ as a singular source ofhow-to guidance
for those who would tap the power of teamS now and in the future.
The book is more a down-to-earth shop manual than a handbook.
It is meant to be used on the job_ Its spiral binding allows easy, layOat use. Lnfonnation is organize<! in a consistent, visually oriented
fonnat thJI.t facilitates indexing, identifying key points, and making
marginal notes. It includes specific sidebar elements that offer brief
tips, cautions, highlights, and background information.
The Team Handbook comprises seven chapters and four supporting appendices. The Foreword, written by Peter Scholtes, includes
an admonition that teams are not the solution to every problem.
Teams are one of many available rools. When they are used, they
must be applied wid'in a larger system of planning, priOrities, leadership, and training. TIlls new second edition goes beyond the crossfunctional team scope of d,e previous edition to include management reams, new produer development teams, and natural work
groups.
Chapter 1 provides a conceptual foundation for team application,
linked to associated specifics on qualily programs in Appendix A. The
chapter includes an insightful team development model thJI.t displays
the relationship among six interacting elements ofa team environment.
Team tools are described in Chapter 2. While this information is
available from many other sources, Ishikawa's Guide to Quality
Control for example, the handbook presents it condsely, from a
hands-on poinr of view. A matrix describing when to use the tools
answers the "So whar?" question that can plague a stricdy academic
presentation.
Chapters 3 and 4 are especially useful to managers. The former
deals with getting things started. It includes a description of things
to be done and checklists and worksheets for ensuring compLete execution. In consonance with d,e cautionary note in the Foreword, this
chapter describes four types of projects d,at would not be appropriate for team application. Chapter 4 addresses a critical aspect ofteanl
operation-the meeting. It provides practical prindples for planning
meetings, conducting effective discussions, making effective dedsions, and keeping records. It then applies these prindples in a
notional scenario for initial and recurring team meetings. Again,
simple yet complete cllecklists provide a path to suacessfuJ implementation.
Problem solving and process improvement are the subjects of
Chapter 5. Both are presented as alternate, related approaches to
improvement. The trademarked Joiner 7 Step Method is offered as
the preferred problem-solving approach. Appendix: B shows an
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example of how storyboards may be used to summariZe problemsolving efforts. A five-step plan for process improvement is also preseored. The method and plan are explained in detail, as are 15
improvement strategies that may be tailored to a specific situation
under either approach. TIlls chapter is much more than the shirr'
pocket guide familiar to matly readers. It is a comprebensive, stepby- rep treatment of team techniques that many view as intuitional
until they have to apply them to real tasks.
Chapter 6 gets to the thorny issue of people working together. It
describes the four stages of team growth-forming, storming, nortJl,
ing, and perfonning. It also provides a lQ.ingredienr recipe for a successful team. Each ingredient describes an ideal situation, indicators of
potential trouble, and recommendations. It concludes with suggestions for giving and receiving feedback, which is described as "The single most important skill to have in working through any problem.....
Conflier is a naruraI part of progress. Chapter 7 deals with the
issues of groupthink, common responses to con.ll.iet, and conllier
resolution. Ir also describes 10 common problems, such as floundering, reluctant partidpants, and feuding team members, and suggests methods for dealing with them.
Appendix C contains wann-up exercises related to techniques
described throughout the book. Appendix D is a useful listing of
sources for fi.u:ther information.
The Team Handbook, too, is here to stay. A walk through any program office is likely to reveal several well-thumbed copies.
Regrettably, such a tOur may also disclose a few pristine, never-been·
opened examples. like any user's guide, this book cannot guide if
it is nor used. The Team Handbook hows the way to improved
team pecfunnance as the path to improved operational performance. Anyone associated with teams in the workplace-sponsors
leaders, men1bers-would be well-secved by thorough fumiJiarily
with its contents.

LETTERS
Dear Sir:
Having just read the article, "Global Technical Data Support
to the 21st Century Military" Ouly-August 1997 i sue ofAnny
.RD&A), I am struck by the dichotomy between this article and
Acquisition Reform tenants. n,e drive to buy commercial and
use contractor logistics support seems to be at odds with the •
first seorence of the article "Technical data is the foundation
of the Army' warfighting arsenal."
I am sure Significant dollars are continuing to be spent on
the Integrated Data Environment the article touts, however,
there is only a passing reference to how this system might
handle commercial specs, if the contractor wants to make
them available. This program is just one of many that is caught
in the AcqUisition Reform dilemma. I think everyone realizes
that with the A.rmy's scarce resources we must begin to look
at legacy systems and ee if they fit in the new acquisition
process. I think it would be us ful if your magazine taned a
dialog on what "old" systems should be dropped or significantly modified if we are going to use commercial systems.

Robert J. Radkiewicz
HQ, Industrial Operations
Command
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